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SUMMARY 
 
 
 
A long-standing question in evolutionary biology concerns the molecular causes 
underlying adaptive evolution. These can either stem from structural changes in proteins or 
from changes in the expression patterns of proteins or mature RNAs. Over the last decade, 
many studies have shown that gene expression changes can have a huge impact on the 
phenotype of an organism and play an important role in adaptive evolution. A major 
prerequisite for adaptive evolution to occur at the gene expression level is the presence of 
expression variation among members of a population. This variation serves as the raw 
material for adaptive evolution. 
 
The genetic causes underlying changes in expression patterns can either be located in cis-
regulatory regions of the affected gene, such as transcription factor binding sites, or in trans-
regulatory regions, such as transcription factors. Mutations in cis-regulatory elements have 
relatively few pleiotropic effects and their effects are often additive, thus, cis-regulatory 
changes are thought to be especially well-suited targets of selection. 
A major factor influencing gene expression is the sex of an organism. The sex-bias of a 
gene also influences the pace at which proteins evolve, such that male-biased genes often 
show more rapid evolution than female-biased or unbiased genes between Drosophila 
species.  
 
Here, we investigated genome-wide gene expression variation in adult females of two 
populations of D. melanogaster, one from the ancestral species range (Zimbabwe) and one 
from the derived species range (the Netherlands). We found relatively little expression 
polymorphism present within the populations and high expression divergence between the 
populations. More than 500 genes were expressed differentially between the populations. 
These are candidate genes for those that have undergone adaptive regulatory evolution to the 
new, derived environment. When comparing our study of female adults to a study 
investigating male adult flies of the same populations, we found that there is significantly less 
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expression polymorphism in females within the populations but significantly more expression 
divergence between the populations. Further, there was little overlap in genes that differ in 
expression between the populations in males and females. This suggests that general 
differences exist between the sexes in gene expression regulation and that regulatory 
evolution has been mainly sex-specific. Our findings show that extensive gene expression 
variation exists in D. melanogaster and further highlight the importance of accounting for sex 
when investigating gene expression. 
 
In order to elucidate the genetic and evolutionary mechanisms that underlie differential 
gene expression between the populations, we employed a candidate gene approach. Analysis 
of molecular variation in the coding and upstream regions of several differentially expressed 
genes in both populations revealed evidence for a recent selective sweep in the European 
population for the gene CG34330. In the putative promoter region of the gene, there is one 
indel and one SNP where a derived variant is fixed in the European population, but at low 
frequency in the African population. These are candidates for those variants that control the 
expression level of the gene. For another gene, Jon99Ciii, we found evidence for recurrent 
structural protein evolution acting since the split of D. melanogaster from D. simulans and D. 
sechellia. However, no evidence for recent regulatory evolution could be found for this gene. 
 
Motivated by findings that male-biased genes often evolve faster than both female- and 
unbiased genes between Drosophila species, we examined the molecular evolution of sex-
biased genes and their contribution to within-population polymorphism, between-population 
divergence and between-species divergence in D. melanogaster and D. ananassae. This was 
studied on both the DNA-sequence level and the expression level. We found strong purifying 
selection limiting protein sequence variation within species. In contrast, a high proportion of 
divergence could be attributed to positive selection. In D. melanogaster, male-biased genes 
showed the highest fraction of adaptive substitutions, a pattern that was especially 
pronounced on the X chromosome. In contrast, male-biased genes did not show higher 
variation within or between populations, suggesting that inter-species divergence is not just a 
simple extension of inter-population divergence and intra-population variation. For D. 
ananassae, we did not observe a higher rate of adaptive evolution for male-biased genes, a 
finding that suggests that the type or strength of selection acting on sex-biased genes differs 
between lineages. Similarly, on the expression level, we found that sex-biased genes show 
high expression divergence between species, but low divergence between populations.  
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Zentrale Fragen der Evolutionsbiologie beschäftigen sich mit den molekularen Ursachen 
adaptiver Evolution. Diese können entweder in strukturellen Veränderungen von Proteinen 
liegen, oder in Veränderungen der Expressionsmuster von Proteinen oder reifen RNA-
Molekülen. Neuere Studien haben gezeigt, dass Änderungen der Genexpression starke 
Auswirkungen auf den Phänotyp eines Organismus haben können und darüber hinaus eine 
wichtige Rolle in adaptiven Prozessen spielen. 
Eine wichtige Grundvoraussetzung, um adaptive Evolution auf dem Genexpressionslevel 
zu ermöglichen, ist das Vorhandensein von Genexpressionsvariation zwischen Individuen 
einer Population. 
Die genetischen Ursachen für Änderungen von Expressionsmustern können auf 
verschiedenen Mechanismen basieren: Mutationen in cis-regulierenden Regionen, wie z.B in 
Transkriptionsfaktor-Bindestellen, oder Mutationen in trans-Faktoren, wie z.B in 
Transkriptionsfaktoren. Zwei Gründe machen letztere zu besonders guten Zielen von 
adaptiver Selektion: Mutationen in cis-regulatorischen Bereichen haben relativ geringe 
pleiotrope Effekte und sind häufig additiv in ihren Auswirkungen.  
Das Geschlecht eines Organismus beeinflusst die Expression eines Genes in hohem Maße. 
Auch die Geschwindigkeit, mit welcher Proteine evolvieren, wird davon beeinflusst, ob ein 
Gen überwiegend in Männchen oder Weibchen exprimiert wird. So weisen überwiegend in 
Männchen exprimierte (male-biased) Gene häufig eine schnellere Proteinevolution auf als 
Gene, die überwiegend in Weibchen exprimiert werden (female-biased) oder Gene, die nicht 
geschlechtsspezifsch exprimiert werden (unbiased). 
In der vorliegenden Arbeit untersuchten wir mittels genomweiter Microarrays, wie stark 
die Genexpression in adulten Weibchen zweier Populationen von Drosophila melanogaster 
variiert, wobei eine der beiden Populationen aus dem ursprünglichen afrikanischen 
Verbreitungsgebiet der Fliege stammt (Zimbabwe) und die andere aus dem neu erschlossenen 
Verbreitungsgebiet in Europa (Niederlande). Innerhalb der Populationen fanden wir relativ 
gering variierende Expressionshöhen der Gene, während zwischen den beiden Populationen 
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eine starke Divergenz der Expressionshöhen gefunden wurde; hier wiesen über 500 Gene 
Unterschiede in ihrer Expression auf. Die unterschiedliche Expressionshöhe dieser Gene 
könnte durch Adaption auf regulatorischer Ebene an die neue, abgeleitete Umwelt, verursacht 
worden sein könnte. 
Vergleicht man die Ergebnisse unserer Studie mit einer vorausgegangenen Studie, welche 
adulte Männchen derselben Populationen untersucht hat, so fällt auf, dass signifikant weniger 
Expressionsvariation innerhalb der Populationen in Weibchen als in Männchen vorhanden ist. 
Dagegen fand sich in Weibchen zwischen den Populationen eine signifikant größere 
Divergenz der Expressionshöhen. Darüber hinaus gab es sehr geringe Überschneidung 
zwischen den differenziell exprimierten Genen in Weibchen und Männchen. Dies impliziert, 
dass allgemeine Unterschiede zwischen den Geschlechtern in Bezug auf die 
Expressionsregulation bestehen und dass regulatorische Evolution hauptsächlich 
geschlechtsspezifisch erfolgt ist.  
Unsere Ergebnisse zeigen, dass eine große Variationsbreite innerhalb der Genexpression 
in D. melanogaster vorhanden ist und verdeutlichen, dass das Geschlecht eines Organismus 
einen starken Einfluss auf die Genexpression hat. 
 
Um die der differenziellen Genexpression zugrunde liegenden genetischen und 
evolutionären Mechanismen aufzuklären, benutzten wir einen Kandidatengen-Ansatz. Die 
Analyse von DNS Variation in kodierenden und stromaufwärts gelegenen Regionen mehrerer 
differentiell exprimierter Gene zeigte für das Gen CG34330 Hinweise auf einen kürzlich 
zurückliegenden selective sweep in der europäischen Population. Innerhalb der mutmaßlichen 
Promoterregion des Gens fanden wir ein Indel und einen SNP, wo eine abgeleitete 
Nukleotidvariante innerhalb der europäischen Population fixiert ist, diese hingegen in der 
afrikanischen Population in niedriger Frequenz vorkommt. Diese Stellen könnten also die 
Expression des Gens beeinflussen. Für das Gen Jon99Ciii haben wir Hinweise auf 
strukturelle, adaptive Proteinevolution gefunden, welche seit der Trennung von D. 
melanogaster von D. simulans und D. sechellia gewirkt hat. 
 
Motiviert durch die Tatsache, dass spezifisch männlich exprimierte Gene zwischen 
verschiedenen Arten von Drosophila oftmals schneller evolvieren als spezifisch weiblich 
exprimierte Gene und Gene, die nicht geschlechtsspezifisch exprimiert werden, untersuchten 
wir die molekulare Evolution von geschlechtsspezifisch exprimierten Genen. In D. 
melanogaster und D. ananassae analysierten wir den Beitrag von geschlechtsspezifisch 
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exprimierten Genen zum Polymorphismuslevel innerhalb von Populationen, sowie deren 
Beitrag zur Divergenz zwischen Populationen und Arten. Dies untersuchten wir sowohl auf 
DNA-Ebene, als auch auf Expressions-Ebene. Wir fanden, dass starke negative Selektion 
Proteinsequenz-Variation innerhalb der Arten limitiert. Dagegen konnte ein großer Anteil der 
auf DNS Ebene beobachteten Divergenz auf positive Selektion zurückgeführt werden. In D. 
melanogaster zeigen male-biased Gene die meisten adaptiven Substitutionen. Dieses Muster 
ist auf dem X Chromosom besonders stark ausgeprägt. Im Gegensatz dazu zeigten male-
biased Gene keine erhöhte Variation innerhalb oder zwischen den Populationen. Dies deutet 
darauf hin, dass die Divergenz zwischen Arten keine unmittelbare Fortführung von der 
Divergenz zwischen Populationen oder der Variation innerhalb von Populationen ist. Auch 
auf dem Genexpressionslevel fanden wir, dass geschlechtsspezifisch exprimierte Gene starke 
Divergenz zwischen den Arten aufweisen, aber geringe Divergenz zwischen den 
Populationen. 
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  GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
 
 1 
GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 EVOLUTION AND GENETICS 
In an abstract of his 1859 seminal work On the Origin of Species, Charles Darwin was the 
first to publish a theory of evolution driven by natural selection (Darwin 1859). Darwin’s 
theory was based on the following observations that he had made during his 1831-1836 trip 
on board of the HMS Beagle: that individuals in species are variable; that at least part of this 
variability is heritable; that in each species, many more individuals are born than can survive 
which, as a consequence, elicits a “struggle for existence”. It follows that individuals that 
have a better chance of survival, for any reason, will be selected for in nature. Since the 
advantageous trait can be passed on to the offspring, over time populations will adapt to the 
environment they are living in. Consequently, on a broader time scale, these same 
mechanisms can finally lead to the formation of new species. In his theory, Darwin 
recognized the importance of heritable variation being present in a population, which serves 
as the raw material for adaptive evolution.  
 
Although Darwin’s observations and ideas were conclusive, Darwin’s theory suffered 
from one drawback: he could not explain how heritable information could be passed on from 
one generation to the next and what mechanisms could generate and maintain heritable 
variation. During the 19
th
 century, the concept of blending inheritance was widespread among 
scientists. This concept states that the phenotypes of the parents blend to form an intermediate 
phenotype in the offspring. Thus, with each generation, variation would be removed from the 
population, resulting in equalization of all individuals. This in turn implies that no individual 
will have an advantage over another, such that natural selection would lack the basis to work 
on. In 1856, Gregor Mendel began his now famous crossing experiments with peas. His 
findings showed that traits are inherited as discrete factors that are passed on to the offspring 
in an unchanged form, so that variation is retained over generations (Mendel 1865). 
Ironically, Mendel’s findings did not gain a lot of attention by the scientific community at that 
time and Charles Darwin was not aware of them. Darwin knew about the flaws of his theory: 
“Although much remains obscure, and will long remain obscure, I can entertain no doubt, 
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after the most deliberate study and dispassionate judgment of which I am capable, that the 
view which most naturalists entertain, and which I formerly entertained – namely, that each 
species has been independently created – is erroneous” (Darwin, 1859). 
 
It was only in 1928 that DNA was proposed to be the carrier of heritable information 
(Griffith 1928), a finding proved in 1944 by Avery and colleagues (Avery et al. 1944). In 
1952, an experiment by Hershey and Chase finally excluded proteins as hereditary material, a 
belief that was common at that time (Hershey and Chase 1952). In 1953, the unraveling of 
DNA’s chemical structure (Watson and Crick 1953), along with the deciphering of the genetic 
code during the 1960s (reviewed in Nirenberg 2004) lay the foundation for modern genetics. 
Today it is clear that mutations occurring in the DNA of reproductive cells produce the 
variation that is necessary for adaptive evolution. 
 
With these discoveries at hand, scientists today are able to investigate how and why DNA 
changes its informational content through time and how such changes correlate with changes 
in the makeup (the phenotype) of organisms. For example, why do individuals of the same 
species show differences in their outer appearance or why can some individuals cope better 
with certain environmental conditions and others not? What are the genetic differences 
between different species?  
 
1.2 GENOMES AND GENETIC VARIATION 
Modern techniques have enabled the rapid sequencing of genomic regions and – boosted 
by next generation sequencing techniques – even whole genomes. This genetic data represents 
a rich source to explore the function of different genomic regions and the genetic variation 
present within populations as well as between populations or species. 
 
One of the first genomes to be sequenced was the genome of the fruitfly Drosophila 
melanogaster, the first draft of which was published in 2000 (Adams et al. 2000). The 
genome is about 180 megabases (Mb) in size, 120 Mb of which are euchromatic. It contains 
around 14,000 protein-coding genes. Most mutations arising in coding regions of the genome 
are recessive (Li 1997), implicating that natural selection can only effectively act on them 
after they have been raised to higher frequencies by drift. Once they appear in homozygotes, 
these mutations can render genes nonfunctional or lead to an altered amino acid sequence of 
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the affected protein, thus changing the structure or function of the protein. Since most 
proteins are involved in multiple cellular processes (Tomancak et al. 2002, Ohya et al. 2005), 
i.e. they are pleiotropic, mutations that change the characteristics of a protein most probably 
impact some or all of the traits that are influenced by this gene. This means that if a mutation 
in a gene is advantageous in one trait, it could still be disadvantageous in another, thus 
inhibiting the selection of this mutation. Therefore, evolution of proteins can be hampered by 
the pleiotropic effects they may be exerting (reviewed in Stern and Orgogozo 2008).  
 
The biggest part of the genome of Drosophila melanogaster, though, does not encode 
proteins. Around 80% of the euchromatic DNA is non-protein-coding DNA (non-coding 
DNA). Although originally erroneously thought to be devoid of any function and 
consequently termed as ‘junk-DNA’, non-coding DNA is far from being useless: It is of 
functional importance for DNA replication, chromosome packaging, DNA secondary 
structure, and gene expression regulation.  
 
1.3 REGULATION OF GENE EXPRESSION 
How can non-coding DNA regulate gene expression? A gene per se is an inactive piece of 
DNA that stores information for the gene product. The majority of gene products are proteins, 
but they can also be mature RNA molecules (such as transfer RNA, ribosomal RNA, and 
microRNA). The process by which the gene information gets processed into the gene product 
is called gene expression and consists of two steps: The first step is transcription of the coding 
sequence DNA into messenger RNA (mRNA). In a next step, the mRNA gets translated into a 
chain of amino acids that together form a protein (in case the gene is a protein-coding gene). 
The expression of a gene can be regulated at different levels. These include chromatin state, 
transcriptional initiation, alternative RNA splicing, mRNA stability, control of translation, 
post-translational modification, and protein degradation (Wray et al. 2003). The most 
common way, though, is regulation at the initiation of transcription (Wray et al. 2003). This 
can be accomplished either by cis-regulatory or by trans-regulatory factors. 
 
Cis-regulatory elements, such as transcription factor binding sites, lie in non-coding DNA 
regions and directly regulate the expression of genes lying on the same DNA strand. They can 
be located in enhancers, promoters, 5’UTRs, 3’UTRS or introns. In contrast, trans-regulatory 
elements are factors that are encoded elsewhere in the genome and interact with cis-regulatory 
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elements, such as transcription-factors or microRNAs. Transcription initiation of a gene is 
regulated in the promoter region: in eukaryotes, it consists of a core promoter region, where 
the basal transcriptional machinery (RNA polymerase II and general transcription factors) 
assembles. Nevertheless, the core promoter is not a common point of gene expression 
regulation. In addition to the core promoter, multiple transcription factor binding sites (TFBS) 
are spread in a module-like fashion along the promoter region of a gene, which facilitate fine-
tuning of expression regulation (Figure 1.1). These are termed enhancers. A transcription 
factor (TF) bound to an enhancer can interact with the basal transcriptional machinery, 
thereby facilitating or inhibiting its association with the core promoter, resulting in an 
increase or decrease in transcription rates (reviewed in Wray et al. 2003). Mutations that 
occur in cis- or trans factors can lead to an altered expression of the gene concerning timing,  
 
 
 
FIGURE 1.1 Promoter structure and function. (a) Organization of a generalized eukaryotic gene. Shown are 
the relative position of the transcription unit, basal promoter region (black box with bent arrow), and 
transcription factor binding sites (vertical bars). (b) Idealized promoter in operation. Many different proteins are 
required for initiating transcription, such as the RNA polymerase II holoenzyme complex (!15 proteins); TATA-
binding protein (TBP; 1 protein); TAFs (TBP-associated factors, !8 proteins); transcription factors (composition 
and number differs among loci and varies in space and time and according to environmental conditions); 
transcription cofactors; and chromatin remodeling complexes. (Adapted from Wray et al. 2003). 
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location or level of expression. Often, clusters of nearby TFBS operate as functionally 
coherent modules that control one single aspect of the expression profile (such as timing of 
expression or tissue-specificity) and act independently of other such modules (e.g., DiLeone 
1998, Jeong et al. 2008). Due to this modularity of cis-regulatory elements, mutations in these 
elements are predicted to be less pleiotropic than mutations in protein-coding regions and, 
therefore, their occurrence is thought to be less constraint. In addition, most mutations in cis-
acting regions seem to be co-dominant in diploid organisms, meaning that each allele is 
transcribed independently (reviewed in Wray 2007). This has the advantage that natural 
selection can operate more efficiently on these mutations, since each new variant is 
immediately visible to natural selection in heterozygotes. Recessive mutations, in contrast, 
which make up the most part of coding mutations, first have to drift to higher frequencies in 
the population, until they appear as homozygotes, before selection can act on them. 
 
Among the first authors to suggest that gene expression constitutes an important part in 
phenotypic change of organisms were Jacob and Monod in 1961 (Jacob and Monod 1961) 
and the first empirical evidence for this was provided in 1962 by Schwartz (Schwartz 1962). 
In 1975, King and Wilson (King and Wilson 1975) suggested that, due to the similarity of 
proteins and nucleic acids between humans and chimpanzees, the extensive phenotypic 
differences between the two species must be based on regulatory mutations. Ever since, more 
and more studies have investigated gene expression not only of single genes but have 
extended research to a genome-wide level. These studies were enabled to a large extent by the 
advent of microarray technologies during the 1990s (Figure 1.2). To date, numerous studies 
have shown that variation in gene expression is abundant in natural populations and also 
strongly contributes to divergence between species, e.g. in yeast (Cavalieri et al. 2000, 
Townsend et al. 2003, Fay et al. 2004), in fish (Oleksiak et al. 2002, Aubin-Horth et al. 2005, 
Whitehead and Crawford 2006), and in hominids (Enard et al. 2002, Stranger et al. 2005, 
Spielman et al. 2007, Storey et al. 2007). Gene expression has also been shown to be a 
heritable trait (Brem et al. 2002, Schadt et al. 2003, Monks et al. 2004). The abundance of 
expression variation in natural populations, together with the modularity of cis-acting 
elements, and the prevalence of co-dominant mutations in cis-regulatory regions make these 
especially well-suited targets for natural selection. Indeed, many studies have shown that 
adaptive evolution of gene expression is extensive in organisms and that mutations in 
promoter regions play an important role in adaptive evolution (e.g., Tournamille et al. 1995, 
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Hamblin and Di Rienzo 2000, Gompel et al. 2005, Prud’homme et al. 2006, Wray et al. 2007, 
Fraser et al. 2010, Chan et al. 2010).  
 
 
FIGURE 1.2 Principle of two-color microarray technology. mRNA is extracted from two samples, reverse 
transcribed into cDNA, and labeled with fluorescent dyes of two different colors. Samples are mixed and 
competitively hybridized onto the microarray slide, which features single stranded DNA probes that represent 
the D. melanogaster genome. Samples bind to their complementary probes, according to their frequency. 
Microarrays are exposed to laser excitation and fluorescence is detected. 
 
 
Why is it important to be able to modulate gene expression patterns? Nearly all cells in a 
multicellular organism are genetically identical, irrespective of the function they are exerting 
or the tissue they are part of, which implies that most phenotypic differences between them 
are caused by differential regulation of gene expression. The same is true for male and female 
individuals of one species. Apart from the gene-poor sex-specific chromosome (e.g. the Y 
chromosome that is unique to males in humans and Drosophila), the genetic make-up of 
females and males is the same, nonetheless producing very different phenotypic outcomes. 
The key to producing different phenotypes from the same genetic background is the 
differential regulation of gene expression. In Drosophila melanogaster, up to 57% of all 
genes that are expressed in adult flies are expressed in a sex-specific manner (Jin 2001, Parisi 
et al. 2003, Ranz et al. 2003, Gibson et al. 2004, Ellegren and Parsch 2007) meaning they 
have a higher or exclusive expression in one sex. These genes are called sex-biased genes. 
Male-biased genes are higher expressed in males, whereas female-biased genes have a higher 
expression in females. Genes whose expression is equal in both sexes are termed unbiased. In 
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D. melanogaster, the majority of sex-biased genes are expressed in reproductive tissues 
(Parisi et al. 2003). 
 
1.4 DEMOGRAPHIC HISTORY OF DROSOPHILA MELANOGASTER 
Drosophila melanogaster has been used as a model organism in genetics research since 
the early 1900s. Several characteristics of the fly made early researchers, such as Thomas 
Hunt Morgan, select it as their model of research: A short lifecycle of about two weeks, small 
size, and a simple diet. In other words, they are easy and inexpensive to maintain in the 
laboratory. Over the years, more and more aspects of Drosophila genetics and development 
have been investigated, culminating in the sequencing of its genome in the year 2000 as one 
of the first complete available genome sequences. The thorough annotation of the genome, 
together with the availability of extensive genetic tools have made D. melanogaster also a 
valuable model organism for population geneticists. In 1988, two studies suggested that the 
origin of D. melanogaster lies in sub-Saharan Africa (David and Capy 1988, Lachaise et al. 
1988), from where it expanded its species range and colonized Europe around 10,000-15,000 
years ago, at the end of the last glaciation. This finding has been confirmed by extensive 
studies of microsatellites (e.g., Kauer et al. 2002) and single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) 
(e.g., Ometto et al. 2005, Shapiro et al. 2007). There is evidence for a population bottleneck 
in populations residing in derived species ranges (Orengo and Aguade 2004, Ometto et al. 
2005, Li and Stephan 2006, Thornton and Andolfatto 2006), which coincides with the 
colonization of these habitats. The out-of-Africa movement of this subtropical species 
presumably was accompanied by adaptation to the new European environment, where the 
flies were exposed to new conditions such as different temperatures, food sources, and 
pathogens. 
 
The rediscovery of Mendel’s studies (1856-1863) in the beginning of the 20
th
 century 
allowed for a mathematical treatment of allele frequencies in populations, creating the field of 
population genetics. Mathematical frameworks were developed to allow the study of the 
forces that influence allele frequencies: mutation, natural selection, demography, drift, and 
recombination. In 1968 Kimura developed the neutral theory of molecular evolution (Kimura 
1968), stating that most of the variation present in natural populations does not significantly 
affect the fitness of an organism and, therefore, the frequencies of the mutations are not 
determined by natural selection. In this theory, most mutations that arise in a population are 
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deleterious and thus purged from the population quickly. The remaining variation is 
selectively (nearly) neutral and will eventually be lost or driven to fixation by random 
processes, i.e. genetic drift: Since in populations of finite size, not all variation can be passed 
on from one generation to the next, eventually some of the variation will be randomly lost, 
and some will randomly go to fixation. This means that under the neutral theory, variation in 
a population depends only on its effective population size and the rate at which neutral 
mutations are introduced into the genome. Although there is ongoing debate regarding the 
extent to which selection influences the patterns of variation in natural populations, the 
predictions of the neutral theory provide a useful tool for population geneticists: the neutral 
theory can be used as a null hypothesis. Different tests of neutrality have been developed, 
which, when applied to empirical data can be used to either accept or discard neutral forces as 
causes for the observed molecular variation. When neutrality is rejected, other forces must 
have shaped the observed pattern of variation, and these can be of selective or demographic 
nature. 
 
1.5 DETECTING SELECTION FROM DNA SEQUENCE DATA 
How can selective events be detected from DNA sequence data? Selective events leave 
certain signatures in the genome. If by chance a mutation that confers a selective advantage 
arises in a population, this advantageous allele will spread through the population. Variation 
lying in the same chromosome that is physically linked to the mutation will be dragged along 
to fixation. This process is called genetic hitchhiking. Eventually all individuals of the 
population will be carriers of the advantageous allele as well as the polymorphism that 
hitchhiked along with it, resulting in a DNA region depleted of variation in the population (a 
selective sweep) (Maynard Smith and Haigh 1974) (Figure 1.3). Over time, some variation 
can be re-introduced into the region, which is characterized by an excess of mutations at low 
frequency. A selective sweep affects different properties of nucleotide variation: First, it 
causes a severe reduction of variation, second, extensive Linkage Disequilibrium (LD), third, 
a skew in the frequency spectrum to an excess of low-frequency polymorphisms.  
Several statistics have been developed that summarize the level of polymorphism within 
DNA sequence sets. Two widely used statistics are " (Tajima 1983), which is the average 
number of pairwise differences between two sequences and # (Watterson 1975), the number 
of segregating sites among the sequences. Tests are also available to look for an excess of low 
frequency polymorphism. Tajima’s D (Tajima 1989), for example, compares the two 
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estimates for nucleotide variation, " and #. Since " is influenced to a lesser extent by low- 
frequency variants than #, their difference is negative when a recent selective sweep has taken 
place. In the presence of recombination, some variation is expected to remain in the region 
affected by the selective sweep, which is most likely segregating at low or high frequencies. 
Fay and Wu’s H (Fay and Wu 2000) tests this prediction, by looking for an excess of high-
frequency derived variants. A different approach to look for sites of potential selection in 
genomes is to look at genetic differentiation between populations. If an advantageous 
mutation spreads through one population, but not the other, one can look for regions of high 
population differentiation. A commonly used statistic is FST, the proportion of genetic 
diversity due to allele frequency differences among populations (Hudson et al. 1992). 
Another one is DXY, the average number of pairwise sequence differences between alleles of 
the two populations (Nei 1987). It has to be noted, though, that all neutrality tests that 
exclusively rely on within-population data are susceptible to deviations from equilibrium 
demography. Population expansion, for example, can lead to an excess of low frequency 
variants just like positive selection would. This means that demographic causes must be 
excluded before one is able to infer selection. 
 
 
FIGURE 1.3 Selective sweep. When a beneficial mutation (indicated by star shape) is positively selected, the 
linked neutral variation (indicated by circles) of that allele hitchhikes along with the selected site. After 
completion of the selective sweep, new variation can be introduced again by mutation and recombination. This 
results in an excess of rare nucleotide variants. With time, this signal will be lost again due to accumulation of 
mutations and recombination breaking up the linkage between the selected site and neutral variants.  
 
 
Other approaches to test for selective events are based on comparative approaches 
between species. The McDonald-Kreitman (MK) test, for example, compares within-species 
polymorphism (P) to between-species divergence (D) for synonymous (s) and 
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nonsynonymous (n) sites (McDonald and Kreitman 1991). Synonymous sites are assumed to 
evolve neutrally, while nonsynonymous sites are putative targets of selection. Under 
neutrality, the ratio of polymorphism to divergence is expected to be equal for both classes of 
sites, such that Ps/Pn = Ds/Dn. Deviations from this expectation suggest non-neutral processes 
for nonsynonymous sites. An excess of nonsynonymous divergence relative to polymorphism 
indicates positive selection favoring amino acid replacements, which is the result of recurrent 
selective sweeps since the split of the two species. The advantage of this test is that as both 
synonymous and nonsynonymous sites share the same genealogy and lie homogeneously 
interspersed in protein sequences, thus it is robust to assumptions about nonequilibrium 
demography (Nielsen 2001, Eyre-Walker 2002) and variation in recombination rates (Sawyer 
and Hartl 1992). The MK test can also be applied to non-coding regions of the genome, such 
as promoter regions (Andolfatto 2005). Here, synonymous sites from a neighboring gene 
serve as the neutral class of sites, while sites in the promoter region represent the putatively 
selected class. 
 
What fraction of substitutions between species were driven by positive selection, as 
opposed to being fixed by genetic drift? Based on the logic of the MK test, Smith and Eyre-
Walker (2002) developed a method to estimate the fraction of adaptive nucleotide 
substitutions between species, termed $. It can be estimated as 1- DsPn/DnPs and represents 
the excess of observed nonsynonymous substitutions over the expected number of 
substitutions under neutrality. One problem with this approach is that it is likely to be biased 
if there are slightly deleterious mutations segregating in the population. In Drosophila, there 
is evidence that some nonsynonymous mutations are slightly deleterious (Akashi 1996, Fay et 
al. 2002, Parsch et al. 2009). These mutations contribute proportionally more to 
polymorphism than to divergence, such that $ will tend to be underestimated (McDonald and 
Kreitman1991, Smith and Eyre-Walker 2002). To account for this problem, other approaches 
to estimate $ have been developed. A method by Eyre-Walker and Keightley (2009) 
estimates the proportion of new mutations that are slightly, intermediate, and strongly 
deleterious or neutral (the distribution of fitness effects, DFE) from the polymorphism data. 
Based on the inferred DFE, the fraction of substitutions stemming from neutral and slightly 
deleterious mutations between two species are estimated. If the observed number of 
substitutions is greater than the predicted number, the difference can be ascribed to adaptive 
substitutions. 
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1.6 SPECIATION GENETICS 
When different populations of a species accumulate genetic differences that finally result 
in reproductive isolation of the populations, speciation occurs. This can happen due to 
geographic isolation between the populations (allopatric speciation) or even in the absence of 
such spatial isolation (sympatric speciation). When members of these diverged species come 
back into secondary contact, they are no longer able to interbreed. Mechanisms that cause 
reproductive isolation of two species can either act before or after mating. Pre-mating 
isolation includes ecological or behavioral factors, such as incompatible mating signals that 
prevent the species from mating. In contrast, post-mating isolation occurs when members of 
the two species do mate, but the hybrids are inviable, infertile or ecologically maladapted. 
Typically, the first step towards reproductive isolation is hybrid male sterility. In 1922, 
Haldane pointed out that when one sex is absent, rare or sterile in hybrids, it is generally the 
heterogametic sex, i.e. males in Drosophila. This observation is now known as Haldane’s rule 
(Haldane 1922). A likely explanation for Haldane’s rule is the dominance theory: If 
incompatibilities are due to recessive alleles on the X chromosome, their effect would be 
uncovered in the heterozygous sex, but not in the homozygous sex. Indeed, there is evidence 
that recessive incompatibility genes accumulate faster between Drosophila species (True et 
al. 1996, Masly et al. 2007). It has also been shown that the X chromosome has a 
disproportional large effect on hybrid sterility and inviability, the so-called large-X effect. 
There is evidence for a higher density of hybrid male sterility factors on the X chromosome 
compared to autosomes (Masly et al. 2007). Thus, genes involved in male reproduction 
should play an important role in speciation, especially on the X chromosome (Wu and Davis 
1993). Concordant with this, sex-biased genes, particularly male-biased genes, tend to evolve 
faster than unbiased genes at the DNA sequence level and most of these genes are expressed 
in reproductive tissues (Parisi et al. 2003, Zhang et al. 2004, Haerty et al. 2007, Baines et al. 
2008, Pröschel et al. 2006, Meisel 2011). Male-biased genes also show greater levels of 
expression variation within species than other classes of genes (Meiklejohn et al. 2003, Hutter 
et al. 2008), and more rapid expression divergence between species (Ranz et al. 2003). These 
findings indicate that sex-biased genes make a large contribution to between-species 
divergence, but it is not clear if there is a direct link between the evolution of sex-biased 
genes and speciation.  
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1.7 SCOPE OF THIS DISSERTATION 
CHAPTER 1: To date, most studies of gene expression variation in D. melanogaster have 
focused on a small number of laboratory strains that were derived from non-African 
populations (Jin et al. 2001, Rifkin et al. 2003, Gibson et al. 2004). Since they did not include 
ancestral populations, they cannot provide a complete picture of expression variation present 
in the species. A study by Meiklejohn et al. (2003) did include derived as well as ancestral fly 
strains, but derived flies did not come from one single population and instead were a mixture 
of North American and Asian lab stocks. A study by Hutter and colleagues (Hutter et al. 
2008) surveyed gene expression variation in a larger number of fly strains, including eight 
iso-female lines each from two natural populations of D. melanogaster. Besides studying a 
population from the derived species range in Europe (the Netherlands), they also included a 
population from the ancestral species range in sub-Saharan Africa (from Zimbabwe). This 
was the largest study of D. melanogaster gene expression variation to date, which provided a 
good idea about the variation present in the species. However, the study examined only adult 
males of these populations. This means that it provides only half the story regarding gene 
expression variation present in the species. In this chapter, I expand the gene expression 
survey of Hutter et al. (2008) to adult female flies of the same populations and strains.  
In detail, I am addressing the following questions: 
• How much expression variation is present within each population? 
• How much expression divergence is there between the populations? 
• How do the results of female flies compare to those of male flies? 
 
CHAPTER 2: In the second chapter, I examine genes that show differential expression 
between the populations (as identified in Chapter 1) at the DNA sequence level. Since these 
genes show low expression polymorphism within the populations, but high expression 
divergence between the populations, they are good candidates for genes that have undergone 
adaptive regulatory evolution. I sequence the coding region as well as 1-2 kb of the upstream 
region (i.e. the putative promoter region) of these genes and perform population genetics 
analyses. DNA sequence polymorphism is surveyed for 12 fly strains from Europe and 11 fly 
strains from Africa, including the strains used in the expression analysis.  
The questions I seek to answer are: 
• Is there evidence for recurrent selective sweeps on these genes or their regulatory regions? 
• Is there evidence for recent selection on these genes or regions linked to them? 
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• Are there DNA sequence differences in the putative promoter regions that are associated 
with expression differences? 
 
CHAPTER 3: In the third chapter, I investigate the extent to which sex-biased genes 
contribute to within-population variation, between-population divergence, and between-
species divergence. This is determined both at the DNA sequence-level and at the expression-
level. To investigate this at the DNA sequence-level, I perform population genetics analyses 
of 143 genes from the African (Zimbabwe) and the European (the Netherlands) populations of 
D. melanogaster. In addition, a set of 43 genes is examined in D. ananassae. To investigate 
expression patterns, data from Chapter 1, as well as the published data of Hutter et al. (2008) 
and Ranz et al. (2003) are used. 
The following questions are addressed: 
• What are the contributions of sex-biased genes to within-population variation, between-
population divergence, and between-species divergence at the DNA-sequence and at the 
expression level? 
• Does a higher proportion of adaptive substitutions occur in sex-biased genes than in 
unbiased genes? 
• Is there evidence for more adaptive substitutions on the X-chromosome than on the 
autosomes?  
 14 
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Abstract
Background: Variation at the level of gene expression is abundant in natural populations and is thought to
contribute to the adaptive divergence of populations and species. Gene expression also differs considerably
between males and females. Here we report a microarray analysis of gene expression variation among females of
16 Drosophila melanogaster strains derived from natural populations, including eight strains from the putative
ancestral range in sub-Saharan Africa and eight strains from Europe. Gene expression variation among males of the
same strains was reported previously.
Results: We detected relatively low levels of expression polymorphism within populations, but much higher
expression divergence between populations. A total of 569 genes showed a significant expression difference
between the African and European populations at a false discovery rate of 5%. Genes with significant over-
expression in Europe included the insecticide resistance gene Cyp6g1, as well as genes involved in proteolysis and
olfaction. Genes with functions in carbohydrate metabolism and vision were significantly over-expressed in the
African population. There was little overlap between genes expressed differently between populations in females
and males.
Conclusions: Our results suggest that adaptive changes in gene expression have accompanied the out-of-Africa
migration of D. melanogaster. Comparison of female and male expression data indicates that the vast majority of
genes differing in expression between populations do so in only one sex and suggests that most regulatory
adaptation has been sex-specific.
Background
Over the past decade, microarray studies have shown
that variation at the level of gene expression is abundant
within natural populations [1,2]. Similar studies have
also revealed extensive differences in gene expression
between males and females [3]. Indeed, in the well-
studied model organism Drosophila melanogaster, genes
that differ in expression between the sexes (sex-biased
genes) greatly outnumber those that differ in expression
between individuals of the same sex [4-6]. Thus, it is
important to account for sex when characterizing gene
expression variation within species.
To date, most studies of gene expression variation
within Drosophila species have been limited to a small
number of laboratory strains, or to strains derived from
a single non-African population [4-8]. These studies are
useful for determining the amount and underlying
genetic architecture of gene expression variation among
individuals, but reveal little about the potential for gene
expression levels to evolve adaptively in response to
local environmental conditions. Studies of genomic and
mitochondrial DNA variation suggest that D. melanoga-
ster expanded from its ancestral range in sub-Saharan
Africa and began to colonize Europe about 15,000 years
ago [9-13], with a subsequent colonization of North
America occurring within the past 500 years [14]. Pre-
sumably, the out-of-Africa expansion was accompanied
by adaptation to the new, temperate environment, and
several studies have provided evidence for genetic adap-
tation in derived D. melanogaster populations
[11,15-17].
A previous microarray analysis of male gene expres-
sion variation in eight D. melanogaster strains from the
ancestral species range (Zimbabwe, Africa) and eight
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strains from Europe (the Netherlands) identified 153
genes with a significant expression difference between
the populations [18]. These genes represent candidates
for those having undergone adaptive regulatory evolu-
tion in response to the local environment and were
enriched for genes with functions in insecticide resis-
tance, fatty acid metabolism, and flight [18]. The male
expression data, however, provide only half of the story.
Given the extent of sex-biased gene expression in
D. melanogaster [19,20], the potential for differences in
the mode of inheritance of gene expression between
males and females [21], the impact of the Y chromo-
some on gene expression variation [22,23], and the pro-
posed differences in effective population size between
males and females of the African and European popula-
tions [24,25], it is desirable to investigate expression var-
iation among females of the same populations.
Here we report a microarray survey of gene expression
variation in adult females of the African and European
D. melanogaster populations. Our analyses are per-
formed on three levels. First, we use the new microarray
data to determine levels of gene expression polymorph-
ism among females of each population, as well as gene
expression divergence between populations. Second, we
examine the contribution of sex-biased genes to the
observed patterns of expression polymorphism and
divergence. Third, we compare the female results with
previously published results from males in order to
detect differences in expression variation between the
sexes. We find that, in females, there is little gene
expression polymorphism within populations, but a rela-
tively large number of genes with a significant expres-
sion difference between populations. The latter
represent candidates for population-specific gene regula-
tory evolution and several of these genes show evidence
that positive selection has acted on linked, cis-regulatory
sequences. We find that sex-biased genes do not make a
disproportionate contribution to expression variation
among females. A comparison of the female and male
results suggests that substantial sex-specific adaptation
of gene expression levels has occurred following the
out-of-Africa migration of D. melanogaster.
Results and Discussion
Gene expression polymorphism
We analyzed gene expression variation among adult
females of 16 strains of D. melanogaster (eight from
Zimbabwe, Africa and eight from the Netherlands, Eur-
ope) using CDMC 14kv1 whole-genome microarrays
(Figure 1). The microarray features 14,439 unique D.
melanogaster probes corresponding to 13,688 unique
protein-coding genes. After quality control, we detected
expression of 6,578 probes corresponding to 6,308
unique genes in all 16 D. melanogaster strains. Of these,
1,536 (24%) showed a significant expression difference
between at least two of the 16 strains at a nominal
P-value of 0.001, which corresponds to a FDR of 30%.
Overall, there was greater expression polymorphism
among African strains than among European strains,
but the greatest number of expression differences was
found in comparisons between African and European
strains (Table 1).
Across all 16 D. melanogaster strains, we found signif-
icantly less expression polymorphism in females than
what was previously reported for males of the same
strains [18], with females having 1.7-fold fewer poly-
morphic genes (24% vs. 38%; c2 = 230, P < 0.0001), and
3.7-fold fewer significant pairwise differences per gene
as males (0.89 vs. 3.28; Mann-Whitney test, P < 0.0001).
Figure 1 Microarray hybridization scheme. Each node represents
one D. melanogaster strain, with ‘E’ indicating European and ‘A’
indicating African strains. Each line represents two microarray
hybridizations (dye-swap replicates), with black indicating between-
population and gray indicating within-population hybridizations.
Table 1 Expression polymorphism within and between
populations
Comparison Number of
polymorphic
genes
Mean
differences
per pairwise
comparison
Mean
pairwise
differences
per
gene (in %)
Among all strains 1536 49.8 0.74
Within Europe 305 22.6 0.33
Within Africa 547 37.5 0.57
Between
populations
1364 65.7 0.99
Significant differences in expression between strains were determined using a
P-value cut-off of 0.001 (FDR = 30%).
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These comparisons are conservative, because they use a
common P-value of 0.001 for both sexes, which corre-
sponds to a FDR of 30% in females, but only 7% in
males. Reducing the FDR in females would reduce the
number of polymorphic genes even further. However,
even using the minimal P-value possible in our analysis
(P = 0.0001), the FDR does not drop below 20%. A con-
tributing factor to the observed difference between the
sexes may be that there is less statistical power to detect
expression polymorphism in the female experiment.
Townsend [26] proposed the statistic GEL50, which is
the fold-change difference at which there is a 50%
chance of detecting a significant difference with P <
0.05, as a standard for comparing the power of microar-
ray experiments. For the female experiment, the GEL50
was 1.85. This is higher than the GEL50 of 1.51 reported
for the male experiment [18], but still within the range
reported for similar surveys of expression polymorphism
in Drosophila and other species [2]. However, it is possi-
ble that small differences in GEL50 can lead to large dif-
ferences in the percentage of genes detected as
differentially expressed [2].
To investigate the contribution of sex-biased genes to
gene expression polymorphism among females, we clas-
sified all of the genes on our arrays as male-biased,
female-biased, or unbiased using the 5% FDR meta-ana-
lysis of the Sebida database (release 2.0) [27]. Previous
studies have shown that male-biased genes are the most
polymorphic class of genes when assayed in males
[18,28]. When assayed in females, there was no signifi-
cant difference in the level of expression polymorphism
among male-biased, female-biased, and unbiased genes
(Table 2). However, the general pattern in females fol-
lowed that in males, with male-biased genes showing
the greatest expression polymorphism and female-biased
genes showing the least (Table 2). As expected, there
were significant differences in the proportion of genes of
different classes that were detected as expressed in
females, with 56% of the female-biased genes and 38% of
the male-biased genes being detected (Table 2). It should
be noted that the Sebida sex-bias classifications consider
only adult flies raised under standard laboratory condi-
tions and, thus, may overlook genes that show condition-
dependent or transient sex-biased gene expression. Baker
and Russell [29] identified over 3,500 genes that showed
female-biased expression in adult female abdomens dur-
ing at least one stage of egg development. However, levels
of polymorphism in this set of female-biased genes were
nearly identical to those in the Sebida female-biased gene
set. Of the female-biased genes identified by Baker and
Russell [29] that were detected as expressed in our
experiment, 23.82% (470/1,973) were polymorphic. The
corresponding number for the Sebida female-biased gene
set was 23.79% (534/2,245).
It was previously found that, among males, genes
residing on the X chromosome show less expression
polymorphism than those residing on the autosomes
[18]. This was attributed to the paucity of male-biased
genes, which are the most polymorphic class in males,
on the X chromosome [18]. Consistent with this inter-
pretation, we found no significant difference in the level
of expression polymorphism between X-linked and
autosomal genes in females, where many fewer male-
biased genes are expressed. The proportions of poly-
morphic X-linked and autosomal genes were 25.3% and
23.9%, respectively (c2 = 0.97, P = 0.33). The ratio of
X-linked to autosomal significant pairwise differences
per gene was 0.96.
The above results suggest that the difference in
expression polymorphism between males and females
can be explained partly by sex-biased gene expression,
as male-biased genes tend to show the greatest expres-
sion polymorphism whether assayed in males or in
females [8,28] (Table 2) and make up a much greater
proportion of the genes detected as expressed in males.
However, when considering only unbiased genes (those
expressed nearly equally in males and females), the per-
centage of polymorphic genes is still 1.6-fold lower in
females than in males (24.7% vs. 39.2%; c2 = 230, P <
0.0001). Similarly, unbiased genes show 3.9-fold fewer
pairwise differences per gene in females than in males
(0.95 vs. 3.74; Mann-Whitney test, P < 0.0001). This
suggests that there are general differences between the
sexes with respect to the regulation of gene expression
and/or the level of purifying selection that restricts gene
expression variation.
It has been observed that infection with sigma virus
alters the expression of many more genes in males than
Table 2 Expression polymorphism in sex-biased genes
Sex-bias classification
Feature Female Male Unbiased
Number of genes on array 4002 2572 5988
Percentage of genes detected as expressed 56.1* 36.5* 44.8
Percentage of expressed genes:
Polymorphic in Europe 5.1 5.1 4.6
Polymorphic in Africa 8.0 9.3 8.5
Polymorphic overall 23.8 24.4 24.7
Differentially expressed between
populations
8.4† 10.9 11.6
Average percentage of pairwise differences:
Within Europe 0.16 0.18 0.17
Within Africa 0.25 0.32 0.30
Overall 0.65 0.87 0.79
Genes were classified using the 5% FDR meta-analysis of the Sebida database
[27]. *Significantly different from unbiased genes (FET, P < 0.0001).
†Significantly different from male-biased (FET, P < 0.05) and unbiased (FET,
P < 0.001) genes.
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in females [30], which is consistent with male gene
expression being more sensitive to genetic and/or envir-
onmental perturbations than female gene expression. It
has also been shown that genetic variation on the Y
chromosome can affect expression levels of many
X-linked and autosomal genes [22,23]. Thus, one would
expect there to be more expression variation among
males, as this Y-linked source of expression variation is
absent in females. Because our experiments used inbred
strains that are homozygous over most of the genome,
we are not able to detect gene expression variation
caused by non-additive interactions between alleles in
heterozygotes. Thus, the level of expression variation
measured in our sample may be less than that observed
among individuals sampled directly from natural popu-
lations. However, since the same inbred lines were used
for both the male and female experiments, non-additiv-
ity cannot explain the difference observed between the
sexes. Previous studies have shown, however, that non-
additive interactions are more prevalent in females than
in males [5,21], which suggests that the difference
between male and female expression polymorphism
might be smaller in natural populations than in compar-
isons of inbred lines.
Gene expression divergence between populations
To identify genes that differ in expression between the
European and African populations of D. melanogaster,
we used data from the 16 microarray hybridizations that
directly compared strains of the two populations (indi-
cated by black lines in Figure 1). After quality control,
we were able to compare hybridization intensities of
5,584 unique probes, corresponding to 5,370 genes,
between the populations. Of these, 569 genes showed a
significant inter-population expression difference with
P < 0.005 (FDR = 5%; Figure 2; Additional file 1). More
of the significant genes had higher expression in Europe
than in Africa (330 vs. 239; c2 = 14.6, P < 0.0001). How-
ever, the average magnitude of over-expression was
greater in Africa than in Europe (1.56-fold vs. 1.37-fold;
Mann-Whitney test, P < 0.0001). Only two genes
showed greater than two-fold over-expression in Europe,
while 16 showed greater than two-fold over-expression
in Africa (Fisher’s exact test (FET), P < 0.0001). Simi-
larly, only 34 genes showed greater than 1.5-fold over-
expression in Europe, while 115 showed greater than
1.5-fold over-expression in Africa (FET, P < 0.0001).
There was not an overrepresentation of sex-biased genes
among those showing a significant expression difference
between the African and European populations. In fact,
there was a slight (but significant) under-representation of
female-biased genes among the genes showing differential
expression between the populations in females (Table 2).
There was also no significant difference in the proportions
of X-linked (10.0%) and autosomal (10.3%) genes that
showed differential expression between the populations
(c2 = 0.10, P = 0.76).
The gene showing the strongest over-expression in the
European population was Cyp6g1, a member of the
cytochrome P450 gene family that is associated with
insecticide resistance [31] (Figure 3). This gene was also
found to have the greatest over-expression in male
D. melanogaster [18]. Previous studies indicated that
high levels of Cyp6g1 expression, which provide
increased resistance to DDT and other insecticides, are
associated with the insertion of an Accord transposable
element upstream of Cyp6g1, as well as with tandem
duplication of the Cyp6g1 gene [31-33]. The insertion
and duplication are present at high frequency in many
non-African populations of D. melanogaster, which has
been suggested to be the result of selection for insecti-
cide resistance [32,33]. To test for these features in our
population samples, we performed PCR on all strains
using the previously described diagnostic primers
[31,33]. The Accord insertion was present in all Eur-
opean strains and in three of the eight African strains.
All strains with the Accord insertion, but none of the
others, had a tandem duplication of the Cyp6g1 locus
(Figure 4; Additional file 2). The three African strains
with the insertion/duplication had 2.78-fold higher
Cyp6g1 expression than those without (Mann-Whitney
test, P < 0.05). However, the expression level of the
African strains with the insertion/duplication was still
1.57-fold lower than that of the European strains
(Mann-Whitney test, P < 0.05). This suggests that other
factors, either cis- or trans-acting, also contribute to the
increased Cyp6g1 expression observed for European
strains.
Figure 2 Volcano plot of the between-population analysis.
Black points indicate genes with a significant expression difference
between the African and European populations of D. melanogaster
(FDR < 5%).
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Functional annotation of differentially expressed genes
Genes with proteolytic function, particularly serine-type
endopeptidases, were consistently over-expressed in the
European population (Table 3; Additional file 3).
Among the 15 genes with the greatest over-expression
in Europe, five function in proteolysis (Figure 3). Of
these, the genes with the largest fold-change are mem-
bers of the Jonah gene family, Jon99Ciii and Jon99Fi,
which are serine-type peptidases expressed in the mid-
gut of the adult fly. Other serine-type endopeptidases
that were over-expressed in Europe include CG18180,
CG14227, and thetaTrypsin (Figure 3). In contrast to
the other proteases, one member of the Jonah gene
family, Jon74E, showed significantly higher expression in
Africa than in Europe.
Genes involved in sensory perception were enriched in
both the Europe over-expressed and Africa over-
expressed gene lists. However, the specific pathways dif-
fered between the two populations. In Europe, genes
involved in olfaction and the detection of chemical sti-
mulus were over-represented (Table 3), while in Africa
genes involved in vision and the detection of light sti-
mulus were over-represented (Table 4).
Genes involved in carbohydrate metabolism were also
enriched among the genes over-expressed in the African
population (Table 4) and several of these genes were
among the most over-expressed, including the maltase
CG30360, and two a- glucosidases LvpH and tobi
(Figure 3). tobi has been shown to be a target of the
insulin- and glucagon-like signaling system [34]. In this
respect, it is noteworthy that the highly over-expressed
gene Nlaz, which plays a role in stress response and
Figure 3 The top 15 over-expressed genes in each population.
The horizontal bars indicate the ratio of African-to-European
expression for each gene. Black bars represent genes that function
in proteolysis, while gray bars indicate genes that function in
carbohydrate metabolism. Genes of unknown function are indicated
by hatched bars.
Figure 4 Cyp6g1 expression levels. Shown is the relative
expression in adult females of all strains as determined by
microarray experiments. All eight European strains contain the
Accord insertion and a duplication of the Cyp6g1 gene (white bars),
whereas only three of the eight African strains have the insertion/
duplication (gray bars). The remaining five African strains have
neither the Accord insertion, nor the Cyp6g1 duplication (black bars).
Expression levels of all three groups are significantly different from
each other (Mann-Whitney test, P < 0.05 for all comparisons).
Table 3 GO-term enrichment of genes over-expressed in
the European population
ID Ontology Term P-
value
GO:0004984 MF Olfactory receptor activity 0.018
GO:0004252 MF Serine-type endopeptidase activity 0.036
GO:0005337 MF Nucleoside transmembrane
transporter activity
0.039
GO:0035214 BP Eye-antennal disc development 0.001
GO:0008052 BP Sensory organ boundary specification 0.020
GO:0009593 BP Detection of chemical stimulus 0.024
GO:0065004 BP Protein-DNA complex assembly 0.027
GO:0007608 BP Sensory perception of smell 0.027
GO:0009047 BP Dosage compensation 0.033
GO:0001508 BP Regulation of action potential 0.033
GO:0006544 BP Glycine metabolic process 0.033
GO:0008380 BP RNA splicing 0.036
In cases where multiple, related terms within a GO hierarchy were significant,
only a single term is given. The complete list is provided in Additional file 3.
Ontology abbreviations are: MF, molecular function; BP, biological process.
P-values were determined by a hypergeometric test with Benjamini-Hochberg
multiple-test correction.
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determination of adult lifespan, also functions in carbo-
hydrate homeostasis and has been suggested to interfere
with insulin signaling [35].
Other enriched functions among the Africa over-
expressed genes included oxidative phosphorylation and
muscle formation (Table 4). However, many of the
Africa over-expressed genes are of unknown function,
including six of the 15 genes with the greatest over-
expression in Africa and the gene showing the highest
overall difference in expression between the African and
European populations, CG8997 (Figure 3).
Validation of microarray results by qRT-PCR
In order to verify the between-population expression
differences detected in our microarray analysis, we per-
formed qRT-PCR on a subset of 12 genes, including
five with over-expression in Africa, five with over-
expression in Europe, and two control genes that
showed no difference in expression between popula-
tions (Figure 5). For 10 of these genes, including all of
those with Africa over-expression, the two control
genes, and the three genes with the greatest Europe
over-expression, the results were consistent with both
methods. One of the genes (m2) showed strong (1.7-
fold) Europe over-expression in the microarray experi-
ment, but only slight (1.2-fold) Europe over-expression
by qRT-PCR. Another gene (CG14227) showed over-
expression in opposite populations when measured by
the two methods (Figure 5). The reason for this discre-
pancy is unclear. It may be because the microarray and
qRT-PCR probes match different regions of the
CG14227 transcript. However, there is only one anno-
tated transcript for this gene in the current release of
FlyBase (release 5.27). When considering all genes and
strains, there was a good correlation between expres-
sion levels measured by microarray and by qRT-PCR
(Pearson’s R = 0.5, P < 0.0001; Additional file 4).
Comparison of inter-population gene expression
divergence in males and females
There were many more genes that differed significantly
in expression between the European and African popu-
lations in females than in males. In females, 10.6% (569/
5370) of the genes analyzed showed a significant inter-
population difference with a FDR of 5%. In males, 3.4%
(153/4528) of the genes analyzed showed a significant
inter-population difference with a FDR of 8.7% (c2 =
189, P < 0.0001). The lower FDR of the female experi-
ment indicates that this is a conservative comparison.
Furthermore, the GEL50 values for the female and male
experiments were 1.22 and 1.18, respectively, indicating
that the female experiment had slightly less statistical
power to detect differences. This suggests that the dif-
ferent amounts of inter-population gene expression
divergence observed between females and males have a
biological basis. At the protein level, it has been
reported that autosomal female-biased genes show evi-
dence for greater adaptive evolution in the European
Table 4 GO-term enrichment of genes over-expressed in
the African population
ID Ontology Term P-value
GO:0004558 MF Alpha-glucosidase activity 0.006
GO:0004806 MF Triglyceride lipase activity 0.021
GO:0003697 MF Single-stranded DNA binding 0.021
GO:0019201 MF Nucleotide kinase activity 0.021
GO:0004129 MF Cytochrome-c oxidase activity 0.036
GO:0019318 BP Hexose metabolic process 0.005
GO:0009586 BP Rhodopsin mediated
phototransduction
0.006
GO:0048814 BP Regulation of dendrite
morphogenesis
0.009
GO:0014866 BP Skeletal myofibril assembly 0.015
GO:0048139 BP Female germ-line cyst encapsulation 0.015
GO:0035075 BP Response to ecdysone 0.025
GO:0006119 BP Oxidative phosphorylation 0.028
GO:0012502 BP Induction of programmed cell death 0.032
GO:0006631 BP Fatty acid metabolic process 0.035
GO:0007015 BP Actin filament organization 0.035
GO:0030713 BP Ovarian follicle cell stalk formation 0.036
GO:0016028 CC Rhabdomere 0.018
GO:0044429 CC Mitochondrial part 0.025
GO:0016459 CC Myosin complex 0.025
GO:0030425 CC Dendrite 0.035
In cases where multiple, related terms within a GO hierarchy were significant,
only a single term is given. The complete list is provided in Additional file 3.
Ontology abbreviations are: MF, molecular function; BP, biological process; CC,
cellular compartment. P-values were determined by a hypergeometric test
with Benjamini-Hochberg multiple-test correction.
Figure 5 Comparison of microarray and qRT-PCR results. Shown
is the relative expression difference between the eight African and
eight European strains as measured by microarray (gray bars) or
qRT-PCR (black bars) for 12 genes. Gene symbols are given below/
above their corresponding values.
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population than in the African population [25]. If this is
indicative of a general pattern of stronger selection on
females to adapt to the European environment, it could
explain the excess of between-population expression dif-
ferences in females relative to males. A possible reason
for this is that females may be under greater selection
to survive through the winter, while males that do not
survive the winter may still contribute genes to future
generations if their sperm is stored in a surviving female
[36]. The above hypothesis predicts that most expres-
sion differences between populations should be the
result of changes occurring within the European popula-
tion during colonization. At present, we do not have
data that would allow us to infer the direction of inter-
population expression changes and test this prediction.
Of the 569 genes identified as differentially expressed
between the African and European populations in
females and the 153 genes identified as differentially
expressed between the same populations in males [18],
only 14 genes overlapped (i.e., were significant in both
sexes; Table 5). Of these, 12 genes showed higher
expression in the same population in both sexes, which
is no more than would be expected by chance given the
numbers of significant genes in each sex and the total
number of genes analyzed in both sexes (c2 = 0.60,
P = 0.44). However, several of the overlapping genes
(Table 5) represent good candidates for genes that have
undergone adaptive regulatory evolution in response to
changes in the environment. The gene showing the
greatest over-expression in Europe in both males and
females was the cytochrome P450 gene Cyp6g1 (see
above section, Gene expression divergence between popu-
lations). The gene CG12262, with an annotated function
in oxidation/reduction and fatty acid metabolism, and
the gene CG17292, which is also involved in fatty acid
metabolism, both showed over-expression in Europe in
both sexes. The gene CG7409, which has an annotated
function in response to heat and unfolded protein bind-
ing, and the actin gene Act88F, which is a component
of indirect flight muscle and also involved in the innate
immune response, showed consistent African over-
expression in both sexes. In addition, three genes
of unknown function that are located in a cluster on
chromosome arm 2L (CG8997, CG7916, and CG7953)
showed significant African over-expression in
both males and females (Figure 6). A fourth gene in this
cluster, CG33307, showed significant African over-
expression in males, but was not detected as expressed
in females (Figure 6).
The vast majority of genes detected as being differen-
tially expressed between populations showed this pattern
in only one sex. Of the 569 genes that differed in
expression between females of the European and African
populations, 557 showed this difference only in females.
Of these, 310 genes were not detected as expressed in
males, while 245 were detected as expressed but their
expression did not differ significantly between the popu-
lations. Two other genes showed a significant expression
difference between populations, but in opposite direc-
tions in the two sexes. The first, CG11395, is a gene of
unknown function that had significant Africa over-
expression in females, but significant Europe over-
expression in males. The second is the foraging (for)
gene, which encodes a cGMP-dependent protein kinase
that influences larval and adult feeding behavior [37-39].
In females, for is significantly over-expressed in Africa,
while in males it is significantly over-expressed in
Europe.
Table 5 Genes with a significant inter-population
expression difference in both females and males
Log2 (Afr/Eur)
Gene Female Male* Function
CG8997 1.85 0.77 Unknown
CG7916 1.00 0.68 Unknown
CG34330 1.00 0.38 Unknown
CG7409 0.93 0.49 Unfolded protein binding; response to heat
retinin 0.85 0.58 Unknown; expressed in eye
CG7953 0.85 0.49 Unknown
Adk2 0.58 0.38 Adenylate kinase; ADP biosynthesis
Act88F 0.49 1.54 Actin filament; indirect flight muscle;
immune response
Cyp6g1 -1.58 -2.14 Cytochrome P450; insecticide resistance
fau -0.49 -0.38 Unknown; upregulated under anoxia
CG17292 -0.49 -0.19 Triglyceride lipase; lipid metabolism
CG12262 -0.38 -0.38 Acyl-CoA dehydrogenase; fatty acid beta-
oxidation
for 0.51 -0.31 cGMP-dependent protein kinase; feeding
behavior
CG11395 0.49 -0.23 Unknown
*Data from Hutter et al. [18].
Figure 6 A cluster of genes on chromosome arm 2L with
significant over-expression in the African population. Solid
boxes represent transcriptional units, with the arrow indicating the
direction of transcription. The African/European expression ratio of
each gene, as determined by microarray experiments using males
[18] and females (present study), is shown at the bottom. Expression
of CG33307 was not detected in females.
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To further investigate the effect of sex on inter-
population differences in gene expression, we
performed a meta-analysis of the female and male
expression data. For each of the 2,315 genes common
to both experiments, we determined the difference in
mean expression level between the African and
European populations, as well as the standard devia-
tion (SD) of this difference, in both females and males.
We then calculated the statistic, d, by subtracting the
Africa-Europe difference in males from that in females
and dividing by the pooled SD of the difference in
both sexes [40] (Additional file 5). We identified 94
genes for which the difference between males and
females was greater than two SD units (FDR = 3.2%)
and 209 genes for which the difference between males
and females was greater than 1.7 SD units (FDR = 5%).
Of these 209 genes, 176 (84%) showed enriched
expression in opposite populations in the two sexes
(Figure 7). There were a few cases in which a gene
showed over-expression in the same population in
both sexes, but the extent of over-expression was
greater in one sex than the other (Figure 7).
Population genetics of a cluster of genes with African
over-expression
The common expression pattern and genomic organiza-
tion of CG8997, CG7916, and CG7953 suggested that
they might share a common regulatory element in the
intergenic region between CG8997 and CG7916. To
investigate this further, we analyzed DNA sequence
polymorphism in the coding and shared intergenic
region of these two genes (Figure 6), which had pre-
viously been sequenced in the same strains used in our
microarray experiments [41]. In both populations, levels
of nucleotide polymorphism (pi) were normal for a
region of moderate recombination. In Africa, values of pi
at synonymous sites in CG8997 and CG7916 and all
sites in the intergenic region were 0.028, 0.037, and
0.008, respectively. In Europe, the corresponding values
were 0.017, 0.040, and 0.008. Furthermore, there was no
haplotype structure or fixed sequence difference
between the populations. Thus, there was no evidence
for a recent selective sweep in this region of the gen-
ome. The most extreme difference in allele frequency
was a single-nucleotide G/A polymorphism within the
intergenic region in which the derived variant (G) was
present in seven of the eight European strains, but only
three of the eight African strains. We did, however, find
evidence for non-neutral evolution in the coding regions
of CG8997 and CG7916, as well as the intergenic region,
by the test of McDonald and Kreitman [42] (Table 6).
Thus, this region of the genome appears to have been a
target of both structural and regulatory adaptation in
the past (i.e., since the divergence of D. melanogaster
and D. sechellia).
Expression and behavioral divergence between
populations
Previous behavioral studies have shown that there is
uni-directional mate-choice preference between D. mel-
anogaster strains from Zimbabwe (Z) and cosmopolitan
(M) strains, with Z females showing a preference for Z
males [43,44]. Michalak et al. [45] investigated gene
expression in female heads from flies of the two mating
types and identified 45 candidate genes that might be
involved in the behavioral difference. Only one of these
genes (CG7530) was significant in our experiment using
whole females. This gene had higher M expression in
the experiment of Michalak et al. [45], but higher Zim-
babwe expression in our experiment. Thus, there is no
concordance between the putative mating-behavior
genes expressed differently in Z and M female heads
Figure 7 Comparison of inter-population differences in gene
expression between males and females. Points represent African/
European expression ratios of the 2315 genes that overlap between
the present study and that of Hutter et al. [18]. Black points indicate
the 209 genes showing a significant sex-by-population effect (FDR <
5%).
Table 6 Results of McDonald-Kreitman (MK) tests
MK-test P-value
Gene Ds Ps Dn Pn Di Pi Nonsynonymous Intergenic
CG8997 13 16 10 2 71 34 0.038 0.031
CG7916 13 24 6 1 71 34 0.032 0.008
Combined 26 40 16 3 71 34 <0.001 <0.001
Shown are the numbers of fixed differences (D) between D. melanogaster and
D. sechellia and the number of polymorphic sites (P) within the African
population of D. melanogaster. Subscripts indicate synonymous (s),
nonsynonymous (n), and intergenic (i) sites. The intergenic region is shared
between the two genes (see Figure 6).
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and the genes expressed differently between the Zim-
babwe and European populations in whole females. Two
of the top candidate genes from Michalak et al. [45],
desaturase2 and Odorant receptor 63a were not detected
as being consistently expressed in our experiment and,
thus, were excluded from the analysis. However, desa-
turase2 expression was detected in a higher proportion
of Zimbabwe strains (7/8) than European strains (4/8)
and, on average, showed two-fold higher expression in
Zimbabwe strains in the hybridizations where it could
be detected. This is consistent with the finding of
Michalak et al. [45] that desaturase2 shows over-expres-
sion in Z strains. A comparison of gene expression in
male heads between a single Z strain and a single M
strain uncovered 1216 genes that differed in expression
between the mating types [46]. Although only 77 of
these genes were detected as differentially expressed
between the populations in our analysis, several of the
overlapping genes were among those showing the great-
est expression difference between Europe and Africa in
both sexes, including Cyp6g1, Act88F, and the clustered
genes CG8997, CG7916, and CG7953.
Conclusions
Our microarray survey identified over 500 genes show-
ing low within-population expression polymorphism,
but high between-population expression divergence in
female D. melanogaster from Europe and Africa. The
combination of low polymorphism and high divergence
is a hallmark of positive selection and suggests that
adaptive evolution at the gene regulatory level has
occurred in conjunction with the recent colonization of
non-African habitats. This is supported by the finding
that Cyp6g1, whose expression is known to play an eco-
logically relevant role in insecticide resistance, was
among the genes with the greatest inter-population
expression difference. The functional basis for the inter-
population divergence of the other genes is unknown,
however there was an over-representation of genes
involved in proteolysis, carbohydrate metabolism and
sensory perception (both vision and olfaction). There
was very little overlap between genes showing a signifi-
cant expression difference between populations in
females and in males. This suggests that most adaptive
changes in gene expression are sex-specific and high-
lights the need for both sexes to be considered in stu-
dies of gene regulatory evolution.
Because our study focused on only one population
from the ancestral species range (Zimbabwe) and one
from the derived range (the Netherlands), it is not possi-
ble to distinguish global “out-of-Africa” adaptations
from those that are specific to a local population. Sur-
veys of nuclear DNA polymorphism indicate that there
is little population structure within Europe, but more
differentiation among some American, Asian, and Afri-
can populations [47,48]. There is also evidence for adap-
tive evolution of pigmentation, a trait known to be
influenced by gene-regulatory variation, among African
populations [49]. Thus, there is likely to be gene expres-
sion divergence among various African and non-African
populations. Further expression studies are needed to
investigate this possibility.
Methods
Fly strains
Expression variation was surveyed for eight isofemale
strains of both a European (Leiden, the Netherlands)
and an African (Lake Kariba, Zimbabwe) population of
D. melanogaster. The populations are as described in
Glinka et al. [16]. The fly strains were the same as those
used in the expression analysis of adult male flies by
Hutter et al. [18]. Flies were maintained on standard
cornmeal-molasses medium at 22° and constant lighting.
Microarray platform
The CDMC 14kv1 microarray (Canadian Drosophila
Microarray Centre, Mississauga, Canada) was used for
all hybridizations. This platform features a total of
32,448 oligonucleotide probes (65-69 bases), each
spotted in duplicate. The probes represent 13,688
unique genes, which correspond to 92% of those in the
current D. melanogaster genome annotation (FlyBase
release 5.27). Since the transcript-specific probes were
designed to release 4.1 of the genome, some genes in
the current annotation are not represented on the array,
whereas others are represented by more than one probe.
RNA extraction, hybridization, and scanning
For each strain, total RNA of 40 mated female flies,
four-to-six days of age, was extracted using TRIzol
reagent (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) and samples
were stored at -80°. Reverse transcription was conducted
using 50 μg of total RNA per strain and anchored oligo
(dT) primers. cDNA samples were labeled with Alexa
Flour 555 and 647 dyes using the SuperScript Plus
Indirect cDNA Labeling System (Invitrogen) and follow-
ing the manufacturer’s protocol.
To compare expression levels of all fly strains to each
other, the hybridization scheme developed by Hutter
et al. [18] was followed. This approach allows expression
levels of all strains to be compared, while keeping the
number of hybridizations at a practical level (Figure 1).
Six or eight replicate hybridizations per strain were per-
formed on a total 56 microarrays. For each strain, three
or four competitive hybridizations with other strains,
plus their respective dye-swap hybridizations were per-
formed. For technical replicates (dye-swaps), RNA from
the same extractions was used, whereas for biological
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replicates (different pairwise hybridizations of strains),
RNA extracted from a new set of flies was used. Arrays
were pre-hybridized and washed using the Pronto!
Universal Microarray Kit (Corning, Lowell, MA, USA)
according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Otherwise,
hybridizations were conducted following the CDMC
protocol. Arrays were scanned with an aQuire 2-laser
microarray scanner and Qscan software (Genetix, New
Milton, UK). All microarray data have been submitted
to the Gene Expression Omnibus database under the
accession numbers GSM580470-GSM580525 (platform
GPL3603, series GSE23662).
Microarray data analysis
Raw fluorescence intensities were normalized using
CARMAweb [50], which is a web-based interface to the
‘limma’ package of Bioconductor [51]. The default set-
tings of ‘minimum’, ‘printtiploess’, and ‘quantile’ were
used for background correction, within-array normaliza-
tion, and between-array normalization, respectively.
Between-array normalization was done using pairs of
dye-swap hybridizations. As a quality control step to
eliminate background noise from genes that are not
expressed (or expressed only at very low levels) in adult
females, we required that a spot have mean signal inten-
sity at least one SD above local background in both
channels to be included in the analysis. In cases where
both replicate spots of a probe passed quality control,
the arithmetic mean of their log2(red/green) intensities
was used. Otherwise, only the red/green intensity of the
spot passing quality control was used.
The resulting normalized red/green-ratios were used
as input for BAGEL [52], a program that estimates rela-
tive expression levels for each gene in each of the 16
strains using a Bayesian framework. To determine the
experiment-wide false discovery rate (FDR), we repeated
the BAGEL analysis on a randomized version of our
final data set. Randomization was performed by sam-
pling- with-replacement within each hybridization (i.e.,
randomizing within a column), thereby maintaining the
underlying data structure (e.g., excluded genes) within
each hybridization. The resulting output was used to
determine the FDR corresponding to a given P-value.
To identify genes that differ in expression between
Africa and Europe on a population level, we repeated
the BAGEL analysis using only the 16 hybridizations in
which an African strain was compared directly to a Eur-
opean strain (black lines in Figure 1). All strains from
the same population were combined into a single node
and, thus, treated as biological replicates from within a
population. To determine the FDR, BAGEL was run on
a randomized data set that was created by permuting
the expression ratios of the replicate hybridizations
within each gene (i.e., randomizing within a row). As an
additional quality control step, we required that each
gene be detected as expressed (by the criteria described
above) in at least nine of the 16 replicate hybridizations.
qRT-PCR
For each strain, qRT-PCR of two biological replicates,
representing two separate RNA extractions of 20 four-to-
six day-old mated female flies, was performed. Following
DNase I digestion, 5 μg of total RNA was reverse tran-
scribed using Superscript II reverse transcriptase and ran-
dom hexamer primers (Invitrogen). The resulting cDNA
was diluted 1:40 and used for qRT-PCR with TaqMan
probes and TaqMan Gene Expression Master Mix
(Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA) according to
the manufacturer’s protocol. To validate expression differ-
ences detected by our microarray analysis, qRT-PCR was
performed on a Bio-Rad Real-Time thermal cycler CFX96
(Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA) for the following target
genes (TaqMan IDs are given in parentheses): Cyp6g1
(Dm01819889_g1), Jon99Fi (Dm02146518_s1), CG18180
(Dm01801887_s1), CG14227 (Dm01845429_g1), m2
(Dm02151465_s1), CG8997 (Dm01791303_g1), CG7916
(Dm01791305_g1), Nlaz (Dm01844577_g1), CG7409
(Dm01840751_s1), Act88F (Dm02362815_s1), CG18179
(Dm01801878_s1), slif (Dm01792789_g1), and Socs16D
(Dm01813854_g1). Expression levels of all target genes
were normalized to Actin 5C (Dm02361909_s1), which
was used as an internal control. All assays were performed
in three technical replicates, and for each gene the average
threshold cycle (Ct) value over all biological and technical
replicates was determined. ∆Ct values were calculated by
subtracting the control Ct from the target Ct value. The
fold-change in expression between two samples was calcu-
lated as 2(- ∆Ct1- ∆Ct2). To determine the fold-change
between the African and the European population, ∆Ct
values were averaged among strains within each popula-
tion and the European value was used as ∆Ct2.
GO analysis
Enriched GO terms within the lists of differentially
expressed genes were identified using the GOEAST web
server [53]. Prior to analysis, the annotation of the
CDMC microarrays was updated to match FlyBase
release 5.27 by performing a BLAT search of all probe
sequences with the UCSC genome browser [54]. Probes
giving a unique hit to an annotated transcript were
matched with their release 5.27 GO terms. Significant
GO term enrichment was determined by the hypergeo-
metric method with Hochberg FDR multiple-test correc-
tion [55], with the FDR set to 0.05. As a background for
GO enrichment tests, we used all genes on the CDMC
microarray that were detected as expressed in our
experiments (i.e., those passing the quality control steps
described above).
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DNA sequence analysis
DNA sequence polymorphism in the genomic region
encompassing the genes CG8997 and CG7916 was pre-
viously reported [41]. These authors directly sequenced
PCR-amplified genomic DNA from the same strains
used in our microarray analysis, plus an additional four
strains each from the Zimbabwe and Netherlands popu-
lations [16]. We used all of the available sequences for
McDonald-Kreitman tests [42] of selection on nonsy-
nonymous and intergenic sites using the DnaSP (v5)
software [56]. The test compares ratios of divergence-
to-polymorphism at the test sites (nonsynonymous or
intergenic) to those at synonymous sites and provides
evidence for adaptive evolution when there is a relative
excess of divergence at the test sites, which is consistent
with recurrent selective sweeps since the time of
speciation.
To analyze sequence variation in the Cyp6g1 region,
we performed diagnostic PCR on the 16 strains used in
our microarray analysis. The primers used to detect the
Accord insertion were 5’-GAAAGCCGGTTGTGTT-
TAATTAT-3’ and 5’-CTTTTTGTGTGCTATGGTT-
TAGTTAG-3’, which flank the insertion site. An
additional forward primer complementary to the Accord
insertion (5’-GGGTGCAACAGAGTTTCAGGTA-3’)
was used to confirm its presence [31]. The primers used
to detect tandem duplication of the Cyp6g1 locus were
5’-CGAGTACGAGAGCGTGGAG-3’ and 5’-ATTAAA-
CACAACCGGCTTTCTCG-3’ [33]. Following PCR, the
products were sequenced to confirm that the expected
target sequence was amplified.
Statistical analysis
For comparisons of categorical data (e.g., numbers of poly-
morphic and non-polymorphic genes in males and
females) we used standard 2 × 2 contingency table ana-
lyses. P-values were determined by Fisher’s exact test or,
when the sample sizes were large, by a chi-squared
approximation. To test for differences between two sam-
ples (e.g., Cyp6g1 expression between strains with and
without the Accord insertion) we used the non-parametric
Mann-Whitney U test, which compares the rank-sums of
the observed values of two samples. This approach was
used to avoid making assumptions about the underlying
distribution of gene expression levels among individuals or
classes of genes. All tests were performed using R (version
2.10.1) [57].
Additional material
Additional file 1: Expression divergence between the African and
European populations. Table of relative expression levels in the African
and European populations of all genes used in the analysis.
Additional file 2: Diagnostic PCR for the Accord insertion and
tandem duplication of the Cyp6g1 gene. Agarose gel images of
diagnostic PCR for the Accord element insertion and tandem duplication
of the Cyp6g1 gene.
Additional file 3: GO-term enrichment of genes over-expressed in
the African and European populations. Table of all GO-terms with
significant over-representation in each population.
Additional file 4: Correlation of fold-change expression differences
as measured by microarray and qRT-PCR. Plot of 1,560 pairwise
comparisons of all 16 D. melanogaster strains for 13 different genes.
Additional file 5: Meta-analysis of male and female between-
population gene expression divergence. Table of differences in
expression between the African and European populations for all genes
common to the female and male experiments.
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DIFFERENTIAL GENE EXPRESSION IN TWO POPULATIONS OF D. MELANOGASTER 
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Changes in gene expression have been shown to play an important role in adaptive 
evolution. Thus, they are expected to contribute to adaptation to new environmental 
conditions.  
Here, we investigated several genes that show differential expression between an ancestral 
African and a derived European population of D. melanogaster. In order to elucidate the 
evolutionary and genetic mechanisms underlying the expression changes, molecular variation 
of coding and upstream regions of candidate genes was analyzed. For CG34330, a gene 
involved in neurogenesis, there is evidence for a recent selective sweep that has occurred in 
the European population. We identified a 1.64 kb region devoid of DNA sequence 
polymorphism in the European population. The monomorphic region spans along parts of the 
upstream region, the coding region, and the downstream region. Within the monomorphic 
upstream region there is one indel and one SNP where a derived variant is fixed in Europe, 
but at low frequency in Africa, suggesting that these variants are candidates for controlling the 
gene’s expression level. For another gene, Jon99Ciii, evidence for recurrent adaptive 
structural protein evolution since the split of D. melanogaster from D. simulans and D. 
sechellia was found, while there was no evidence for recent adaptive regulatory evolution. 
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3.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
Adaptive evolution can occur through the positive selection of mutations in coding regions 
that alter the function or the structure of a protein, or regulatory mutations that modify the 
timing, location or level of gene expression (Hoekstra and Coyne 2007, Wray 2007). Most 
studies to date have investigated the evolution of protein-coding regions, which is mainly a 
consequence of the relative ease with which one can distinguish neutral from non-neutral 
mutations in coding regions. Examples of adaptive protein evolution are plentiful (reviewed in 
Hoekstra and Coyne 2007) and studies investigating the proportion of amino acid 
replacements that are adaptive have yielded estimates as high as 45-95% among Drosophila 
species (Fay et al. 2002, Smith and Eyre-Walker 2002, Sawyer et al. 2007, Maside and 
Charlesworth 2007, Haddrill et al. 2008, Bachtrog 2008, Grath et al. 2009). 
For non-coding regions, in contrast, it is difficult to predict functional regulatory 
nucleotides due to the lack of strict conservation of transcription factor binding sites (TFBS) 
(Martin et al. 1988, Magoulas et al. 1993, Tortiglione and Bownes 1997, Wolff et al. 1999, 
Ludwig et al. 2000, Dowell 2010) and the cumbersome work required to reveal their function. 
Thus, fewer examples of regulatory adaptation have been published to date. Still, studies have 
shown that the number of conserved non-coding nucleotides is roughly the same as the 
number of conserved coding nucleotides when comparing different taxa (Bergman and 
Kreitman 2001, Frazer et al. 2001, Shabalina et al. 2001, Keightley and Gaffney 2003) and 
there is evidence for selective constraints and positive selection acting on non-coding regions 
of the genome in Drosophila (Kohn et al. 2004, Andolfatto 2005, Andolfatto 2008, Haddrill 
et al. 2008). These findings imply that many noncoding nucleotides are indeed of functional 
importance, and might be involved in gene expression regulation. Although the location and 
physical extent of promoter regions varies greatly among genes, TFBS are often located 
within a few kb upstream of the basal promoter (Wray et al. 2003). Over the last decade, more 
and more examples of adaptive evolution in promoter regions have been identified (e.g., 
Tournamille et al. 1995, Hamblin and Di Rienzo 2000, Gompel et al. 2005, Prud’homme et 
al. 2006, Wray et al. 2007, Chan et al. 2010), suggesting that regulatory changes represent an 
important target of adaptive evolution. 
 
Mutations altering the regulation of gene expression can occur in two general categories of 
regulatory DNA: trans-regulatory elements that are not physically linked to the gene they 
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regulate and cis-regulatory elements that are physically linked to the gene they regulate. 
Trans-regulatory elements typically encode transcription factors (TF) or microRNAs 
(miRNA), while cis-regulatory elements are often TFBS. Several TFBS can act together to 
form an enhancer. Cis-regulatory elements show several characteristics that make them good 
targets for natural selection. First, many enhancers act independently of one another, each 
controlling one aspect of the expression spectrum, such as tissue specificity or timing of 
expression (DiLeone 1998, Jeong et al. 2008). This modularity limits the adverse effects of 
pleiotropy, a phenomenon expected to be much more common for trans-regulatory and 
protein-coding mutations. Second, cis-regulatory mutations are more often co-dominant than 
trans-regulatory changes (Lemos et al. 2008, McManus et al. 2010). As a consequence of co-
dominance, mutations in cis-regulatory elements are visible to selection immediately in 
heterozygotes. This implies that selection can act more efficiently on cis-regulatory than on 
trans-regulatory mutations or on mutations in protein-coding regions, which are mainly 
recessive (Li 1997). Indeed, it has been shown that positive selection acts on the turnover of 
TFBS, while purifying selection acts to maintain functional TFBS in D. melanogaster and D. 
simulans (He et al. 2011).  
 
Drosophila melanogaster is a cosmopolitan species today, but its origin is thought to lie in 
sub-Saharan Africa (Lachaise et al. 1988, David and Capy 1988) from where it expanded its 
habitat to Europe around 10,000 - 15,000 years ago. Originally coming from a sub-tropical 
environment, the out-of-Africa movement of the species was presumably accompanied by 
adaptation to the new European environment, where derived populations are exposed to new 
biotic and abiotic factors, such as climate, food sources, and pathogens. Large scale genome 
scans of two D. melanogaster populations, one coming from the ancestral species range in 
Africa (Zimbabwe) and one from the derived species range in Europe (the Netherlands) have 
identified regions that may have been targets of positive selection (Ometto et al. 2005, Li and 
Stephan 2006) and there is evidence for recent selective sweeps in several genes and genomic 
regions in these populations (Beisswanger et al. 2006, Glinka et al. 2006, Beisswanger and 
Stephan 2008, Svetec et al. 2009). 
Two studies, one by Hutter et al. (2008) and one by Müller et al. (2011), investigated 
genome-wide expression variation in these African and European populations of D. 
melanogaster using male and female flies, respectively. Their findings show that differences 
in gene expression are abundant between these populations. In males, 153 genes showed 
differential expression between the populations, while in females 569 genes showed such a 
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pattern. These genes are candidates for those that have undergone adaptive regulatory 
evolution in response to local environmental conditions. In both male and female flies, the 
gene showing the greatest over-expression in Europe was the insecticide-resistance gene 
Cyp6g1, a well-known example of adaptive evolution in D. melanogaster. It has been shown 
that the insertion of an Accord transposable element 291 bp upstream of the transcription start 
site of Cyp6g1 is associated with over-expression of the gene and drives its expression in 
detoxification tissues (Daborn et al. 2002, Catania et al. 2004, Chung et al. 2007). This 
insertion was present in all European fly strains, but in only four of the eight African fly 
strains (Müller et al. 2011), suggesting that it can account for the observed expression 
differences between the populations. Evidence for recent positive selection in the European 
population has also been found for the gene CG9509, which showed the second highest over-
expression in Europe in male flies. The target of selection could be narrowed down to a 1.2-kb 
region just upstream of the protein-coding region of the gene (Saminadin-Peter et al. 2011). 
 
Here, a candidate gene approach and population genetic analyses are used to look for 
signatures of recent or recurrent selection in seven genes and their adjacent upstream regions. 
In addition, two promoter regions were investigated without sequencing their adjacent genes. 
Candidate genes were taken from the study by Müller et al. (2011) and belong to those genes 
that show differential expression between the ancestral African population and the derived 
European population. In order to look for mutations in the putative promoter regions that 
might be responsible for the observed changes in expression level, around 1-2 kb of the 
upstream region directly flanking the genes were sequenced. Sequence variants in the 
upstream regions that are private to one population or that are present at high frequency in 
only one population are good candidates for regulatory polymorphisms that control the 
expression of the target gene.  
For CG34330, a gene involved in neurogenesis, we identified a 1.64 kb region devoid of 
DNA sequence polymorphism in the European population – a finding that is suggestive of a 
recent selective sweep in the derived population. The monomorphic region spans 499 bp of 
the upstream region of CG34330, the whole coding region, as well as 651 bp of the 
downstream region. In the monomorphic upstream region of CG34330, there is one SNP and 
one indel where a derived variant is fixed within the European population but at low 
frequency (18%) in the African population.  
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3.2 MATERIALS & METHODS 
 
3.2.1 FLY STRAINS 
Sequences were obtained from 12 isofemale fly strains of a European population (Leiden, 
the Netherlands) and 11 isofemale fly strains of an African population (Lake Kariba, 
Zimbabwe) of D. melanogaster. The populations are as described in Glinka et al. (2003). Fly 
strains were the same as those used in the expression analysis of Hutter et al. (2008) and 
Müller et al. (2011). Flies were kept at 22°C on standard cornmeal-molasses medium. 
 
3.2.2 DNA EXTRACTION 
Genomic DNA of single male flies was extracted using MasterPure
TM
 DNA Purification 
Kit (Epicentre! Biotechnologies, Madison, WI, USA) following to the manufacturer’s 
protocol for tissue samples. Quality and quantity of extracted DNA were subsequently 
assessed by gel electrophoresis and using a NanoDrop ND-1000 spectrophotometer 
(NanoDrop Technologies, Wilmington, DE, USA). If clear high-molecular weight bands were 
obtained on the gel that did not show any signs of degradation (smear), the ratio of sample 
absorbance at 260nm/280 nm was "1.8, and the absorbance ratio at 260 nm /230 nm was 1.8- 
2.2, DNA was diluted with H2O to a final concentration of 150 ng/µl and stored at -20°C until 
used.  
 
3.2.3 PCR 
Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was performed for sequences using peqlab pegGOLD 
Taq-DNA-polymerase (PEQLAB Biotechnologie GMBH, Erlangen) and standard PCR 
conditions. Primers were designed based on the complete D. melanogaster genome sequence 
(www.flybase.org). For a complete list of primers, as well as standard PCR conditions, see 
supplemental material. PCR products were purified using Exo-SAP-IT! (United States 
Biochemical, Cleveland, OH, USA).  
 
3.2.4 CLONING 
For some of the autosomal genes that showed residual heterozygosity, PCR-products were 
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cloned prior to sequencing. This was done using the Invitrogen TOPO TA Cloning! Kit 
(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) and according to the manufacturer’s protocol for chemical 
transformation. Colony PCR was performed with eight transformed colonies per cloning 
reaction and PCR products were subsequently sequenced using the standard sequencing 
protocol. One randomly chosen allele each was included in the final alignment.  
 
3.2.5 SEQUENCING 
Purified PCR products were sequenced using Big Dye version 1.1 chemistry and a 3730 
automated sequencer (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA). Primers used for 
sequencing were the same as those used for PCR. In some cases, additional sequencing 
primers were designed (see supplemental material). For the European population, the number 
of alleles sequenced ranged from 9–12 with a mean of 11.7. For the African population, the 
number of alleles sequenced ranged from 8–11, with a mean of 10.2.  
For divergence calculations, a single allele from D. simulans was used (Drosophila 12 
Genomes Consortium 2007), except for genes CG34330 and fau where a complete D. 
simulans sequence was not available. Here, D. sechellia was used as an outgroup (Drosophila 
12 Genomes Consortium 2007).  
 
3.2.6 DATA ANALYSIS 
Sequences were edited using DNAstar (Madison, WI). Multiple alignments were 
generated using MUSCLE (Edgar 2004) implemented in the MEGA5 software (Tamura et al. 
2011) and adjusted manually. 
 
3.2.7 STATISTICAL METHODS 
All summary statistics were calculated using DnaSP v.5 (Librado and Rozas 2009). 
Nucleotide diversity was measured as # (Tajima 1983), the average number of pairwise 
differences per site, and Watterson’s $W (Watterson 1975), the average number of segregating 
sites per nucleotide position. Between-population genetic differentiation was measured as 
DXY, the mean number of pairwise sequence differences between alleles of the two 
populations (Nei 1987) and FST, the proportion of genetic diversity due to allele frequency 
differences among populations (Hudson et al. 1992). Divergence (K) was calculated as the 
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average number of nucleotide substitutions per site between species using the Jukes and 
Cantor correction (Nei 1987). To test for deviations from the standard neutral model, Tajima’s 
D (Tajima 1989), Fay and Wu’s H (Fay and Wu 2000) and the McDonald-Kreitman test 
(McDonald and Kreitman 1991) were performed. Tajima’s D statistic contrasts low-frequency 
and intermediate-frequency sites in a sample. A significantly negative value of Tajima’s D 
indicates an excess of rare variants, which is expected under directional selection or 
population size expansion. A significantly positive value of Tajima’s D indicates an excess of 
intermediate-frequency variants, a scenario expected under balancing selection or population 
subdivision or weak/incomplete bottlenecks (Ometto et al. 2005). Fay and Wu’s H statistic 
compares high-frequency derived variants to intermediate-frequency variants. Here, a 
significantly negative value indicates an excess of high-frequency derived variants, which is 
expected after positive selection. A significantly positive H statistic, in contrast, points to an 
overrepresentation of intermediate-frequency derived polymorphism, a scenario expected 
under balancing selection. 
The McDonald-Kreitman (MK) test compares the polymorphism-to-divergence ratio at 
synonymous sites to the polymorphism-to-divergence ratio at nonsynonymous sites. If there is 
an excess of nonsynonymous divergence relative to polymorphism, recurrent positive 
selection for amino acid replacement since the split of the species can be inferred. A relative 
excess of nonsynonymous polymorphism is indicative of balancing selection or possibly weak 
purifying selection. For noncoding sequences, the MK test compares the polymorphism-to-
divergence ratio of synonymous or intronic sites to the polymorphism-to-divergence ratio of 
noncoding sites (Andolfatto 2005). 
 
3.2.8 CHOICE OF CANDIDATE GENES 
Candidate genes that were chosen for sequencing were taken from the set of differentially 
expressed genes between the African and the European population in female flies (Müller et 
al. 2011). Some general criteria were applied when choosing the genes: priority was given to 
genes with great over-expression in one population, short gene spans, sufficiently long 
upstream regions without overlap with other genes, and known functions. However, not all of 
the above criteria could be satisfied by all genes.  
Four of the genes were found to be differentially expressed in both female and male flies 
(CG34330, CG12262, CG7409, and fau). For the genes Pbprp2, oaf, and fau, alternatively 
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spliced transcripts were found to be over-expressed in different populations. Nipsnap and 
CG31058 were over-expressed in Africa, and Jon99Ciii was over-expressed in Europe. 
 
3.2.9 SEQUENCE DIVERGENCE IN UPSTREAM REGIONS 
DXY, FST, #, and divergence (K) were calculated for upstream regions, including 5’UTRs, 
for all of the differentially expressed genes above and compared to values of a set of genes 
that did not show a significant expression difference between populations, hereafter referred 
to as control genes. The set of control genes and values of DXY, FST, #, and K for upstream 
regions of the control genes were taken from Saminadin-Peter (2008). Genes that showed 
differential expression in female flies and regions that did not blast to upstream regions due to 
changes in gene annotation were excluded from this gene set. The final set of control genes 
consisted of four genes that showed no significant differential expression between the 
populations in male flies and in female flies. Mann-Whitney U tests were performed using R 
(version 2.10.1) (R Development Core Team 2005). 
 
 
3.3 RESULTS 
 
All genes investigated in this study showed differential expression in adult female flies 
between a European and an African population of D. melanogaster in a genome-wide 
microarray study (Müller et al. 2011, chapter 1) (Table 3.1). Some of the genes were also 
found to be differentially expressed between the populations in male flies (Hutter et al. 2008). 
 
In order to investigate if between-population expression differences could be caused by 
adaptive changes in cis-regulatory elements, the coding and upstream regions of seven 
candidate genes were sequenced in a sample of up to 12 fly strains from each population, 
including the strains used in the microarray expression analyses. The upstream regions of two 
additional candidate genes were also investigated, however the coding regions of these genes 
were not sequenced. (Table 3.1, Supplementary Figure 1).  
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TABLE 3.1 All genes sequenced in this study 
 
Shown are the chromosomal locations (Chr.), expression ratios of Africa/Europe and their corresponding 
significance, the number of nucleotides sequenced for the entire region (Entire), the upstream region (Upstream), 
and the gene region, the number of fly strains sequenced for each population, gene function and the biological 
process for each gene. 
a
 Data from Müller et al. (2011) 
b
 Data from Hutter et al. (2008) 
 
3.3.1 GENES ANALYZED 
Of the nine candidate genes, four were identified to be differentially expressed between 
Europe and Africa in male and female flies (Table 3.1). CG34330, which was over- expressed 
2-fold in females and 1.3-fold in males in the African population has been shown to be 
involved in neurogenesis, although its specific function is unknown. CG12262, which was 
over-expressed 1.28-fold in Europe in females and 1.29-fold in Europe in males, has an 
annotated function in oxidation/reduction and fatty acid metabolism. CG7409, a gene with 
1.89-fold higher expression in African female flies and 1.40-fold higher expression in African 
male flies has an annotated function in response to heat and unfolded protein binding. fau, 
which has an annotated function in recovery from anoxia (O2 depletion), showed 1.48-fold 
over-expression for the transcript fau-RB in Africa in females and a 1.3-fold over-expression 
in Africa in males. In female flies, a second transcript, fau-RD, showed a 1.44-fold higher 
expression in Europe at a P-value cutoff of 0.005. 
For the genes Pbprp2, which is predicted to function in pheromone and odorant binding, 
and oaf, which is involved in chromosome segregation during female meiosis, alternatively 
spliced transcripts were found to be over-expressed in different populations. Pbprp2-RA was 
1.33-fold over-expressed in Europe (P < 0.02), while Pbprp2-RB showed a 1.89-fold over-
expression in Africa. For oaf, the transcript oaf-RA was over-expressed 1.24-fold in Europe, 
CG34330 X 2.01 1.32 0.0004 0.0001 4351 2148 656 12 11 unknown Neurogenesis
CG12262 3L 0.78 0.78 0.0013 0.0003 4017 1456 2190 12 10 Acyl-CoA dehydrogenase Fatty acid beta-oxidation
CG7409 3L 1.89 1.4 0.0047 0.0006 1979 1017 788 12 9 Unfolded protein binding Protein folding
CG6544 fau 3R 1126 1126 12 11 unknown Response to anoxia
RB 1.48 1.3 0 0.0016
RC 1.43 0.0221
RD 0.69 0.0027
CG1668 Pbprp2 X 2185 662 1417 12 11 Pheromone/odorant binding Sensory perception of 
RA 0.75 0.0154 chemical stimulus
RB 1.89 0.0038
CG9884 oaf 2L 1124 341 12 11 unknown Female meiosis chromosome 
RA 0.81 0.0036 segregation
RB 1.37 0.003
CG9212 Nipsnap X 1.46 0.0039 4915 1503 3438 12 11 unknown unknown
CG31058 3R 2.89 0 2885 1523 1362 12 9 unknown Lateral inhibition
CG31362 Jon99Ciii 3R 0.43 0 2376 1688 688 9 8 Endopeptidase Digestion; Proteolysis
AFR Function Biological processEntire Upstream Gene region EURFemale 
a
Male 
b
Female 
a
Male 
bCG number Symbol Chr. Transcript
Nucleotides sequenced Fly strainsP-valueExpression ratio A/E
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while oaf-RB showed 1.37-fold over-expression in Africa. These are candidates for those 
genes where alternatively spliced transcripts are preferentially expressed in the two 
populations.  
CG31058, which is involved in lateral inhibition, and Nipsnap, a gene with unknown 
function, were over-expressed in Africa 2.89-fold and 1.46-fold, respectively. Jon99Ciii, a 
serine-type endopeptidase involved in digestion and proteolysis, was over-expressed 2.31-fold 
in Europe. 
 
3.3.2 DNA SEQUENCE POLYMORPHISM AND NEUTRALITY TESTS 
For all sequenced regions, the per-nucleotide estimate of sequence diversity, $W, was 
determined using a sliding-window approach (Supplementary Figure 1). Most of the genes 
showed average levels of nucleotide diversity (Hutter et al. 2007). Applying neutrality tests 
such as Tajima’s D, Fay and Wu’s H and the McDonald-Kreitman (MK) test did not show 
any deviations from neutrality for most genes (Tables 3.2, 3.3, 3.4) in coding or upstream 
regions.  
 
 
TABLE 3.2 Results of Tajima’s D tests 
 
 
An exception was CG34330. A 4.3 kb region of the X chromosome was sequenced, 
encompassing the entire coding region, " 2.1 kb of the 5’ flanking region and " 1.5 kb of the 
3’ flanking region (Table 3.1). Along the upstream region, Fay and Wu’s H statistic indicated 
CG34330 Europe -1.390 -1.567 n.a. n.a. n.a.
Africa -0.636 -0.498 n.a. n.a. n.a.
CG12262 Europe -0.468 -1.154 -0.064 -0.064 n.a.
Africa 0.412 1.137 -0.073 -0.073 n.a.
CG7409 Europe 0.463 0.334 0.229 0.229 n.a.
Africa -0.330 -0.744 -0.740 -0.740 n.a.
fau Europe 0.756 0.756 n.a. n.a. n.a.
Africa 0.217 0.217 n.a. n.a. n.a.
Pbprp2 Europe -0.486 0.253 -1.291 -0.829 -1.451
Africa -1.111 -1.442 -0.159 -0.159 n.a.
oaf Europe -0.148 -1.067 n.a. n.a. n.a.
Africa 0.180 0.696 n.a. n.a. n.a.
Nipsnap Europe 1.714 0.563 2.196 * 2.196 * n.a.
Africa -0.390 -0.819 -0.720 -0.720 n.a.
CG31058 Europe 0.064 0.162 0.095 0.276 -0.129
Africa -0.337 -1.040 0.155 0.133 0.176
Jon99Ciii Europe -0.928 -0.914 -0.896 -0.896 n.a.
Africa -0.197 -0.213 -0.075 -0.358 0.585
Tajima's D
Gene Population all sites upstream coding syn. nonsyn.
Shown are the results of 
Tajima’s D tests for all, 
upstream, coding, synonymous 
(syn.) and nonsynonymous 
(nonsyn.) sites for each 
population. Upstream regions 
include 5’UTRs of genes, 
except for fau and oaf. If there 
was more than one variant of 
the 5’UTR, the longest one was 
included in the analysis.  
*P < 0.05 
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a significant excess of high frequency derived polymorphisms for the European population, a 
pattern in accordance with a recent selective sweep in this population (Table 3.3). Across the 
entire region, the estimate of sequence diversity per site, !W, in the European population was 
0.0029, which is lower than the X-chromosomal mean value of !W (0.0047) in this population 
(Hutter et al. 2007). Interestingly, we found a 1.64 kb region completely depleted of 
polymorphism in the European population that spans 499 bp of the upstream region of 
CG34330, the whole coding region, as well as 651 bp of the downstream region (Figure 3.1). 
For the African population, no such reduction in nucleotide diversity could be found. Instead, 
this region shows normal levels of !W in Africa, as well as normal levels of divergence when 
comparing D. melanogaster to the outgroup D. sechellia. This indicates that neither extremely 
high selective constraint nor an exceptionally low mutation rate can account for the reduced 
nucleotide diversity in the European population. Such a finding is in accordance with a recent 
selective sweep in the European population.  
 
 
TABLE 3.3 Results of Fay and Wu’s H tests 
 
Shown are the results of Fay and Wu’s H tests for all, upstream, coding, synonymous (syn.) and nonsynonymous 
(nonsyn.) sites for each population. P-values were determined running coalescent simulations for a neutral 
infinite-sites model, assuming constant population size and no recombination. Upstream regions include 5’UTRs 
of genes, except for fau and oaf. If there was more than one variant of the 5’UTR, the longest one was included 
in the analysis.  
a 
Different values of $W per site were used for simulations: average over the investigated region/ chromosomal 
average/ average over the whole sequenced region. * P < 0.05, ** P < 0.01, *** P < 0.001 
CG34330 Europe -23.515 */**/*** 
a
-24.061 **/**/*** n.a. n.a. n.a.
Africa -5.327 1.509 n.a. n.a. n.a.
CG12262 Europe -1.939 0.303 -2.848 -2.848 /**/* n.a.
Africa 18.489 14.667 -0.178 -0.178 n.a.
CG7409 Europe 1.727 0.697 0.242 0.242 n.a.
Africa 4.528 1.306 1.417 1.417 n.a.
fau Europe -3.606 -3.606
Africa -2.564 -2.564
Pbprp2 Europe -5.818 -1.848 -2.030 * -2.333 */***/*** 0.30303
Africa -0.655 -1.400 1.073 1.073 n.a.
oaf Europe -2.091 1.152
Africa 0.873 -0.400
Nipsnap Europe -8.061 -1.758 0.303 0.303 n.a.
Africa -2.727 0.436 2.073 2.073 n.a.
CG31058 Europe 1.000 2.758 -1.758 -2.788 /**/** 0.727
Africa -5.056 0.444 -5.500 -3.694 /**/** -0.528
Jon99Ciii Europe -7.250 -5.083 -2.167 -2.167 /**/** n.a.
Africa 0.286 2.143 -1.857 -2.5 /*/** 0.64286
coding syn. nonsyn.
Fay and Wu's H
Gene Population all sites upstream
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Within the monomorphic region in the European population, one indel and two SNPs could be 
identified that were fixed derived variants in the European population, but at low frequency in 
the African population (Table 3.5). 
 
For another gene, Jon99Ciii, the MK test provided evidence for recurrent positive 
selection in Europe acting on nonsynonymous sites of the coding region (Table 3.4). This 
result was robust to whether D. melanogaster was compared to D. simulans or D. sechellia. In 
addition, a significant MK test was also found for upstream sites in the African population. 
FIGURE 3.1 Polymorphism and divergence in the genomic regions of CG34330 and Jon99Ciii 
Sliding window analyses of polymorphism and divergence for a) CG34330 and b) Jon99Ciii (window size = 100 
bp, step size = 25 bp). Shown are nucleotide diversity ($) in the European (green line) and the African (purple 
line) populations, as well as divergence between all D. melanogaster lines and an outgroup (gray line). D. 
sechellia was used as an outgroup for CG34330, D. simulans for Jon99Ciii. Positions of the genes are 
represented by arrows with the arrowhead indicating the direction of transcription. 
 
3.3.3 SEQUENCE DIVERGENCE IN UPSTREAM REGIONS 
Upstream regions of significantly differentially expressed genes were compared to those 
from genes that do not show any difference in expression between populations (control 
genes). If expression differences are due to DNA sequence variation within cis-regulatory 
elements, one might expect differentially expressed genes to harbor more sequence variation 
in their upstream regions. For these regions, the mean number of pairwise sequence 
differences between alleles of the two populations, DXY, and the proportion of genetic 
diversity due to allele frequency differences among populations, FST, were examined. 
However, no significant differences between the two gene classes could be found (Figure 3.2). 
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Nucleotide diversity # and divergence (K) for each population were also investigated. In 
Africa, there were no significant differences for # and K among gene classes. In the European 
population, significantly higher values were found for differentially expressed genes versus 
control genes for # (P < 0.05, Mann-Whitney U test), while no significant differences could 
be found for divergence (K). 
 
 
3.4 DISCUSSION 
The sequence analysis of genes that showed differential expression between an African D. 
melanogaster population from Zimbabwe and a European population from the Netherlands 
did not show deviations from neutrality for most sequenced loci. However, there were two 
interesting exceptions.  
 
 
TABLE 3.4 Results of McDonald-Kreitman (MK) tests 
 
Shown are the number of fixed differences (D) between D. melanogaster and the respective outgroup and the 
number of polymorphic sites (P) within the populations. Subscripts indicate synonymous (s), nonsynonymous 
(n), intronic (int), and upstream (up) sites. Upstream regions include 5’UTRs of genes, except for fau and oaf. If 
there was more than one variant of the 5’UTR, the longest one was included in the analysis. Only constitutively 
spliced out introns were considered for intronic sites. 
Nonsyn = nonsynonymous sites; syn = synonymous sites 
* P < 0.05 (Fisher’s exact test, FET), ** P < 0.01 (FET) 
CG34330 Europe D. sec 4 0 1 0 108 27 n.a. 0.587
Africa D. sec 4 0 1 0 94 79 n.a. 0.129
CG12262 Europe D. sim 23 24 2 0 40 37 57 88 0.490 0.307 0.088
Africa D. sim 21 30 2 0 40 53 52 105 0.184 0.314 0.136
CG7409 Europe D. sim 12 6 0 0 39 36 n.a. 0.302
Africa D. sim 12 6 0 0 41 24 n.a. 1.000
Pbprp2 Europe D. sim 6 3 5 2 17 5 22 5 1 0.384 0.737
Africa D. sim 6 5 5 0 17 10 23 18 0.119 1.000 0.622
Nipsnap Europe D. sim 8 4 3 0 143 49 47 6 0.516 0.078 0.027 **
Africa D. sim 8 10 3 0 137 84 45 11 0.214 0.006 ** 0.011 *
CG31058 Europe D. sim 22 23 23 18 32 33 0.504 1.000
Africa D. sim 22 24 24 17 33 29 0.391 0.697
Jon99Ciii Europe D. sim 25 9 30 0 81 55 0.002 ** 0.167
Africa D. sim 24 8 30 3 76 75 0.108 0.012 *
Europe & Africa D. sim 24 13 30 3 75 98 0.011 * 0.019 *
Jon99Ciii Europe D. sec 9 9 8 0 85 51 0.023 * 0.441
Africa D. sec 8 8 6 3 81 69 0.677 0.797
Europe & Africa D. sec 8 13 30 3 80 92 0.236 0.048 *
Dint Dup Nonsyn. Upstream vs. intronicUpstream vs. syn.
MK test P-value
Gene Outgroup Ps Pn Pint PupPopulation Ds Dn
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FIGURE 3.2 Comparison of upstream regions from differentially expressed genes (DEG) and genes without 
differential expression (controls = contr.) 
a) DXY between the European and the African population, b) FST between the European and the African 
population c) Nucleotide diversity # for each population, c) Divergence (K) for each population. 
Brackets indicate the only significant difference which was found for # of differentially expressed genes vs. 
controls in Europe (P < 0.05, Mann-Whitney U test). 
 
 
3.4.1 EVIDENCE FOR A SELECTIVE SWEEP IN THE GENOMIC REGION OF CG34330 
The gene CG34330, which lies in the X chromosome and is involved in neurogenesis 
shows a significant over-expression in the African relative to the European population in male 
and female D. melanogaster (Hutter et al. 2008, Müller et al. 2011, Table 3.1). The extent of 
the over-expression, 1.3-fold in males and 2-fold in females, differs between the sexes, 
however this is not surprising given that the vast majority of all expression differences 
between these populations was found to be sex-specific. Several findings suggest that the gene 
has been a target of recent adaptive evolution in the European population. For the upstream 
region of CG34330, a highly significant negative value for Fay and Wu’s H is found in 
Europe (Table 3.3), which implies an excess of derived polymorphism in high frequency 
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along this region. This finding is consistent with the recent action of positive selection, which 
has driven these variants to high frequencies in Europe. Since the coding region of the gene 
does not show any polymorphism in the European and the African population, the MK test 
could not be applied. Along the whole sequenced region as well as along the upstream region 
only, negative Tajima’s D values point to an excess of low-frequency polymorphism (Table 
3.2), a finding expected after a recent selective sweep. 
Interestingly, there is a strong reduction in nucleotide diversity in the European population 
over the whole sequenced region when compared to the chromosomal average, which is 
especially pronounced along a 1.64 kb region where no variation is found among all derived 
European lines (Figure 3.1). This region includes 499 bp of the upstream region of CG34330, 
the whole coding region, as well as 651 bp of the downstream region. Two findings suggest 
that the reduced variation is neither a result of high selective constraints acting on this region 
nor due to an exceptionally low mutation rate: First, in the African population, this fragment 
shows normal levels of nucleotide diversity and second, divergence between D. melanogaster 
and D. sechellia is normal in this region.  
According to the Drosophila melanogaster Recombination Rate Calculator (RRC) (Singh 
et al. 2005, Fiston-Lavier et al. 2010), the recombination rate for the chromosomal region in 
which CG34330 is embedded is relatively low (1.83 cM/Mbp,) compared to the X-
chromosomal average (3.09 cM/Mbp) or the genome-wide average (2.46 cM/Mbp), such that 
one might expect a larger area to be affected by the selective sweep. This suggests that the 
sweep either occurred relatively far in the past or the selection coefficient was relatively low. 
However, since nucleotide variation is still low in the sequenced portion of the neighboring 
gene CG14190 in Europe ($W = 0.00115), footprints of the incomplete sweep might indeed 
extend further along CG14190. However, patterns of low polymorphism can also be caused 
by a reduction in population size. The European population used in this study is known to 
have undergone a bottleneck during the out-of-Africa movement (Ometto et al. 2005, Li and 
Stephan 2006). To be able to distinguish selection from demography, coalescent simulations 
with and without selection, explicitly modeling such a bottleneck, i.e. taking the demographic 
parameters from Li and Stephan (2006), should be performed.  
If the gene’s expression level is controlled by sequence variants adjacent to the gene, the 
upstream region is expected to harbor identifiable nucleotide differences between the 
populations. Within the monomorphic region detected in the European population, but 
nowhere else in the sequenced fragment, there are several variants that are fixed in Europe but 
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at low frequency in Africa (Table 3.5). Within the upstream region and the 5’UTR, there is 
one 6-bp indel and one SNP that have a derived variant fixed in the European population, but  
 
 
TABLE 3.5 Nearly fixed differences between the European and the African population for CG34330 
 
Shown are all differences that are fixed in Europe (E) but in low frequency in Africa (A). Derived variants are 
indicated in bold. Nucleotide variants for five outgroup species are also shown: D. sechellia, D. simulans, D. 
yakuba, D. erecta, D. ananassae. In addition, nucleotide states found in the population from Portugal (Pandey et 
al. 2011) and from France (S. Hutter, personal comm.) are shown. In France, the last three SNPs were not fixed. 
Instead, the predominant allele of the African population was found in two of the eight strains each. 
a 
Data from Nègre et al. (2011) 
 
 
they appear at low frequency (18%) in Africa. In addition, there is one SNP where the 
ancestral state is fixed in Europe, but occurs at low frequency in Africa (18%). These two 
SNPs are located in a TFBS of the TF chinmo, whose interaction has been verified in ChIP-
E01 ATTCGC A C C C A G
E02 ATTCGC A C C C A G
E11 ATTCGC A C C C A G
E12 ATTCGC A C C C A G
E13 ATTCGC A C C C A G
E14 ATTCGC A C C C A G
E15 ATTCGC A C C C A G
E16 ATTCGC A C C C A G
E17 ATTCGC A C C C A G
E18 ATTCGC A C C C A G
E19 ATTCGC A C C C A G
E20 ATTCGC A C C C A G
A84 ATTCGC C C T T G C
A95 ATTCGC C A T T G C
A131 - C A T T G C
A145 - C A T T G C
A157 - C A T T G C
A186 - A A T T G C
A191 - C A T T G C
A229 - A C C C A G
A377 - C A T T A G
A384 - C A T T A G
A398 - C A T T G C
D. sec AT- A A T - - -
D. sim - A A T - - -
D. yak - - A T - - -
D. ere - A A T - - -
D. ana - T C T - - -
Portugal ATTCGC A C C C A G
France ATTCGC A C C C/T A/G G/C
Region upstream
Feature
a
downstream5'UTR
chinmo TFBS
Position relative to start codon of CG34330
Fly strains -126 653 946-460 -91 941 961
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chip experiments during embryonic stages of D. melanogaster development (Nègre et al. 
2011). However, whether this TF also binds during adult fly stages is unknown. It has been 
shown, though, that the emergence of new TFBS can result from changes in an already 
existing TFBS (Prud’homme et al. 2007), such that the presence of a TFBS provides a good 
opportunity for the formation of a new one. Downstream of the gene resides another derived 
SNP that is fixed in Europe, but has a low frequency in Africa (9%). Furthermore, there are 
three SNPs in the downstream region that are fixed in Europe and appear at low frequency in 
Africa (9%-27%), where the ancestral state could not be inferred since none of the outgroups 
aligned to the respective region. These sites, especially those with derived variants in Europe, 
are good candidates for sites that have been targets of positive selection and control the 
expression pattern of the gene. 
Nevertheless, there is no clear correlation between the alternative states of the SNP 
variants and the expression level of the gene in each fly line as determined by the 16-node 
analyses of the microarray studies in male and female flies (Table 3.6). 
 
 
 
3.4.2 POLYMORPHISM PATTERNS IN OTHER NON-AFRICAN POPULATIONS 
The region found to be monomorphic in the population from the Netherlands also shows 
low polymorphism in other non-African populations. The D. melanogaster reference sequence 
(Adams et al. 2000), which comes from a non-African lab strain is identical to the 
monomorphic region that was identified in our European population. In a pooled sample of 
113 isofemale fly lines from a Portuguese population (Pandey et al. 2011), only four SNPs are 
present within the region. All of these SNPs are found at low frequencies (2.7%-7.1%), 
Fly strain
E01 3.25 1.18
E12 2.19 1.00
E14 1.73 1.03
E15 1.00 1.35
E16 1.04 1.00
E17 2.20 1.33
E18 2.69 1.25
E20 1.48 1.23
A82 3.04 1.58
A84 4.91 1.35
A95 2.98 1.66
A131 4.97 1.48
A186 4.19 1.46
A377 3.64 1.77
A384 4.96 1.51
A398 2.71 1.55
Relative expression
Females
a
Males
b
TABLE 3.6 Relative expression 
of CG34330 for each fly strain 
as determined by microarray 
analysis 
a
 Data from Müller et al. (2011) 
b
 Data from Hutter et al. (2008) 
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suggesting that these represent new mutations that have occurred after the completion of the 
selective sweep. However, another European population from France (S. Hutter, personal 
comm.) consisting of eight lines shows 11 SNPs within this region, which corresponds to a 
value of $W of 0.0027. Still, a significantly negative Tajima’s D in the upstream region of the 
gene, indicating an excess of low-frequency variants, suggests that this region has been a 
target of a recent selective sweep. This hypothesis is supported by a significantly negative Fay 
and Wu’s H for upstream sites and all sites. Thus, these findings indicate that the selective 
sweep around CG34330 has occurred in several non-African populations. 
The indel and all of the SNPs that are fixed in the European population are also fixed in 
the population from Portugal. However, in the French population only those sites are fixed 
where the ancestral state could be inferred (Table 3.5). This indicates that these sites might 
play a crucial role for gene expression regulation of CG34330 in derived populations.  
 
3.4.3 STRUCTURAL ADAPTATION IN JON99CIII 
In female D. melanogaster, the microarray study from chapter 1 has identified many genes 
over-expressed in the European population that are involved in proteolysis. Among these 
genes, four members of the Jonah gene family were identified. The gene with the second 
highest over-expression of all genes in Europe was Jonah 99Ciii, which is located in a cluster 
of three adjacent Jonah genes. For this gene, a significant MK test is found when comparing 
nonsynonymous to synonymous sites for the European population (Table 3.4). This holds true 
whether comparing D. melanogaster to D. simulans or D. sechellia. When comparing the 
combined data of both populations to D. simulans, the same pattern can be observed. In all 
cases, there is a significant excess of divergence relative to polymorphism at nonsynonymous 
sites, indicating that recurrent positive selection for amino acid substitutions has occurred 
since the split of the species before the out-of-Africa movement. It should be noted, however, 
that of the 893 nucleotide gene region, the last 206 are missing in the sequenced region. Since 
the gene occurs in a cluster with two other genes belonging to the same gene family, it was 
not possible to design unambiguously binding primers for this region. A significant MK test is 
also found for the upstream region of the African population and the combined data of both 
populations when compared to D. simulans. However, this is due to a relative excess of 
upstream polymorphism, indicating that either recurrent balancing selection or weak purifying 
selection has caused this pattern. No haplotype structure can be found along the upstream 
region, suggesting that weak purifying selection has caused the relative excess of 
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polymorphism in the upstream region. This is also supported by the finding of a negative 
Tajima’s D along the upstream region (Table 3.2). All in all, levels of nucleotide diversity 
were normal over the whole sequenced region in both populations (Figure 3.1). 
Together these findings indicate that Jon99Ciii has been a target of structural adaptation, 
altering the amino acid sequence of the gene since the divergence of D. melanogaster and D. 
sechellia or D. simulans, respectively. In contrast, no evidence for recent regulatory 
adaptation in any of the populations can be found, suggesting that other parts of the genome 
are responsible for the observed expression differences. This is in accordance with signatures 
of recurrent weak purifying selection in the upstream region of the gene, which might act to 
eliminate sequence changes in this region. 
 
3.4.4 SEQUENCE DIVERGENCE IN UPSTREAM REGIONS 
A recent study (McManus et al. 2010) has quantified allele-specific expression levels in 
D. melanogaster and D. sechellia and their F1 hybrids. For genes that show cis-regulatory 
divergence between species, the adjacent upstream regions harbored significantly more 
sequence changes than genes without significant cis-regulatory divergence. Similar patterns 
have also been found previously for other organisms (e.g. in yeast Tirosh et al. 2009, in 
Arabidopsis Zhang and Borevitz 2009). Thus, if the observed expression differences of the 
sequenced genes are caused by changes in cis, one could expect the upstream regions of these 
genes to show a greater DXY or FST between the two populations than genes without 
significant differential expression. However, such a pattern cannot be found. In addition, there 
is no evidence for greater divergence between species in upstream regions of differentially 
versus non-differentially expressed genes (Figure 3.2). Only when looking at intrapopulation 
nucleotide diversity #, higher levels can be found in Europe for differentially expressed genes. 
Interestingly, several studies have shown that few changes in cis-regulatory elements are 
sufficient to account for changes in gene expression (e.g., Shirangi et al. 2009, Jeong et al. 
2008, Prabhakar et al. 2008, Frankel et al. 2011). This suggests that upstream regions 
containing cis-regulatory elements that cause differential expression of a gene do not 
necessarily accumulate more changes than upstream regions of genes that do not show 
differential expression. However, we did not find any evidence for regulatory adaptation in cis 
for most of the sequenced genes. Thus, the absence of significant results for most of the 
summary statistics examined is most likely due to the absence of regulatory evolution in the 
genes’ upstream region. The genetic basis for expression differences for the majority of the 
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genes examined in this study could reside in regions of the genome that are located further 
upstream. Although promoter sequences can be as short as 200-300 bp (Wei et al. 1995, 
Petronzelli et al. 1995), case studies have shown that cis-regulatory elements can reside as far 
as 800 kb upstream of the gene they regulate (DiLeone et al. 1998, Lettice et al. 2002). 
Another possibility is that the differential expression of these genes is caused by changes at 
the DNA-sequence- or the expression level of trans-factors, such as TFs or microRNAs. Such 
factors are encoded in other parts of the genome, and cannot be identified using the approach 
of the present study.  
 
For one of the genes examined in this study, CG34330, evidence for adaptive evolution is 
found that possibly is caused by nucleotide variants located in the upstream region of the 
gene. In order to investigate if expression differences between the European and the African 
population are due to those changes that are fixed in Europe but at low frequency in Africa, 
reporter gene assays should be performed. This procedure has already successfully identified 
regulatory regions that control gene expression in many case studies (e.g., Gompel et al. 2005, 
Prud’homme et al. 2006, Jeong et al. 2008, Chan et al. 2010, Saminadin-Peter et al. 2011). 
By applying reporter gene assays, the effects of the alternative states of the nucleotide variants 
on gene expression can be tested in a common genetic background.  
McManus et al. (2010) have identified significant cis- as well as trans- regulatory effects 
for CG34330 when comparing D. melanogaster to D. sechellia. Since the two populations of 
D. melanogaster investigated here are less diverged, it is unclear if trans-regulatory factors 
also contribute to the observed expression difference. Performing reporter gene assays will 
also help to elucidate whether expression differences between the studied populations are 
caused by cis-regulatory factors, trans-regulatory factors, or a combination of cis- and trans- 
regulatory factors.  
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Genes with sexually dimorphic expression (sex-biased genes) often evolve rapidly and are thought to make an important contri-
bution to reproductive isolation between species. We examined the molecular evolution of sex-biased genes in Drosophila melano-
gaster and D. ananassae, which represent two independent lineages within the melanogaster group. We find that strong purifying
selection limits protein sequence variation within species, but that a considerable fraction of divergence between species can be
attributed to positive selection. In D. melanogaster, the proportion of adaptive substitutions between species is greatest for male-
biased genes and is especially high for those on the X chromosome. In contrast, male-biased genes do not show unusually high var-
iation within or between populations. A similar pattern is seen at the level of gene expression, where sex-biased genes show high ex-
pression divergence between species, but low divergence between populations. In D. ananassae, there is no increased rate of adap-
tation of male-biased genes, suggesting that the type or strength of selection acting on sex-biased genes differs between lineages.
1. Introduction
In sexually reproducing species, the evolution of reproduc-
tive isolation is closely coupled to the process of speciation.
Indeed, the widely applied biological species concept defines
species as “groups of actually or potentially interbreeding
natural populations, which are reproductively isolated from
other such groups” [1]. This definition has been of great util-
ity to geneticists working with organisms like Drosophila that
are separated into populations or species showing varying
degrees of pre- and postzygotic reproductive isolation. The
degree of isolation increases with the time since the species
shared a common ancestor [2, 3].
Within species, prezygotic isolation is often observed as
preferential mating of individuals (usually females) to other
individuals from the same population. Such behavioral isola-
tion has been observed for Drosophila melanogaster and D.
ananassae populations that diverged within the past 15,000–
20,000 thousand years [4, 5]. At the postzygotic level, it is
often found that matings between closely related species pro-
duce hybrid offspring in which at least one sex (usually
males) is either inviable or infertile. For example, species
of the D. simulans complex, which diverged around 0.5–1.0
million years ago [6], produce viable hybrid offspring with
only the males being infertile [7, 8]. Crosses between D. mela-
nogaster and D. simulans, which diverged around 4-5 million
years ago [6], produce viable, but sterile, offspring of only
one sex (the sex of the D. melanogaster parent) [9, 10].
The observations from Drosophila suggest that the evolu-
tion of postzygotic reproductive isolation is a progressive
process that involves the accumulation of incompatible al-
leles at many loci across the genome [11–13]. Since the first
stage of isolation is typically hybrid male sterility, sequence
divergence at genes involved in male reproduction is thought
to be a major contributor to speciation [14]. Between the
closely related species D. simulans and D. mauritiana, it is
thought that∼60 loci contribute to hybrid male sterility [12].
To date, only a few of these loci have been mapped to the
gene level [15–17]. For example, the first “speciation gene”
identified between these two species, OdsH, encodes a home-
odomain-containing transcription factor that is expressed in
testis and shows extraordinary amino acid sequence diver-
gence between D. simulans and D. mauritiana [15]. Within
the homeodomain, 15 amino acids differ between these two
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Drosophila species, while only 17 amino acids differ bet-
ween mouse and common ancestor of the D. melanogaster
clade [15]. These findings suggested that the early stages of
speciation are driven by the rapid adaptive evolution of genes
involved in male reproduction [18]. Consistent with this, it
has been found that genes known to be involved in male
reproduction, but not directly implicated in reproductive
isolation between species, evolve at a faster rate than other
classes of genes in the genome [19–21].
With the advent of transcriptomic technologies, such as
microarrays, it became possible to examine gene expression
differences between males and females on a genomic scale.
In Drosophila, a large fraction of genes differ in expression
between the sexes [22]. Such genes are referred to as “sex-
biased.” A meta-analysis over multiple experiments indicates
that there are ∼4,000 genes that show a large (greater than
twofold) difference in expression between males and females
of D. melanogaster, with∼2,000 showing male-biased expres-
sion and ∼2,000 showing female-biased expression [23].
When statistical approaches are used to detect significant ex-
pression differences between the sexes, the number of sex-
biased genes is even greater. For example, a meta-analysis
with a false discovery rate of 5% classified 2,814 genes as
male-biased and 4,056 genes as female-biased [23].
On average, male-biased genes display a faster rate of
molecular evolution between species (as measured by the
ratio of the nonsynonymous-to-synonymous substitution
rates, dN/dS) than female-biased genes or genes with nearly
equal expression in the two sexes (“unbiased genes”) [23, 24].
By comparing levels of polymorphism within species to di-
vergence between species, it could be shown that male-bias-
ed genes undergo more adaptive evolution than female-bias-
ed or unbiased genes [25]. This pattern was especially pro-
nounced on the X chromosome, where X-linked, male-bias-
ed genes show exceptionally high dN/dS and the strongest
signal of adaptive protein evolution [26]. Although species
outside the melanogaster species subgroup have not been
investigated as extensively, preliminary studies in D. anan-
assae and D. pseudoobscura suggest that male-biased expres-
sion does not have as much of an influence on evolutionary
rate in these species as it does in D. melanogaster [27–
29].
In this paper, we examine the molecular divergence of
sex-biased genes within and between species using data
from D. melanogaster and D. ananassae. We also investigate
intra- and interspecific divergence at the level of gene
expression. Our results indicate that much of the protein
divergence observed between species is adaptive. Male-biased
genes of D. melanogaster, especially those that reside on
the X chromosome, show an exceptionally high rate of
adaptation. However, these genes do not show unusually
high sequence variation within or between populations.
At the level of gene expression, we find that both male-
and female-biased genes make a large contribution to
expression differences between species but are underrep-
resented among genes that differ in expression between
populations. These findings suggest that different selective
forces contribute to interpopulation and interspecies diver-
gence.
Table 1: Numbers of genes analyzed.
Species Bias Autosomal X-linked
D. melanogaster
Male 35 18
Unbiased 32 16
Female 29 13
D. ananassae
Male 10 7
Unbiased 9 5
Female 10 2
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. D. melanogaster Genes and Populations. In total, we ana-
lyzed DNA sequence polymorphism in 143 D. melanogaster
genes (see Table 1 in Supplementary Material available
online at doi:10.1155/2012/963976), which were classified
as male-, female-, or unbiased in their expression using
the Sebida database [23]. The numbers of sex-biased genes,
as well as the numbers of X-linked and autosomal genes,
are given in Table 1. All of the genes were sequenced in a
sample of isofemale lines from two populations, one from
Europe (Leiden, the Netherlands) and one from Africa (Lake
Kariba, Zimbabwe) [34]. The number of alleles sequenced
per population ranged from 7 to 12, with a mean of 11.
Sequences of 136 of these genes were reported previously
[24, 25, 35] and are available from the GenBank/EMBL
databases under accession numbers AM293861–AM294919,
AM998825–AM999334, and FM244915–FM246454. In addi-
tion, seven genes were newly sequenced for the current
study and are available under accession numbers JN252131–
JN252193 and JN374903–JN374992. For divergence calcula-
tions, a single allele from D. simulans was used [30].
2.2. D. ananassae Genes and Populations. For D. ananassae,
we surveyed polymorphism in 43 genes (Supplementary
Table 1), which were classified as male-, female-, or unbiased
in their expression using data from a custom amplicon
microarray [29] and a whole genome microarray analysis
[36]. The 43 genes were a subset of those analyzed in D. mel-
anogaster. The numbers of sex-biased genes, as well as the
numbers of X-linked and autosomal genes, are given in
Table 1. All of the genes were sequenced in a sample of isofe-
male lines from Bangkok, Thailand [29], and the sequences
are available from the GenBank/EMBL databases under ac-
cession numbers FN546265–FN546780. The number of allel-
es sequenced ranged from 8 to 12, with a mean of 11. To cal-
culate divergence, a single allele from either D. atripex or
D. phaeopleura was used. The phylogenetic relationship of
the species is shown in Figure 1.
2.3. DNA Sequencing. Genomic DNA was purified from sin-
gle male flies, and target genes were PCR-amplified using
protocols, primers, and cycling conditions described previo-
usly [25, 26]. Following PCR, the amplified products were
purified with ExoSAP-IT (USB, Cleveland, OH, USA), and
both strands were sequenced using BigDye version 1.1
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Figure 1: Phylogenetic relationship of the species used in this study
[29, 30].
chemistry and a 3730 automated sequencer (Applied Biosys-
tems, Foster City, CA, USA). Sequences were edited using
DNASTAR (Madison, WI, USA) and multiple alignments
were generated using MUSCLE [37].
2.4. Statistical Methods. Standard polymorphism and diver-
gence statistics were calculated using DnaSP version 5 [38].
To assess the significance of differences between sex-bias
classes, the Kruskal-Wallis tests and the Mann-Whitney U
tests were performed using R version 2.12.2 [39].
The distribution of fitness effects of new nonsynonymous
mutations and the proportion of adaptive amino acid replac-
ements between species, α, were estimated using the DoFE
software [40]. For this, the shape parameter was set to 0.5
and the number of repetitions for the MCMC chain was
set to 5,000,000. Prior to running, a look-up table was gen-
erated, setting the upper limit of β to 1 and the number of
steps to 200. Otherwise, the default parameters were used.
Synonymous sites were used as the neutral reference. This
method requires the same sample size (number of sequences)
for all genes. For D. melanogaster, we used a common sam-
ple size of 10 sequences from the African population. When
more than 10 sequences were available for a gene, we ran-
domly excluded surplus sequences. Genes with fewer than 10
sequences were excluded from the analysis. For D. ananassae,
the above procedure was followed, but a common sample size
of eight sequences was used.
3. Results
3.1. Data. In total, we analyzed DNA sequence polymor-
phism and divergence in 143 D. melanogaster and 43 D. ana-
nassae protein-coding genes. Within each species, the genes
could be assigned to one of three expression classes (male-,
female-, or unbiased) on the basis of microarray data
(Table 1) [23, 29, 36]. The proportion of genes in each ex-
pression class was similar, although there was a slight over-re-
presentation of male-biased genes. The genes could further
be separated into those residing on the X chromosome and
those residing on the autosomes (Table 1). For D. melanogas-
ter, approximately one-third of the genes within each sex-bias
class were X-linked. This allowed us to perform additional
analyses in which X-linked and autosomal genes were con-
sidered separately within each expression class. Because the
D. ananassae sample size was much smaller, we did not anal-
yze X-linked and autosomal genes separately.
3.2. Selective Constraint on Sex-Biased Genes. To infer selec-
tive constraints, we used the method of Eyre-Walker and
Keightley [40], which estimates the distribution of fitness
effects of nonsynonymous mutations. In both D. mela-
nogaster and D. ananassae, we found evidence for strong con-
straint on male-, female-, and unbiased genes, with the
vast majority (>85%) of new mutations having a strongly
deleterious effect, in which the product of the effective
population size and the selection coefficient (Nes) is greater
than 10 (Figure 2). Less than 10% of mutations fell within
the neutral range (0 < Nes < 1). The level of constraint was
similar across all classes of genes and in both species.
When the X-linked and autosomal genes of D. melano-
gaster genes were analyzed separately, there was again evi-
dence for the predominance of strong purifying selection in
all classes of genes (Figure 3). For male-biased and unbiased
genes, there was a trend towards less constraint on the X
chromosome. This pattern was not seen for female-biased
genes.
3.3. Adaptive Evolution of Sex-Biased Genes. In both the mel-
anogaster and ananassae lineages, we found that positive sel-
ection has made an important contribution to protein seq-
uence divergence between species. For all classes of genes,
the estimated proportion of adaptive nonsynonymous sub-
stitutions, α, ranged from 0.29 to 0.83 (Figure 2). The 95%
confidence interval of α excluded zero in all cases, except for
the unbiased genes of D. ananassae where it was −0.04 to
0.56. In D. melanogaster, male-biased genes had the highest
mean α and its 95% confidence interval did not overlap with
that of female-biased or unbiased genes, indicating a sig-
nificantly greater proportion of adaptive substitutions in
male-biased genes. This pattern was not seen for D. ananas-
sae, where α was highest for female-biased genes (Figure 2),
but the 95% confidence intervals of α overlapped among all
classes of genes.
Because the D. ananassae genes represented only a subset
of those analyzed in D. melanogaster, it is possible that the
observed differences in sex-biased gene evolution between
species are a result of differences in gene composition or of
limiting the D. ananassae genes to those that are well con-
served and have identifiable orthologs in D. melanogaster. To
examine these possibilities, we repeated our D. melanogaster
analyses using only genes common to both species’ gene
sets (Figure 4(a)) or only genes with identifiable orthologs
between species (Figure 4(b)). In both cases, we still observed
higher values of α for male-biased genes than for female-
biased or unbiased genes. For the set of common genes,
which had a small sample size (37 genes total), the 95% con-
fidence intervals of α overlapped among all classes of genes.
However, for the set of genes with orthologs (108 genes total),
the 95% confidence interval of α of male-biased genes did
not overlap with that of female-biased or unbiased genes.
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Figure 2: Distribution of fitness effects for nonsynonymous mutations within species and the proportion of adaptive nonsynonymous
substitutions between species. Data for D. melanogaster are shown in (a) and (b), while those for D. ananassae are shown in (c) and (d).
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D. melanogaster.
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Figure 4: The estimated proportion of adaptive substitutions for D. melanogaster genes also present in the D. ananassae gene set (a) and for
D. melanogaster genes that have an ortholog in D. ananassae (b).
Table 2: Rates of adaptive substitution in D. melanogaster and D.
ananassae.
Species Bias Chrom. dN
a αdN
b
D. melanogaster
Male
Auto. 14.0 9.1
X 60.8 49.8
Unbiased
Auto. 8.3 2.3
X 24.6 12.5
Female
Auto. 16.1 8.3
X 24.1 17.7
D. ananassae
Male Auto. + X 17.7 7.1
Unbiased Auto. + X 15.9 4.6
Female Auto. + X 17.4 10.0
a
Nonsynonymous substitutions per 1,000 nonsynonymous sites.
bAdaptive nonsynonymous substitutions per 1,000 nonsynonymous sites.
This indicates that the increased level of adaptive evolution
of male-biased genes in D. melanogaster is not attributable to
the rapid evolution of young, newly evolved genes that lack
orthologs in D. ananassae.
When D. melanogaster autosomal and X-linked genes
were considered separately, there was a consistent pattern of
higher α for X-linked genes of all classes, with the highest
value observed for male-biased, X-linked genes (Figure 3).
This pattern was even more pronounced when the nonsyno-
nymous substitution rate was taken into account, as X-linked
genes showed greater nonsynonymous divergence (Table 2).
3.4. Sequence Variation of Sex-Biased Genes within Popula-
tions. Mean levels of nucleotide diversity (pi) did not differ
significantly among male-, female-, or unbiased genes in the
Zimbabwe population of D. melanogaster or the Bangkok
population of D. ananassae (Figure 5). This result held reg-
ardless of whether synonymous diversity (piS), nonsynony-
mous diversity (piN), or their ratio (piN/piS) was considered.
When D. melanogaster X-linked genes were considered
separately, there was a significant difference in piN among
male-, female-, and unbiased genes (the Kruskal-Wallis test,
P = 0.03). This was mainly a result of X-linked, unbiased
genes having high nonsynonymous diversity (Figure 6).
There were no significant differences in piS, piN, or piN/piS
among autosomal male-, female-, or unbiased genes (the
Kruskal-Wallis test, P > 0.20 in all cases). Within expression
classes, there was consistently greater polymorphism at X-
linked loci than at autosomal loci (Figure 6). This difference
was significant only for unbiased genes, where piN, and piN/piS
were both greater on the X chromosome than the autosomes
(the Mann-Whitney test, P = 0.002 and P = 0.006, resp.).
3.5. Sequence Divergence of Sex-Biased Genes between Popula-
tions. For D. melanogaster, we had sequence data for all 143
genes from both an African (Zimbabwe) and a European (the
Netherlands) population, which allowed us to determine the
contribution of sex-biased genes to interpopulation genetic
differentiation. Two measures, FST and DXY (the mean num-
ber of pairwise sequence differences between alleles of the
two populations), indicated that there are similar levels of
differentiation for male-, female-, and unbiased genes on
both the X chromosome and the autosomes (Table 3). How-
ever, for all classes of genes, differentiation was greater at
X-linked loci. For male- and female-biased genes, FST was
significantly greater on the X chromosome when all sites or
only synonymous sites were considered (Table 3). For un-
biased genes, DXY was significantly greater on the X chromo-
some for nonsynonymous sites (Table 3).
3.6. Intra- and Interspecific Divergence in Sex-Biased Gene
Expression. To determine the contribution of sex-biased
genes to variation within and between species at the level of
gene expression, we analyzed data from published microar-
ray studies that investigated expression polymorphism with-
in D. melanogaster [31, 32] and expression divergence bet-
ween D. melanogaster and D. simulans [33]. Three types
of expression variation were examined (intrapopulation,
interpopulation, and interspecies) using data from males and
females separately (Figure 7). When expression was mea-
sured in males, male-biased genes showed the highest levels
of intrapopulation and interspecies divergence. However,
male-biased genes did not show increased expression diver-
gence between populations. When measured in females,
female-biased genes showed the least intrapopulation and
interpopulation expression polymorphism, but the greatest
interspecies expression divergence.
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Figure 5: Intraspecies polymorphism in male-biased (M), unbiased (U), and female-biased (F) genes of D. melanogaster (a–c) and
D. ananassae (d–f). Shown are distributions of synonymous nucleotide diversity (piS), nonsynonymous nucleotide diversity (piN), and their
ratio (piN/piS). The D. melanogaster data are from the African (Zimbabwe) population. There were no significant differences among male-,
female-, and unbiased genes in either species by any measure (the Kruskal-Wallis test, P > 0.10 in all cases).
4. Discussion
4.1. Selection on Sex-Biased Genes. Our analyses of polymor-
phism and divergence in D. melanogaster and D. ananassae
uncovered several common patterns. First, there is strong
purifying selection acting at the protein level in both speci-
es. We estimate that over 85% of all newly arising non-
synonymous mutations are deleterious. Second, a large pro-
portion of amino acid substitutions that have become fixed
between species can be attributed to positive selection. Our
estimates of α range from 27 to 83% in D. melanogaster and
29–57% in D. ananassae. In D. melanogaster, male-biased
genes showed the highest values of α (Figure 2), which is con-
sistent with previous studies [25, 26]. In D. ananassae, there
was no evidence for increased adaptive evolution of male-
biased genes, which suggests that there are differences
in sex-biased gene evolution among lineages[27, 29].
Our estimates of α are in line with previously published
estimates and suggest that adaptive protein evolution is
widespread across the Drosophila genus [41]. A recent study
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Figure 7: Gene expression variation within a population, between populations, and between species. Shown are the percentages of male-
biased (M), unbiased (U), and female-biased (F) genes that show significant expression variation within a Zimbabwe population of
D. melanogaster, between a Zimbabwe and a European population of D. melanogaster and between D. melanogaster and D. simulans.
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et al. [33]. Asterisks indicate significant differences from unbiased genes within the same comparison, as determined by Fisher’s exact test.
∗P < 0.001, ∗∗P < 0.0001.
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Table 3: Mean FST and DXY between the African and European D. melanogaster populations.
Sitesa Biasb
Autosomal X-linked
FST (SD) DXYc (SD) FST (SD)
d DXY
c (SD)d
All
M 0.157 (0.142) 0.69 (0.35) 0.266 (0.141)∗∗ 0.72 (0.37)
U 0.160 (0.125) 0.74 (0.60) 0.231 (0.231) 0.87 (0.48)
F 0.195 (0.161) 0.56 (0.41) 0.343 (0.186)∗ 0.59 (0.30)
Syn
M 0.164 (0.164) 2.25 (1.87) 0.261 (0.151)∗ 2.68 (2.60)
U 0.159 (0.139) 1.94 (1.63) 0.223 (0.020) 2.57 (1.56)
F 0.185 (0.163) 1.54 (1.23) 0.319 (0.209)∗ 1.82 (1.27)
Non
M 0.090 (0.086) 0.14 (0.12) 0.185 (0.199) 0.27 (0.28)
U 0.107 (0.123) 0.19 (0.27) 0.128 (0.143) 0.51 (0.80)∗∗
F 0.149 (0.171) 0.12 (0.15) 0.254 (0.305) 0.17 (0.17)
a
“All,” all sites (including introns); “Syn,” synonymous sites; “Non,” nonsynonymous sites.
b“M,” male-biased; “U,” unbiased; “F,” female-biased.
cMean pairwise differences between all African and all European sequences (in %).
dAsterisks indicate significant differences from autosomal genes by the Mann-Whitney test. ∗P < 0.05, ∗∗P < 0.01.
of D. melanogaster and D. simulans reported higher estimates
of α for a randomly chosen (with respect to expression and
function) set of genes [42]. However, this study was limited
to X-linked genes, which tend to have higher values of α
(Figure 3). This suggests that the use of only X chromosomal
data may lead to an overestimate of the genome-wide pro-
portion of adaptive substitutions.
4.2. Faster-X Evolution. Several factors could contribute to
the increased rate of adaptive evolution of X-linked genes.
For example, the X chromosome could have a larger effective
population size (Ne) than the autosomes. Assuming an equal
sex ratio, the number of X chromosomes in a population is
expected to be 75% that of the number of autosomes. How-
ever, sexual selection acting on males can lead to a reduction
in the Ne of the autosomes relative to the X chromosome,
and this could accelerate X chromosome evolution [43, 44].
In our populations of D. melanogaster and D. ananassae,
which are thought to come from the ancestral species rang-
es [45, 46], the X chromosome and the autosomes have near-
ly identical Ne [29, 35, 47], making this explanation unlikely.
Furthermore, there is no evidence for increased purifying
selection on the X chromosome (Figure 3), which would
be expected if it had a larger Ne. This observation also
argues against the possibility that an increased rate of recom-
bination on the X chromosome leads to an increase in the
efficacy of selection on X-linked loci by reducing interference
among mutations [48, 49].
The accelerated rate of adaptive evolution on the X chro-
mosome could also be explained by an increased rate of
fixation of new, beneficial, recessive mutations due to their
exposure to selection in hemizygous males [50, 51]. This
would explain why the signal of adaptive evolution is strong-
est for male-biased genes, as they are expected to encounter
selection mainly in the male (hemizygous) genetic back-
ground [26]. Although female-biased genes would be
expected to receive the least benefit from selection in the male
genetic background, a recent study found that mutations in
female-biased genes often have phenotypic effects in males
[52]. Thus, the increased rate of adaptive evolution seen
for X-linked, female-biased genes could result from their
exposure to selection in males.
4.3. Gene Expression Divergence. Our analyses of gene expre-
ssion polymorphism and divergence revealed that the genes
with the greatest expression divergence between species are
those that are expressed predominantly in the sex that is
used for comparison. When males are compared, male-
biased genes show the greatest interspecific difference in
expression (Figure 7). When females are compared, female-
biased genes show the greatest interspecific difference in
expression. These patterns are not seen for interpopulation
expression divergence, where male- and female-biased genes
consistently show less interpopulation expression divergence
than unbiased genes, regardless of the sex that is compared
(Figure 7). Thus, similar to protein divergence, gene expres-
sion divergence between species does not appear to be a
simple extension of divergence between populations.
There are some caveats to our expression analysis. First,
the experiments were performed by different groups, at
different times, and with different microarray platforms.
Thus, many factors may contribute to the differences seen
among experiments. However, this problem will not apply to
comparisons of male-, female-, and unbiased genes within
each experiment, as all of the genes were measured together
on the same microarrays. Thus, we expect comparisons of
sex-biased genes within experiments to be robust. A second
caveat is that the interspecies comparisons used only a single
isofemale line of each species. This means that intraspecific
polymorphism and interspecific divergence will be con-
founded. However, given the low level of expression poly-
morphism seen within species, it is unlikely that intra-
specific gene expression polymorphism has much influence
on measures of interspecific divergence. This is supported by
the observation that, in females, there is no correspondence
between the relative levels of expression polymorphism
and divergence (Figure 7). However, for the experiments
performed on males, we cannot exclude the possibility that
the observed interspecific divergence of male-biased genes is
inflated by intra-specific polymorphism.
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4.4. Implications for Speciation. Although it is not possible
to establish a direct link between sex-biased gene evolution
and speciation in most cases, several of our observations
are consistent with the rapid evolution of sex-biased genes
(especially male-biased genes) contributing to reproductive
isolation, at least for D. melanogaster and its close relatives.
The male-biased genes examined here are expressed in repro-
ductive tissues [26], and their rapid adaptive evolution could
contribute to the male-hybrid sterility that is often seen as
a first step in reproductive isolation. Furthermore, the rapid
adaptive evolution of X-linked genes, especially those with
male-biased expression, is consistent with the dispropor-
tionately large effect that the X chromosome has on hybrid
breakdown [12, 13]. At the level of gene expression, male-
biased genes make the largest contribution to the expression
differences between species in males. Since the vast majority
of male-biased genes are expressed in reproductive tissues
[53], it is likely that expression differences also contribute to
male hybrid sterility and other forms of hybrid breakdown.
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A long-standing debate in evolutionary biology has been if adaptive changes in organisms 
preferentially occur in protein-coding regions or in non-coding parts of the genome, such as 
promoter regions. Whereas an extensive body of work has investigated evolutionary processes 
in coding regions during the last 30 years, only relatively recently have people begun to 
investigate non-coding DNA evolution. Despite not coding for proteins, the majority of non-
coding DNA is of functional relevance, due in large part to regulating gene expression. A 
major prerequisite enabling the occurrence of adaptive evolution on the gene expression level 
is the presence of heritable expression variation among members of a population. While 
variation at the DNA sequence level has been studied extensively in different populations of 
D. melanogaster, variation of gene expression in natural populations of D. melanogaster has 
not been examined exhaustively.  
Today, it is widely accepted that gene expression regulation makes an important 
contribution to adaptive evolution, especially to phenotypic evolution. Nevertheless, more 
case studies are needed in order to gain a more profound understanding of the genetic, 
molecular, and evolutionary mechanisms that drive gene expression divergence.  
A major factor influencing gene expression levels is the sex of an organism. Genes with 
sex-biased expression show faster rates of protein evolution between species than unbiased 
genes, suggesting that these genes can play important roles in reproductive isolation and 
speciation. However, it is not known if this also applies to between- and within population 
comparisons in Drosophila.  
 
In this thesis, a combination of population transcriptomics and a candidate gene approach 
employing population genetic tools aimed at elucidating the extent and underlying genetic and 
evolutionary mechanisms of gene expression variation within and between natural populations 
of D. melanogaster. In addition, the role of sex-biased genes in intra- and inter-population 
divergence as well as inter-species divergence of Drosophila was studied on the DNA-
sequence- and the gene expression level. 
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5.1 GENE EXPRESSION VARIATION WITHIN AND AMONG D. MELANOGASTER 
POPULATIONS 
In Chapter 1 of this thesis, we investigated genome-wide gene expression levels in female 
adult flies from two natural populations of Drosophila melanogaster, one from the ancestral 
species range in sub-Saharan Africa and one from the derived species range in Europe. By 
comparing our results to those from a previous study examining whole-genome expression 
levels of adult male flies from the same populations, we contributed to the understanding of 
expression variation present within and among natural populations of the important and 
widely studied model organism D. melanogaster. Our main findings were threefold: 
First, we found much lower levels of within-population variation in female compared to 
male flies, indicating that general differences exist between the sexes in gene expression 
regulation and /or there are stronger selective constraints acting on females. Second, there was 
a much higher number of genes (> 500) differentially expressed between the populations in 
females than in males. These genes are candidates for those that have undergone regulatory 
adaptation to the derived, European environment. Third, there was little overlap in genes that 
differ in expression between populations in males and females, suggesting that regulatory 
evolution has been mostly sex-specific. 
 
Although gene expression variation has been studied previously in Drosophila (Jin et al. 
2001, Rifkin et al. 2003, Meiklejohn et al. 2003, Gibson et al. 2004, Baker et al. 2007), these 
studies were based on a small number of lab strains or solely based on derived populations. 
Consequently, these studies neither provide a realistic picture of gene expression variation 
present in natural populations nor do they reveal the potential for gene expression levels to 
evolve adaptively in response to local environmental changes. An exception was a study by 
Hutter et al. (2008) that examined gene expression variation in male flies of natural 
populations of an ancestral and a derived D. melanogaster population. The same approach 
was applied to adult females flies of the same populations in our study of chapter 1, which 
provided three main improvements over existing studies. First, studying an ancestral and a 
derived population of D. melanogaster provides a fuller picture of gene expression variation 
present within the D. melanogaster species and allows for detection of genes that have been 
putative targets of regulatory evolution. Second, using strains derived from natural 
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populations instead of long-term lab strains gives a more realistic idea about gene expression 
variation present in the species. Third, the comparison of our data of female adults to that of 
male adults of the same strains (Hutter et al. 2008) enables to uncover sex-specific expression 
differences within and between the populations. 
In female flies, we found significantly less gene expression variation within the 
populations than what has been found for male flies (Hutter et al. 2008). This is in agreement 
with a study by Baker et al. (2007), who detected less expression variation among females 
than among males in a study of five D. melanogaster long-term lab strains. There are several 
interesting findings that suggest that our results have a genetic basis: First, several studies 
have shown that variation present on the Y chromosome impacts the expression of hundreds 
of X-linked and autosomal genes in male flies (Lemos et al. 2008, Jiang et al. 2010, Lemos et 
al. 2010, Sackton et al. 2011). Since this source of variation is absent in female flies, one 
expects females to show lower variation of gene expression. Second, a recent study by 
Innocenti et al. (2011) showed that mitochondrial polymorphism influences gene expression 
of thousands of nuclear genes in male flies, whereas gene expression in female flies is left 
virtually unaffected.  
Our findings of extensive differences in gene expression levels between the sexes fit in 
with previous findings (reviewed in Ellegren and Parsch 2007) and further highlight the 
importance of accounting for sex when investigating gene expression. 
To be able to draw conclusions about sex-specific gene expression differences, we 
compared the data of our study to that of the study by Hutter et al. (2008). However, when 
comparing studies using different microarray platforms to each other, one has to be aware of 
biases introduced by platform differences, as has been pointed out by different studies 
(Irizarry et al. 2005, Larkin et al. 2005, Bammler et al. 2005). Still, these studies also showed 
that the biological treatment of the samples has a far greater impact on the measured 
expression levels than did the platform type and that when using standardized protocols for 
sample handling, hybridization, array processing, data acquisition and normalization, results 
of multiple platforms are comparable. Since all of these parameters were kept constant in both 
the male and the female array experiments, it is reasonable to assume that our comparison of 
the male and female experiments is reliable. This is also supported by concordant results of 
our microarray data and results from quantitative real-time PCR (qRT-PCR) that was 
performed on a subset of genes. The results indicated a good correlation between microarray 
data and qRT-PCR results for the female and the male experiment.  
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In our microarray analysis, we used RNA-extractions from whole-body adult flies raised 
under common lab conditions. This has several implications for the detection of expression 
variation. First, genes whose expression is limited to certain tissues can escape detection 
simply due to their low expression levels compared to other more broadly expressed genes. 
While this problem is inherent to the approach of studying whole-body gene expression, 
higher resolution of tissue-specific expression variation can be tackled by performing 
expression analyses of single tissues only. Second, using four-to-six day-old flies limits our 
analysis of expression to young adult flies, and does not allow for inferences about other 
developmental stages. Gene expression varies greatly between developmental stages, such 
that expression variation during other stages will differ from our findings for adult flies. In 
addition, immature fly stages can also be targets of selection (Sgrò et al. 2010, Frankel et al. 
2011), and adaptation could at least in part occur through gene expression changes that occur 
over the course of development. Such expression changes could be missed when focusing on 
adult flies. Gene expression changes in specific developmental stages can be unraveled by 
analyzing expression within and between the populations for larval or pupal stages. Third, 
using flies raised under common lab conditions, we do not detect genotype-by-environment 
interactions that affect gene expression. The African and the European population are 
presumably adapted to their respective natural environments and gene expression results from 
a combination of genetic and environmental factors. Thus, gene expression levels might differ 
depending on the environment under which the flies have been raised. However, using 
common conditions for both populations ensures that all measured expression variation is due 
to genetic components. Measuring the environmental component of gene expression can be 
accomplished by analyzing the same strains kept under differing environmental conditions, 
such as different temperatures, levels of humidity, or exposure to different pathogens. 
In our study, we detected more than 500 genes that were differentially expressed between 
the African and the European population. These expression changes can stem from cis-
regulatory changes, trans-regulatory changes, or a combination thereof. However, this does 
not imply that these genes represent a complete list of genes where regulatory changes have 
occurred since the out-of-Africa movement. Compensatory interactions, which can occur 
among two or more sites in cis, two or more trans-factors, or in cis by trans interactions and 
that in sum leave the gene expression level unaffected, will go undetected using our approach. 
A recent meta-study of 230 enhancer swap experiments, i.e. experiments in which regulatory 
DNA from one species is used to drive gene expression in another species, found that 
regulatory changes accumulate with genetic divergence and that divergence in cis alone is 
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more common than divergence in trans alone. Furthermore, coevolution between cis and trans 
was also found to be common and its proportion increases with divergence time (Gordon and 
Ruvinsky 2012). Although the study focused on inter-species comparisons, this suggests that 
between our populations, most expression divergence is caused by changes exclusively in cis 
or trans. 
 
5.2 EVOLUTIONARY AND GENETIC MECHANISMS UNDERLYING GENE 
EXPRESSION EVOLUTION 
In Chapter 2, we applied population genetic analyses to upstream and coding regions of 
several differentially expressed genes (as identified in chapter 1) in order to shed light on the 
underlying genetic and evolutionary mechanisms that cause the genes’ change in expression. 
For one of the genes, CG34330, evidence for recent adaptive evolution could be found. Low 
levels of polymorphism in the European but not the African population, most strikingly a 1.6 
kb monomorphic region, as well as a significant Fay and Wu’s H statistic suggest that this 
gene has been targeted by a recent selective sweep in the European population after the out-
of-Africa migration. Within the monomorphic upstream region, one six bp indel and one SNP 
could be identified that are fixed in the European population but at low frequency in the 
African population, suggesting that the derived variants at these sites might be responsible for 
the differential expression of the gene between the populations. For another gene, Jon99Ciii, 
significant MK tests gave evidence for recurrent structural adaptation, i.e. changes in the 
amino acid sequence of the gene, since the split of D. melanogaster from D. simulans and D. 
sechellia. 
 
Genomic studies have shown that cis-regulatory divergence is common between and 
within Drosophila species (Wittkopp et al. 2004, Genissel et al. 2008, Lemos et al. 2008, 
Wittkopp et al. 2009, McManus et al. 2010). However, the precise genetic basis of most cis-
regulatory divergence is yet unidentified. Still, in recent years, more and more case studies 
have succeeded in pinpointing the exact location of functional regulatory changes. Although 
the overall number of such studies is still quite small, some general patterns of the genetic and 
evolutionary mechanisms underlying cis-regulatory divergence seem to evolve from them 
(Wittkopp and Kalay 2011). One striking finding is that often, few nucleotide substitutions in 
cis-regulatory elements can account for divergence in gene expression. A recent study by 
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Frankel et al. (2011) has identified five substitutions in an enhancer region of the gene 
shavenbaby that contribute to altered function of the enhancer in D. sechellia compared to D. 
melanogaster, resulting in strongly reduced differentiation of trichomes in larvae. Although 
the existence of additional loci contributing to the expression change cannot be excluded, 
these changes can explain a large proportion of the phenotypic change. Another recent study 
found that at least 11 substitutions control a novel gene expression pattern in the optic lobe of 
D. santomea (Rebeiz et al. 2011). Even one single point mutation was found to be sufficient 
to cause the expression of the gene desatF to change from a female-specific pattern to being 
expressed in both sexes in D. takahashii. This is due to the loss of a binding site for the 
transcription factor Dsx (Shirangi et al. 2009). 
Although most studies of gene expression divergence have focused on between-species 
comparisons, cis-regulatory changes that account for expression differences have also been 
identified between populations of D. melanogaster (Rebeiz et al. 2009, Saminadin-Peter et al. 
2011). Using the same approach and fly populations as we did, the study by Saminadin-Peter 
et al. (2011) identified a 1.2-kb cis-regulatory element of the gene CG9509 that is associated 
with a selective sweep and can account for the differential expression of this gene between the 
populations. The ability of the 1.2-kb region to drive the altered expression level was 
confirmed using a reporter gene assay. The region contains only two fixed differences 
between the populations and six additional SNPs that are fixed in Europe, but appear at low 
frequency in Africa. Thus, these eight variants are candidates for those that control the gene’s 
expression level.  
In our study, we found one gene, CG34330 that shows evidence for a recent selective 
sweep. In its upstream region, we identified one indel and one nucleotide change where a 
derived state is fixed in the European population, but occurs at low frequency in Africa. Thus, 
in light of the above findings from other studies, these changes can be sufficient to cause the 
observed expression difference between the populations. The study by Saminadin-Peter et al. 
(2011) has also proven the power of our candidate gene approach to detect cis-regulatory 
regions underlying adaptive gene expression differences. 
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5.3 THE CONTRIBUTION OF SEX-BIASED GENES TO WITHIN-POPULATION 
VARIATION, BETWEEN-POPULATION DIVERGENCE AND BETWEEN-
SPECIES DIVERGENCE 
In Chapter 3, we examined the molecular evolution of sex-biased genes and their 
contribution to within-population variation, between-population divergence, and between-
species divergence in D. melanogaster and D. ananassae, two independent lineages within the 
melanogaster subgroup. We found strong purifying selection limiting protein sequence 
variation within species, whereas between species a considerable fraction of divergence could 
be attributed to positive selection. At the level of gene expression, sex-biased genes show high 
expression divergence between species, but low divergence between populations. In D. 
melanogaster, the proportion of adaptive substitutions between species is greatest for male-
biased genes, especially for those lying on the X chromosome, whereas this pattern could not 
be detected in D. ananassae. 
Despite many studies having identified male-biased genes as the fastest evolving class of 
genes (reviewed in Ellegren and Parsch 2007), some ambiguity has remained regarding the 
underlying causes of this finding. Most sex-biased genes are primarily expressed in sex-
limited reproductive tissues and are involved in reproduction (Parisi et al. 2003, Meisel 2011). 
These genes often evolve rapidly because of sexual selection pressures. Additionally, it has 
been found that sex-biased genes typically have a narrow expression pattern, i.e. they are 
expressed in few tissues (Yang et al. 2006, Mank et al. 2008, Meisel 2011), and that narrowly 
expressed genes evolve faster than broadly expressed genes (Duret and Mouchiroud 2000, 
Zhang and Li 2004, Liao et al. 2006, Haerty et al. 2007). Consequently, the faster evolution 
of sex-biased genes could be due to several reasons: First, the genes’ sexually dimorphic 
expression pattern, second, their expression in reproductive tissues and third, their narrow 
expression pattern. A recent study by Meisel (2011) shed light on this issue. By studying the 
rates of protein-coding sequence evolution of sex-biased genes in D. melanogaster, he found 
that the faster evolution of sex-biased versus unbiased genes that are expressed in somatic 
tissues of both sexes is mainly due to the genes’ narrow expression pattern. However, sex-
biased genes in sex-limited tissues evolve faster than other genes that show a narrow 
expression pattern. This implies that faster evolution for sex-biased genes applies only for 
those genes expressed in reproductive tissues, while other sex-biased genes benefit from their 
narrow expression pattern. The study also detected a positive correlation between the degree 
of sex-bias and the rate of protein evolution. 
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In our study, we found that male-biased genes show the highest proportion of adaptive 
substitutions between D. melanogaster and D. simulans, but such a pattern was not found 
when comparing D. ananassae to D. atripex or D. phaeopleura. However, as pointed out in 
Grath and Parsch (2012, under revision) this finding might be due to a sampling-effect. While 
the male-biased genes examined in D. melanogaster were highly male-biased, the male-biased 
genes examined in D. ananassae were not. These were taken from a study by Grath et al. 
(2009) and originally had been picked because their orthologs showed highly male-biased 
expression in D. melanogaster, not in D.ananassae (Pröschel et al. 2006, Baines et al. 2008). 
In D. ananassae, these genes did not show especially high levels of male-biased expression. 
As the degree of sex-bias positively correlates with the rate of protein evolution (Meisel 
2011), the lack of this class of genes in the data set could explain why we did not detect strong 
adaptive evolution for male-biased genes in the ananassae lineage. 
The study by Grath and Parsch (2012, under revision) that investigated the genome-wide 
rates of molecular evolution of sex-biased genes along the D. melanogaster and D. obscura 
lineage also found evidence for a fast-X effect in both lineages, i.e. X-linked genes evolve 
faster than autosomal genes. This effect was especially pronounced for male-biased genes. 
Concordant with these findings, our study revealed higher proportions of adaptive evolution 
for X-linked than for autosomal genes among all gene classes in D. melanogaster. The highest 
value was observed for male-biased, X-linked genes. A fast-X effect is expected if new 
beneficial mutations are, on average, recessive (Charlesworth et al. 1987). On the X-
chromosome, these mutations are immediately exposed to selection in hemizygous males. As 
the fast-X effect is mainly driven by selection in males, male-biased genes, which primarily 
have fitness effects in males (Connallon and Clark 2011), are expected to be 
disproportionately affected by positive selection.  
In our study, estimation of the rate of adaptive substitution, !, was performed using the 
method of Eyre-Walker and Keightley (2009), which is based on the logic of the MK test 
(McDonald and Kreitman 1991). ! is estimated within a Bayesian framework using a Monte 
Carlo Markov Chain. This method accounts for the contribution of slightly deleterious 
mutations to polymorphism and divergence when inferring !. Previously, it has been 
suggested that this can be accomplished by excluding low-frequency variants from analysis 
(Fay et al. 2001). However, this approach will not remove all slightly deleterious mutations 
and also removes some effectively neutral mutations, leading to an underestimation of ! 
(Charlesworth and Eyre-Walker 2008). In order to circumvent these problems, the method of 
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Eyre-Walker and Keightley (2009) estimates the distribution of fitness effects (DFE) of new 
deleterious mutations using the site frequency spectrum of the polymorphisms. It then uses 
the inferred DFE to predict the fraction of substitutions between species that stem from 
effectively neutral and slightly deleterious mutations and estimates the proportion of 
positively selected substitutions. One main assumption of the method is that strongly 
beneficial mutations do not contribute to the observed polymorphism, since these are rare and 
rapidly fixed. A new, similar method to infer the DFE and the proportion of positively 
selected substitutions (Wilson et al. 2011) also takes the occurrence of strongly beneficial 
mutations into account. Applying their method to X-linked data from D. melanogaster, they 
find that the vast majority (> 85%) of new, nonsynonymous mutations are very strongly or 
strongly deleterious, a finding in accordance with our study. Beyond that, they found that at 
least 0.7% of these mutations were moderately or strongly beneficial. Of the observed 
substitutions between D. melanogaster and D. yakuba, 80% were found to be moderately or 
strongly beneficial, a finding that is similar to our estimates of ! on the X chromosome for 
male-biased and female-biased genes, but higher than our estimate for unbiased genes. 
However, the study by Wilson et al. (2011) did not consider the sex-bias of their genes chosen 
for analysis. An explanation for their high ! value could lie in the gene set they analyzed. All 
of the loci were located in a region of the X chromosome that experiences very frequent 
recombination. Hence, their finding of a high proportion of adaptive substitutions is expected, 
since in regions with high recombination rates, selection can act more efficiently. Such 
regions have higher effective population sizes and thus experience higher rates of adaptive 
evolution and a higher efficacy of selection against deleterious mutations (Kimura 1983).  
When applying methods that are based on the logic of the MK test to estimate the 
proportion of adaptive substitutions, one has to keep in mind that they all rely on certain 
assumptions. Synonymous changes are generally assumed to be unconstrained and serve as a 
neutral reference. However, there is evidence that in Drosophila, synonymous mutations are 
not necessarily neutral (Plotkin and Kudla 2011), as there can be selection between alternative 
codons encoding the same amino acid. Recently, Fay (2011) has particularly stressed the 
necessity to critically consider the assumption that all sites evolve independently of one 
another, as empirical studies suggest that extensive epistasis can occur between sites (e.g., 
Malmberg and Mauricio 2005, Lunzer et al. 2010). Fay lists two scenarios that could lead to 
spurious signals of positive selection: First, epistasis in duplicated genes can lead to changes 
in selective constraint over time. Immediately after duplication, genes show low levels of 
constraint, which then increases over time. This implies that higher rates of protein divergence 
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contribute to divergence than to polymorphism, thus inflating the ratio of Dn/Ds over Pn/Ps. 
Second, positive selection can fix deleterious mutations if they hitchhike along with positively 
selected mutations. This can lead to overestimation of the frequency of positive selection. 
However, such a scenario is only realistic if the positive effect of the beneficial mutation 
outweighs the negative effect of the deleterious mutation. Hence, the extent to which these 
scenarios really influence estimates of positive selection based on the MK test must be 
investigated in more detail. 
 
 
5.4 CONCLUSION 
Changes in gene expression can have a strong impact on the phenotype of an organism 
and play an important role in adaptive evolution. 
This dissertation has contributed to obtaining a fuller picture of gene expression variation 
that is present within and between populations of the important model organism D. 
melanogaster, underpinning the strong influence of sex on expression variation and adaptive 
evolution of regulatory changes. The genetic and evolutionary mechanisms underlying 
differential gene expression in one gene were partly elucidated, although functional tests are 
still needed to confirm the findings. In addition, it was shown that inter-species divergence is 
not just a simple extension of inter-population divergence and intra-population variation, but 
is influenced to a larger degree by selection acting on sex-biased genes, both with regard to 
protein sequence and gene expression. 
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APPENDIX A: SUPPLEMENTARY ONLINE MATERIAL MÜLLER ET AL. (2011) 
 
ADDITIONAL FILE 1  
 
Expression divergence between the African and European populations. Table of relative 
expression levels in the African and European populations of all genes used in the analysis.  
 
see http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2164/12/81/additional 
 
 
ADDITIONAL FILE 2 
 
Diagnostic PCR for the Accord insertion and tandem duplication of the Cyp6g1 gene. 
Agarose gel images of diagnostic PCR for the Accord element insertion and tandem 
duplication of the Cyp6g1 gene. 
 
 
ADDITIONAL FILE 3  
 
GO-term enrichment of genes over-expressed in the African and European populations. Table 
of all GO-terms with significant over-representation in each population. 
 
 
ADDITIONAL FILE 4  
 
Correlation of fold-change expression differences as measured by microarray and qRT-PCR. 
Plot of 1,560 pairwise comparisons of all 16 D. melanogaster strains for 13 different genes. 
 
 
ADDITIONAL FILE 5  
 
Meta-analysis of male and female between-population gene expression divergence. Table of 
differences in expression between the African and European populations for all genes 
common to the female and male experiments. 
 
see http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2164/12/81/additional 
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ADDITIONAL FILE 2 Gel pictures of diagnostic PCR fragments for the Accord insertion 
and the Cyp6g1 gene duplication 
Agarose gel (A) shows diagnostic fragments for the presence of the Accord insertion. Longer 
fragments in (B) demonstrate the presence of the Accord insertion, while short fragments 
demonstrate absence of the insertion. Picture (C) shows diagnostic fragments for the 
duplication of the Cyp6g1 gene. 
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ADDITIONAL FILE 3  
 
GO-term enrichment of genes over-expressed in the African and European populations. Table 
of all GO-terms with significant over-representation in each population. 
  
 
Additional file 3: GO-term enrichment of genes over-expressed in the African and European populations
Over-expression GO ID Ontology Term Adjusted P-value
Africa GO:0004558 molecular_function alpha-glucosidase activity 0.0055
Africa GO:0015926 molecular_function glucosidase activity 0.0181
Africa GO:0004806 molecular_function triglyceride lipase activity 0.0205
Africa GO:0003697 molecular_function single-stranded DNA binding 0.0205
Africa GO:0019201 molecular_function nucleotide kinase activity 0.0205
Africa GO:0016701 molecular_function oxidoreductase activity, acting on single donors with incorporation of molecular oxygen 0.0253
Africa GO:0016776 molecular_function phosphotransferase activity, phosphate group as acceptor 0.0354
Africa GO:0004129 molecular_function cytochrome-c oxidase activity 0.0356
Africa GO:0015002 molecular_function heme-copper terminal oxidase activity 0.0356
Africa GO:0016675 molecular_function oxidoreductase activity, acting on heme group of donors 0.0356
Africa GO:0016676 molecular_function oxidoreductase activity, acting on heme group of donors, oxygen as acceptor 0.0356
Africa GO:0019205 molecular_function nucleobase, nucleoside, nucleotide kinase activity 0.0467
Africa GO:0019318 biological_process hexose metabolic process 0.0053
Africa GO:0009586 biological_process rhodopsin mediated phototransduction 0.0055
Africa GO:0016059 biological_process deactivation of rhodopsin mediated signaling 0.0055
Africa GO:0022400 biological_process regulation of rhodopsin mediated signaling pathway 0.0055
Africa GO:0006277 biological_process DNA amplification 0.0055
Africa GO:0022604 biological_process regulation of cell morphogenesis 0.0088
Africa GO:0048814 biological_process regulation of dendrite morphogenesis 0.0088
Africa GO:0050773 biological_process regulation of dendrite development 0.0088
Africa GO:0007603 biological_process phototransduction, visible light 0.0088
Africa GO:0005996 biological_process monosaccharide metabolic process 0.0110
Africa GO:0022603 biological_process regulation of anatomical structure morphogenesis 0.0125
Africa GO:0008277 biological_process regulation of G-protein coupled receptor protein signaling pathway 0.0133
Africa GO:0050908 biological_process detection of light stimulus involved in visual perception 0.0133
Africa GO:0050962 biological_process detection of light stimulus involved in sensory perception 0.0133
Africa GO:0050774 biological_process negative regulation of dendrite morphogenesis 0.0154
Africa GO:0035050 biological_process embryonic heart tube development 0.0154
Africa GO:0014866 biological_process skeletal myofibril assembly 0.0154
Africa GO:0030708 biological_process germarium-derived female germ-line cyst encapsulation 0.0154
Africa GO:0048138 biological_process germ-line cyst encapsulation 0.0154
Africa GO:0048139 biological_process female germ-line cyst encapsulation 0.0154
Africa GO:0009581 biological_process detection of external stimulus 0.0205
Africa GO:0008360 biological_process regulation of cell shape 0.0205
Africa GO:0031345 biological_process negative regulation of cell projection organization 0.0205
Africa GO:0009584 biological_process detection of visible light 0.0205
Africa GO:0006123 biological_process mitochondrial electron transport, cytochrome c to oxygen 0.0205
Africa GO:0006006 biological_process glucose metabolic process 0.0212
Africa GO:0042773 biological_process ATP synthesis coupled electron transport 0.0212
Africa GO:0042775 biological_process mitochondrial ATP synthesis coupled electron transport 0.0212
Africa GO:0007602 biological_process phototransduction 0.0237
Africa GO:0035075 biological_process response to ecdysone 0.0253
Africa GO:0048545 biological_process response to steroid hormone stimulus 0.0253
Africa GO:0007307 biological_process eggshell chorion gene amplification 0.0253
Africa GO:0048584 biological_process positive regulation of response to stimulus 0.0253
Africa GO:0035072 biological_process ecdysone-mediated induction of salivary gland cell autophagic cell death 0.0253
Africa GO:0035078 biological_process induction of programmed cell death by ecdysone 0.0253
Africa GO:0035081 biological_process induction of programmed cell death by hormones 0.0253
Africa GO:0022904 biological_process respiratory electron transport chain 0.0273
Africa GO:0006119 biological_process oxidative phosphorylation 0.0281
Africa GO:0010769 biological_process regulation of cell morphogenesis involved in differentiation 0.0321
Africa GO:0010975 biological_process regulation of neuron projection development 0.0321
Africa GO:0031344 biological_process regulation of cell projection organization 0.0321
Africa GO:0012502 biological_process induction of programmed cell death 0.0321
Africa GO:0044262 biological_process cellular carbohydrate metabolic process 0.0348
Africa GO:0030029 biological_process actin filament-based process 0.0348
Africa GO:0030036 biological_process actin cytoskeleton organization 0.0348
Africa GO:0022900 biological_process electron transport chain 0.0353
Africa GO:0006066 biological_process alcohol metabolic process 0.0354
Africa GO:0051606 biological_process detection of stimulus 0.0354
Africa GO:0006631 biological_process fatty acid metabolic process 0.0354
Africa GO:0007015 biological_process actin filament organization 0.0354
Africa GO:0045664 biological_process regulation of neuron differentiation 0.0354
Africa GO:0009583 biological_process detection of light stimulus 0.0354
Africa GO:0010927 biological_process cellular component assembly involved in morphogenesis 0.0354
Africa GO:0030713 biological_process ovarian follicle cell stalk formation 0.0356
Africa GO:0009582 biological_process detection of abiotic stimulus 0.0357
Africa GO:0009719 biological_process response to endogenous stimulus 0.0417
Africa GO:0009725 biological_process response to hormone stimulus 0.0417
Africa GO:0006091 biological_process generation of precursor metabolites and energy 0.0424
Africa GO:0015980 biological_process energy derivation by oxidation of organic compounds 0.0442
Africa GO:0032787 biological_process monocarboxylic acid metabolic process 0.0452
Africa GO:0008258 biological_process head involution 0.0467
Africa GO:0048134 biological_process germ-line cyst formation 0.0467
Africa GO:0030239 biological_process myofibril assembly 0.0467
Africa GO:0016203 biological_process muscle attachment 0.0467
Africa GO:0050793 biological_process regulation of developmental process 0.0476
Africa GO:0050906 biological_process detection of stimulus involved in sensory perception 0.0490
Africa GO:0042995 cellular_component cell projection 0.0142
Africa GO:0016028 cellular_component rhabdomere 0.0181
Africa GO:0044429 cellular_component mitochondrial part 0.0253
Africa GO:0016459 cellular_component myosin complex 0.0253
Africa GO:0019897 cellular_component extrinsic to plasma membrane 0.0253
Africa GO:0005740 cellular_component mitochondrial envelope 0.0266
Africa GO:0031966 cellular_component mitochondrial membrane 0.0354
Africa GO:0005743 cellular_component mitochondrial inner membrane 0.0354
Africa GO:0030425 cellular_component dendrite 0.0354
Africa GO:0043234 cellular_component protein complex 0.0356
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Africa GO:0005751 cellular_component mitochondrial respiratory chain complex IV 0.0356
Africa GO:0045277 cellular_component respiratory chain complex IV 0.0356
Africa GO:0005746 cellular_component mitochondrial respiratory chain 0.0357
Africa GO:0070469 cellular_component respiratory chain 0.0357
Africa GO:0016585 cellular_component chromatin remodeling complex 0.0467
Africa GO:0030867 cellular_component rough endoplasmic reticulum membrane 0.0467
Europe GO:0004930 molecular_function G-protein coupled receptor activity 0.0092
Europe GO:0004984 molecular_function olfactory receptor activity 0.0179
Europe GO:0004252 molecular_function serine-type endopeptidase activity 0.0362
Europe GO:0005337 molecular_function nucleoside transmembrane transporter activity 0.0386
Europe GO:0035214 biological_process eye-antennal disc development 0.0014
Europe GO:0010160 biological_process formation of organ boundary 0.0074
Europe GO:0050907 biological_process detection of chemical stimulus involved in sensory perception 0.0083
Europe GO:0050911 biological_process detection of chemical stimulus involved in sensory perception of smell 0.0083
Europe GO:0048645 biological_process organ formation 0.0099
Europe GO:0048859 biological_process formation of anatomical boundary 0.0099
Europe GO:0008052 biological_process sensory organ boundary specification 0.0197
Europe GO:0007600 biological_process sensory perception 0.0233
Europe GO:0007455 biological_process eye-antennal disc morphogenesis 0.0242
Europe GO:0009593 biological_process detection of chemical stimulus 0.0242
Europe GO:0065004 biological_process protein-DNA complex assembly 0.0269
Europe GO:0007606 biological_process sensory perception of chemical stimulus 0.0288
Europe GO:0007608 biological_process sensory perception of smell 0.0288
Europe GO:0000377 biological_process RNA splicing, via transesterification reactions with bulged adenosine as nucleophile 0.0319
Europe GO:0000398 biological_process nuclear mRNA splicing, via spliceosome 0.0319
Europe GO:0009047 biological_process dosage compensation, by hyperactivation of X chromosome 0.0334
Europe GO:0001508 biological_process regulation of action potential 0.0334
Europe GO:0006544 biological_process glycine metabolic process 0.0334
Europe GO:0000375 biological_process RNA splicing, via transesterification reactions 0.0362
Europe GO:0008380 biological_process RNA splicing 0.0362
Europe GO:0048800 biological_process antennal morphogenesis 0.0386
Europe GO:0050906 biological_process detection of stimulus involved in sensory perception 0.0475
Additional file 3: GO-term enrichment of genes over-expressed in the African and European populations
Over-expression GO ID Ontology Term Adjusted P-value
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ADDITIONAL FILE 4  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ADDITIONAL FILE 4 Correlation of fold-change expression differences as measured by 
microarray and qRT-PCR 
Shown are 1,560 pairwise comparisons of all 16 D. melanogaster strains for 13 different genes 
(Pearson’s R = 0.5, P < 0.0001). The genes are the same as those in Figure 5, with the 
addition of CG18179, which did not differ in expression between populations but showed 
high expression variation within each population. 
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APPENDIX B: SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL MÜLLER AND PARSCH (UNPUBLISHED 
MANUSCRIPT) 
 
SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE 1  
 
Polymorphism and divergence for all genes analyzed  
 
 
SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE 1  
 
Primers used for PCR and sequencing reactions for all genes analyzed in this study 
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE 1 Polymorphism and divergence for all genes analyzed  
Sliding window analyses of polymorphism and divergence for all genes analyzed in this study (window size = 
100 bp, step size = 25 bp). Shown are nucleotide diversity (!) in the European (green line) and the African 
(purple line) populations, as well as divergence between all D. melanogaster lines and an outgroup (gray line). 
D. simulans was used as an outgroup for all genes except for CG34330 and fau, where D. sechellia was used. 
Positions of the genes are represented by arrows with the arrowhead indicating the direction of transcription, 
solid boxes representing exons and open boxes representing introns. Only constitutively spliced out introns are 
shown. Genes that extend beyond the sequenced region are indicated by double arrows or two vertical lines, 
respectively. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE 1 Primers used for PCR and sequencing reactions for all genes analyzed in this 
study 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CG34330 CG34330_F0 CGCTAGTATCTGGAAATCACCTG CG34330_R0 GCAGCTGTGATACGCACATT
CG34330_F1 GGGGGCCAGTTTGTAATTTT CG34330_R1 ACGTAGGCGAAGTTGTCCAC
CG34330_F2b CACCCGGAGTAGTGTCCAGT CG34330_R2b GGCGAAAGAGTTTTGACTCG
CG34330_F3 TGATCAGCGCCCATCTGCGC CG34330_R3 GCAGTTTCGAAGGTGCACTACGTT
CG12262 CG12262_F1 GGGAGTGGGTAGCACAAAAA CG12262_R1 GCTTGGACATTGGACCTTGT
CG12262_F2 GCTTTGGGAAAGTTCCATCA CG12262_R2 GTTGTTCATCAGGCCCAGTT
CG12262_F3 TCCAATATCCGAAAATCCAG CG12262_R3 TATCAGCCAGCATGAACTGC
CG12262_F4 GGTGTGGCGAACTGGTACTT CG12262_R4 CAGCTGCAATTTGGAGACAA
CG7409 CG7409_F1b CAGGTCAGGCCCATAAATGT CG7409_R1b GAAACCATCCTTTCCGACAA
CG7409_F1seq TACTCTCCGCTTCCGTTTGC sequencing primer CG7409_R1seq TGCAAATCAACCCACCCAGC sequencing primer
CG7409_F2 AGTGGACGTCTATCAGAAAGC CG7409_R2 TCGAGGGCGTAGTGTTTACC
fau fau_F1 AAACCTTTTCAAGTTGCAGACC fau_R1 TATATCGTCGTTGCGTGTTGTT
Pbprp2 Pbprp2_F1 GCAGTGCGTCTGCAGCAGGA Pbprp2_R1 GACACCCCGCTGGAACTGCC
Pbprp2_F2 GGAAATAGGCGGACAGATGA Pbprp2_R2 TGCTTGCTCATGACCTTGAC
Pbprp2_F3 GAGGAGATCAACAGGGACCA Pbprp2_R3 CTGGAGAAACCCAGGTACGA
oaf oaf_F1 TACTGGTCGTAAACGCGATG oaf_R1 GGCTGAGTGCCTTAAGATGC
Nipsnap Nipsnap_F0b AATGAGTGATCGCACACTGC   Nipsnap_R0b TGTTTTCTCCGCACTGTTGC   
CG9212up_F ACGGCCAATAGATTACGTAGC CG9212up_R TTAATCACCGGCGAAGGTAG
Nipsnap_F2b ACGTGTAGGAGTGTGAATGC Nipsnap_R2b GTCCATATCGATAGCCAAGC
Nipsnap_F3 TCAATTTTTGGAAGGCCACT Nipsnap_R3 CGCTGTCCGGTAAGAAAAAC
Nipsnap_F4 GGTTTGCCTTCTTCTCGTTG Nipsnap_R4 CGACGGTGCGAATTTTAGTTAC
Nipsnap_F5 TGAGCAACTAAGCAGGCAAATC Nipsnap_R5 CAGTCGAATGCTCAGCGATAAG
Nipsnap_R5seq GGATTCTTCTCGCAGATCG sequencing primer
CG31058 CG31058_F1 GGAGACGCAGCAGAGGTAAC CG31058_R1 CAGAGATCCCAGCCAGCTAC
CG31058_F2 TTGCTCTTGCTGTCTGTGCT CG31058_R2 GAACCCTTTTGCGAAACAAA
CG31058_F3 GCAAACTGGCCCATATCATT CG31058_R3 TCAAGCCAAAGTGCAAAGTG
CG31058_seqF3 AGTCGGCACAAGTTGCAGTT sequencing primer CG31058_seqR3 TTACATTTGACGGGCGAATC sequencing primer
Jon99Ciii Jon99Ciii_F1 CGACTTTCGATTTTCGAAGC Jon99Ciii_R1 GCTCTTTCGCTTTTCTCGTG
Jon99Ciii_F2 TTCTGCAGTGTACAACTGGG Jon99Ciii_R2 AGTCCAGGTATCCGGTGACGC
NoteGene Primer sequence (5'-3') Primer sequence (5'-3')Forward primer Note Reverse primer 
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APPENDIX C: SUPPLEMENTARY ONLINE MATERIAL MÜLLER ET AL. (2012) 
 
SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE 1  
 
List of all genes used in this study, along with their chromosomal locations and their sex-
biased expression classifications. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE 1 List of all genes used in this study, along with their 
chromosomal locations and their sex-biased expression classifications. 
Gene Bias Chrom Bias Chrom.
CG1980 Male 3R
CG2140 Male 2R
CG3085 Male 2R Male 3L
CG3483 Male 2R
CG5045 Male 2L
CG5276 Male 3R
CG5565 Male 2L
CG6036 Male 3R Male 2L
CG6130 Male 3R
CG6255 Male 3R
CG6332 Male 3R
CG6971 Male 3R Male 2L
CG6980 Male 3R Male 2L
CG7251 Male 2L
CG7387 Male 3L Female 2R
CG7409 Male 3L
CG7929 Male 3R
CG7931 Male 3R
CG8277 Male 3L Male 2R
CG8564 Male 3L
CG9314 Male 2L
CG9531 Male 2L
CG10252 Male 3R Male 2L
CG10307 Male 2R
CG10750 Male 2L Unbiased 3R
CG11037 Male 3L
CG11475 Male 2R
CG13527 Male 2R
CG14717 Male 3R Unbiased 2L
CG14926 Male 2L
CG15179 Male 3R
CG17376 Male 2L
CG17956 Male 3R
CG18266 Male 2L Male 3R
CG18418 Male 3L Male 2R
CG1314 Male X Male X
CG1503 Male X
CG1668 Male X
CG1950 Male X
CG2574 Male X
CG2577 Male X Male X
CG5334 Male X
CG5662 Male X
CG6789 Male X
CG6999 Male X
CG7860 Male X
CG9156 Male X
CG10920 Male X Male X
CG11379 Male X Male X
CG11697 Male X Male X
CG12395 Male X
CG12681 Male X
CG18341 Male X Unbiased X
CG1600 Unbiased 2R
CG3476 Unbiased 2L Male 3R
CG3652 Unbiased 2L
CG3683 Unbiased 2R
CG5915 Unbiased 3R Male 2L
CG5919 Unbiased 3R
CG6094 Unbiased 2L
CG6913 Unbiased 3R
CG6981 Unbiased 3L Unbiased 2R
CG7484 Unbiased 3L
CG7508 Unbiased 3R Unbiased 2L
CG7953 Unbiased 2L
CG8392 Unbiased 2R
CG8844 Unbiased 2L
CG9283 Unbiased 3L
CG9437 Unbiased 2R
CG9617 Unbiased 3R
CG9822 Unbiased 2R
D. melanogaster D. ananassae
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Gene Bias Chrom Bias Chrom.
CG9893 Unbiased 2R
CG10035 Unbiased 3R Female 2L
CG10623 Unbiased 2L
CG10853 Unbiased 3L Unbiased 2R
CG11785 Unbiased 3R
CG11981 Unbiased 3R Female 2L
CG13189 Unbiased 2R Unbiased 3L
CG13419 Unbiased 3R
CG13845 Unbiased 3R
CG13934 Unbiased 3L
CG16985 Unbiased 3L
CG17404 Unbiased 3R
CG31058 Unbiased 3R
CG33976 Unbiased 3R
CG1397 Unbiased X
CG1751 Unbiased X
CG2555 Unbiased X
CG3603 Unbiased X
CG9164 Unbiased X
CG9571 Unbiased X
CG9723 Unbiased X Unbiased X
CG9919 Unbiased X
CG11126 Unbiased X
CG14227 Unbiased X
CG14629 Unbiased X
CG14772 Unbiased X
CG14797 Unbiased X
CG15247 Unbiased X
CG15313 Unbiased X
CG15336 Unbiased X Unbiased X
CG1239 Female 3R Unbiased 2L
CG2867 Female 3R
CG3509 Female 3R Female 2L
CG3831 Female 2R
CG3975 Female 2L
CG4236 Female 3R
CG4299 Female 3R
CG4570 Female 3R
CG4973 Female 3R Unbiased 2L
CG5272 Female 3L Female 2R
CG5363 Female 2L
CG5499 Female 3R Female 2L
CG5757 Female 2R
CG6459 Female 2R Female 3L
CG6554 Female 3R
CG6874 Female 3L
CG7840 Female 2L Female 3R
CG9135 Female 2L Female 3R
CG9273 Female 2L
CG9383 Female 3L Unbiased 2R
CG10206 Female 2L
CG12262 Female 3L
CG12276 Female 3R Female 2L
CG12314 Female 2L
CG12909 Female 2R
CG13690 Female 2L
CG17361 Female 3L
CG17950 Female 2R
CG32409 Female 3L
CG1749 Female X Unbiased X
CG2222 Female X Female X
CG3004 Female X Unbiased X
CG3024 Female X Male X
CG3704 Female X
CG4593 Female X Male X
CG8326 Female X
CG8675 Female X
CG9125 Female X
CG9915 Female X
CG12117 Female X
CG14434 Female X
CG15717 Female X Female X
D. melanogaster D. ananassae
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APPENDIX D: PROTOCOLS 
 
1 MICROARRAYS 
 
2 PCR 
 
3 SEQUENCING 
 
4 QRT-PCR 
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1 MICROARRAYS 
 
 
 
 
 
I. RNA Extraction 
 
2.  For each “unit” of extraction (enough RNA for two hybridizations+) collect three 
sets of 13 females (40 females total), aged 4-6 days. 
 
3.  When ready for extraction, knock flies out and transfer each set of 13 females to 
individual 1.5 mL tubes on ice. 
 
4.  Add 200 uL Trizol to each tube and grind flies completely. Combine the 3 tubes of 
females into 1 tube (it may be necessary to first cut the pipette tip to avoid clogging 
with fly material). 
 
5.  Add an additional 400 ul Trizol to the combined homogenate for a total of 1 mL, mix 
by inverting the tube and incubate at room temp. for 5 min. 
 
6.  Centrifuge 12,000 g at 4º C for 10 min., transfer supernatant to a clean tube. 
 
7.  Add 200 uL chloroform, mix well by shaking the tubes vigorously for 15 sec by 
hand, incubate at room temp. for 3 min. 
 
8.  Centrifuge 12,000 g at 4º C for 10 min., transfer the aqueous (upper) phase to a clean 
tube (must be Rnase-free at this stage!). Be careful not to transfer any of the interphase. 
 
9.  Add 500 uL isopropanol, incubate at room temp. for exactly 10 min. 
 
10.  Centrifuge 12,000 g at 4º C for 10 min., remove supernatant (a clearly-visible white 
pellet should remain). 
 
11.  Wash the pellet with 1 mL 75% ethanol prepared with Rnase-free water. 
 
12.  At this stage, the sample is stable in ethanol at -20º C. Store the sample until 
shortly before beginning with cDNA synthesis and labeling. 
 
13.  Remove the ethanol completely and air dry for 5-10 min.  It may be helpful to first 
remove the ethanol, then briefly centrifuge and again remove any ethanol that 
accumulated from the spin.  Do not over-dry or samples may be difficult to resuspend. 
 
14.  Resuspend the pellet in 30 uL of Rnase-free water.  Dissolving may be aided by 
several tapping + brief centrifugations and/or heating at 37-55º C until dissolved. 
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15.  Quantify RNA (dilution of 2uL sample + 98 uL Rnase-free water) with NanoDrop.  
Get concentration by A260 (1 abs = 40 ug/mL = 40 ng/uL) and sample purity by 
A260/A280. 
 
16.  Run 1 uL on a gel, rRNA bands should be visible, etc. 
 
17.  You should be left with !27 uL of sample at a concentration of 4-5 ug/uL. This is 
enough for two hybridizations (50-60ug per hyb required). 
 
 
II.  cDNA Synthesis  and Amino Allyl Labeling 
adapted from the Invitrogen SuperScriptTM Indirect cDNA Labeling System instruction 
manual 
 
"M"A"T "E "R"I "A"L"S " " " 
T "h"i"s" "p"r "o"t "o"c"o"l " "m "a"k"e"s" "u"s"e" "o"f " "t "h"e" "f"o"l "l "o"w"i "n"g" "I"n"v"i "t "r "o"g"e"n" "p"a"c"k"a"g"e"s": " "S "u"p"e"r "S "c"r"i "p"t "T "M" "I"n"d"i "r "e"c"t " 
"c"D"N"A" "L "a"b"e"l "i "n"g" "S "y"s"t "e"m ", " " "A"l "e"x"a" "F "l"u"o"r "®" "5"5"5" "a"n"d" "A"l "e"x"a" "F "l"u"o"r "®" "6"4"7" "R"e"a"c"t "i "v"e" "D"y"e" 
"D"e"c"a"P "a"c"k"s", " "a"n"d" "c"D"N"A" "L "a"b"e"l "i "n"g" "P "u"r "i "f"i "c"a"t "i "o"n" "M"o"d"u"l "e (“SNAP” colums)". " " " " "  
 
 
 
First-Strand cDNA Synthesis 
 
Note: The following first-strand synthesis is to be performed in duplicate (RT for 2 X 
25-30 ug) for hybridization to arrays 
 
"1"." "M"i "x" "a"n"d" "c"e"n"t "r"i "f "u"g"e" "e"a"c"h" "c"o"m "p"o"n"e"n"t " "i "n" "2"0"0u"l " "R"N"a"s"e"- "f "r "e"e" "t "u"b"e"s" "f "o"r" "i "n"d"i"v"i "d"u"a"l " 
"r "e"a"c"t "i "o"n"s", " "o"r " "1"."5"u"l " "R"N"a"s"e"- "f "r "e"e" "t "u"b"e"s" "f"o"r " "l "a"r "g"e"r " "r"e"a"c"t "i "o"n"s 
 
"C"o"m "p"o"n"e"n"t " " "      V"o"l "u"m "e" " 
2"5-30u"g" "t "o"t "a"l " "R"N"A" " "   "   X u"l " " " 
A"n"c"h"o"r "e"d " "O"l "i "g"o"("d"T ")"B"2"0"B" "P "r "i "m "e"r " "( "2"."5u"g"/u "l ")" "  "2 ul" " " 
D"E "P"C" "t "r "e"a"t "e"d" "H"20" "              "T "o" "1"8 u"l " 
 
Note: the cocktail (without theSuperscript RT) in step 3 should be prepared before 
starting, but wait until just before adding cocktail to add the Superscript RT enzyme) !. ! 
 
"2"." "I "n"c"u"b"a"t "e" "a"t " "7"0"°"C" "f "o"r" "5" "m "i "n", " "a"n"d" "t "h"e"n" "q"u"i "c"k" "c"h"i "l "l " "o"n" "i "c"e" "f "o"r " "1" "m"i "n". " " " 
 
3"." "A"d"d" "t"h"e" "f "o"l "l "o"w"i "n"g" "t "o" "e"a"c"h" "t "u"b"e": " 
 
"C"o"m "p"o"n"e"n"t " " "      V"o"l "u"m "e"  
"5"X" "F "i "r "s"t "- "S"t "r "a"n"d" "B"u"f "f"e"r " " "    6 u"l " " 
0"."1" "D"T "T"       1"."5 u"l " "  
"d"N"T "P" "m "i "x" "       "1"."5 u"l " " 
R"N"a"s"e"O"U"T "T "M " "( "4"0"U"/u"l ")" " "    1 u"l " " 
S "u"p"e"r "S"c"r "i "p"t "T "M" "I"I "I " "R"T " "( "4"0"0"U"/u"l ")" " "   2 u"l " "  
 
"F "i "n"a"l " "V"o"l "u"m "e":      "3"0 u"l " 
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Note: if making a cocktail allow for some loss of volume when pipetting 12 ul of the 
above mix into each tube from step 1.  For example, for 4 reactions, multiply each of the 
above numbers by 4.25 to make the cocktail. 
 
4. Mix gently and collect the contents of each tube by briefly centrifugation. Incubate at 
46°C for 3 hours.  
 
5. Proceed directly to Hydrolysis and Neutralization. 
 
 
 
Hydrolysis and Neutralization 
T !h!i !s! !s!t !e!p! !i !s! !t!a!k!e!n! !t !o! !d!e!g!r!a!d!e! !t !h!e! !o!r!i !g!i !n!a!l ! !R !N!A ! ! ! " 
 
1"." "A"d"d" "1"5u"l" "o"f " "1"N" "N"a"O"H" "t "o" "e"a"c"h" "r "e"a"c"t "i "o"n" "t "u"b"e" "f "r "o"m " "t "h"e" "F "i "r"s"t " "S "t "r"a"n"d" "c"D"N"A" "s"y"n"t "h"e"s"i "s" 
"r "e"a"c"t "i "o"n"." " "M"i "x" "T "h"o"r "o"u"g"h"l"y". "  
 
"2"." "I "n"c"u"b"a"t "e" "t"u"b"e" "a"t " "7"0"º"C" "f "o"r" "1"0" "m "i "n". " " " 
 
3"." "A"d"d" "1"5u"l" "o"f " "1"N" "H"C"l " !i!m !m !e!d !i !a!t!e!l !y" "a"f "t "e"r" "t "h"e" "1"0"m"i "n" "i "n"c"u"b"a"t "i "o"n" "t "o" "n"e"u"t "r "a"l "i "z"e" "t "h"e" "p"H" 
"a"n"d" "m "i"x" "g "e"n"t "l "y"." " 
 
4"." "P "r"o"c"e"e"d" "d"i "r "e"c"t "l "y" "t "o" "P "u"r "i"f "y"i "n"g" "F "i "r "s"t "- "S "t "r"a"n"d" "c"D"N"A"." " 
 
 
Purifying First-Strand cDNA 
This step removes unincorporated dNTPs by ethanol precipitation. 
 
Note: At this step, the two replicate tubes of first-strand cDNA should be combined for 
precipitation 
 
1.  Add 24 ul 3"M" "S "o"d"i "u"m" "A"c"e"t "a"t "e", " "p"H" "5". "2 and 2ul Glycogen to the combined 
neutralized reactions and mix. 
 
2.  Add 360 ul ice-cold 100% ethanol and mix by vortexing. 
 
3.  Place at –20ºC for at least 1 hr.  Samples can also be incubated overnight at –20ºC, 
as this may increase yield, or stored for several days. 
 
4.  Centrifuge at 14,000g at 4º C for 20 min.  Carefully remove and discard the 
supernatant. 
 
Note: this is a good point to begin preparing the fluorescent dyes in the “Labeling with 
Fluorescent Dye” step. 
 
5.  Wash the pellet with 1 mL 75% ethanol and centrifuge at 14,000g at 4º C for 2 min. 
Carefully remove and discard the supernatant. 
 
6. "C"e"n"t "r "i "f "u"g"e" "t "u"b"e" "a"n"d" "c"a"r "e"f"u"l "l "y" "r"e"m "o"v"e" "a"n"y" "s"u"p"e"r "n"a"t "a"n"t " "t "h"a"t " "a"c"c"u"m "u"l "a"t "e"d" "f "r "o"m" "t "h"e" 
"s"p"i "n". " 
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7"." "A"i "r " "d"r "y" "t "h"e" "s"a"m "p"l "e"s" "t "o" "e"v"a"p"o"r "a"t "e" "a"n"y" "e"t "h"a"n"o"l " "t "h"a"t " "m "a"y" "s"t "i "l "l " "b"e" "o"n" "t "h"e" "s"a"m "p"l "e". " " "S "a"m "p"l "e" 
"w"i "l "l " " "t "u"r"n" "f"r "o"m " "w"h"i "t "e" "t "o" "c"l "e"a"r " "a"n"d" "v"i "s"c"o"u"s" "( "g"l "a"s"s"- "l "i "k"e") " "w"h"e"n" "r "e"a"d"y". " "A"v"o"i "d" "o"v"e"r"- "d"r "y"i "n"g"," 
"a"s" "i "t " "w"i "l "l " "b"e" "h"a"r "d"e"r " "t"o" "r "e"s"u"s"p"e"n"d" "t "h"e" "s"a"m "p"l "e"s". "  
 
"8"." "A"f "t "e"r " "s"a"m "p"l "e"s" "h"a"v"e" "b"e"e"n" "a"p"p"r "o"p"r "i "a"t "e"l "y" "d"r "i "e"d", " "r "e"s"u"s"p"e"n"d" "e"a"c"h" "s"a"m "p"l "e" "i "n" "5u"l " "o"f " "2"X" 
"C"o"u"p"l "i "n"g" "B"u"f "f"e"r ". " " 
 
9"." "P "r"o"c"e"e"d" "d"i "r "e"c"t "l "y" "t "o" "L "a"b"e"l "i "n"g" "w"i "t "h" "F"l "u"o"r "e"s"c"e"n"t " "D"y"e". 
 
 
 
"L !a!b!e !l!i!n!g! !w !i!t!h! !F!l!u!o!r !e !s !c !e !n!t! !D !y!e " " 
Note:  T!h!i !s! !s!t !e!p! !w!i !l !l ! !l !a!b!e!l ! !t !h!e! !a!m!i !n!o!- !m!o!d!i !f !i !e!d! !c!D!N!A ! !w!i !t !h! !t !h!e! !A !l !e!x!a! !F!l !u!o!r!®! !d!y!e!s!. ! ! 
While working with the dyes or the already labeled cDNA be sure not to expose them to 
direct sun or overhead light. 
" " 
1"." "R"e"m "o"v "e" "t "h"e" "a"p"p"r"o"p"r "i "a"t "e" "A"l "e"x"a" "F"l "u"o"r "®" "d"y"e" "v"i "a"l "s" "f "r "o"m " "- "2"0°"C" "s"t "o"r "a"g"e". " 
 
2"." "A"d"d" "2u"l" "o"f " "D"M"S "O" "d"i "r "e"c"t "l "y" "t "o" "e"a"c"h" "d"y"e" "v"i "a"l " "a"n"d" "m "i "x" "t "h"o"r "o"u"g"h"l "y"." " " " 
 
N!o!t !e!: ! !D!M!S!O! !i !s! !h!y!g!r!o!s!c!o!p!i !c! !a!n!d! !w!i !l !l ! !a!b!s!o!r!b! !m!o!i !s!t !u!r!e! !f !r!o!m! !t !h!e! !a!i !r!,! !w!h!i !c!h! !r!e!a!c!ts! !w!i !t !h! 
!t !h!e! !d!y!e!s! !t !o! !r!e!d!u!c!e! !t !h!e! !c!o!u!p!l !i !n!g! !e!f !f !i !c!i !e!n!c!y!. ! ! !S!o!,! !w!a!r!m! !D!M!S!O! !t !o! !r!o!o!m! !t !e!m!p!e!r!a!t !u!r!e! 
!b!e!f !o!r!e! !u!s!e! !a!n!d! !k!e!e!p! !t !h!e! !c!a!p! !c!l !o!s!e!d! ! !o!n! !t !h!e! !v!i !a!l ! !w!h!e!n! !n!o!t ! !i !n! !u!s!e!. ! !  
 
"3"." "C"e"n"t "r "i "f "u"g"e" "v"i "a"l "s" "b"r "i "e"f "l "y". " 
" "  
"4"." "A"d"d" "t"h"e" "D"M"S "O"/ "d"y"e" "s"o"l "u"t "i "o"n" "t"o" "t "h "e" "t"u"b"e" "f "r"o"m " "t "h"e" "E"t "h"a"n"o"l " "P"r "e"c"i "p"i "t "a"t "i "o"n" "s"t "e"p" "a"b"o"v"e". " " 
"A"d"d" "3u"l" "o "f " "D"E "P "C"- "t "r"e"a"t "e"d" "H"2O" "t "o" "b"r "i "n"g" "t "h"e" "f "i"n"a"l " "v"o"l "u"m "e" "o"f " "t "h"e" "s"a"m "p"l "e" "t "o" "1"0u"l "."  
 
"5"." "M"i "x" "s"a"m "p"l "e"s" "b"y" "v"o"r "t"e"x"i "n"g", " "c"e"n"t "r "i "f "u"g"e" "b"r"i "e"f "l "y"," "a"n"d" "i "n"c"u"b"a"t "e" "a"t " "r "o"o"m" "t "e"m "p"e"r "a"t "u"r"e" "i "n" "t"h"e" 
"d"a"r "k" "f "o"r 1-3" "h"o"u"rs". " " " " "  
"  
6"." "G"o" "t"o" "P "u"r"i "f "i "c"a"t "i "o"n" "o"f" "L"a"b"e"l "e"d" "c"D"N"A" "a"f "t "e"r " "t "h"e" "d"a"r "k" "i "n"c"u"b"a"t "i "o"n". " " 
 
 
Purifying Labeled cDNA 
 
Using the Invitrogen Purification Module 
 
Before starting: 
 
Prepare Binding Buffer with Isopropanol (if not already added) 
 
 -Add 6.5 ml Isopropanol to 18 ml (entire bottle) of Binding Buffer. 
 
Prepare Wash Buffer with Ethanol (if not already added) 
 
 -Add 20 ml Ethanol to 5 ml (entire bottle) of Wash Buffer. 
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1"." "A"d"d" "7"0"0" u"l " "o"f " "B"i "n"d"i "n"g" "B"u"f "f "e"r " "t "o" "t "h"e" "r "e"a"c"t "i "o"n" "t "u"b"e" "c"o"n"t "a"i "n"i "n"g" "t "h"e" "l "a"b"e"l "e"d" "c"D"N"A" "f"r "o"m " 
"C"o"u"p"l "i "n"g"". " "V"o"r "t "e"x" "b"r "i "e"f "l "y" "t "o" "m"i "x". " " " 
 
2"." " "E "a"c"h" "L"o"w"- "E "l "u"t "i"o"n" "V"o"l "u"m "e" "S"p"i "n" "C"a"r "t "r"i "d"g"e" "i "s" "p"r"e"i "n"s"e"r "t "e"d" "i "n"t "o" "a" "c"o"l "l "e"c"t "i "o"n" "t"u"b"e". " " "F "o"r " 
"m "u"l "t "i "p"l"e" "r "e"a"c"t "i "o"n"s", " "c"l "e"a"r "l "y" "l "a"b"e"l " "e"a"c"h" "c"o"l "l "e"c"t "i "o"n" "t "u"b"e", " "a"n"d" "t "h"e"n" "l "o"a"d" "t "h"e" " "c"D"N"A"/ "B"i "n"d"i "n"g" 
"B"u"f "f "e"r " "s"o"l "u"t "i "o"n" "d"i "r"e"c"t "l "y" "o"n"t "o" "t "h"e" "S "p"i"n" "C"a"r "t "r "i "d"g"e"." "  
 
"3"." " "C"e"n"t "r "i "f "u"g"e" "a"t " "3", "3"0"0"g" "i "n" "a" "m "i "c"r "o"c"e"n"t "r "i "f "u"g"e" "f "o"r" "1" "m "i "n"u"t "e"." "R"e"m "o"v"e" "t "h"e" " "c"o"l "l "e"c"t "i "o"n" "t "u"b"e" 
"a"n"d" "d"i "s"c"a"r "d" "t"h"e" "f "l "o"w"-"t "h"r "o"u"g"h". " "  
 
"4"." " "P "l "a"c"e" "t "h"e" "S "p"i "n" "C"a"r "t "r "i "d"g"e" "i "n" "t "h"e" "s"a"m "e" "c"o"l "l "e"c"t "i "o"n" "t "u"b"e" "a"n"d" "a"d"d" "6"0"0" u"l " "o"f" "W"a"s"h" " "B"u"f "f"e"r " 
"t "o" "t "h"e" "c"o"l "u"m "n"." "  
 
"5"." " "C"e"n"t "r "i "f "u"g"e" "a"t " "m "a"x"i "m "u"m " "s"p"e"e"d" "f "o"r" "3"0" "s"e"c"o"n"d"s". " "R"e"m "o"v"e" "t "h"e" "c"o"l "l "e"c"t "i "o"n" "t "u"b"e" "a"n"d" " 
"d"i "s"c"a"r "d" "t "h"e" "f "l "o"w"- "t "h"r"o"u"g"h". " "  
 
"6"." " "P "l "a"c"e" "t "h"e" "S "p"i "n" "C"a"r "t "r "i "d"g"e" "i "n" "t "h"e" "s"a"m "e" "c"o"l "l "e"c"t "i "o"n" "t "u"b"e" "a"n"d" "c"e"n"t "r "i "f "u"g"e" "a"t " " "m "a"x"i "m "u"m " 
"s"p"e"e"d" "f "o"r " "3"0" "s"e"c"o"n"d"s" "t "o" "r"e"m "o"v"e" "a"n"y" "r "e"s"i "d"u"a"l " "W"a"s"h" "B"u"f "f "e"r ". " "R"e"m "o"v"e" " "t "h"e" "c"o"l "l "e"c"t "i "o"n" "t "u"b"e" 
"a"n"d" "d"i "s"c"a"r "d". " " 
 
"7"." " "P "l "a"c"e" "t "h"e" "S "p"i "n" "C"a"r "t "r "i "d"g"e" "o"n"t "o" "a" "n "e"w" "a"m "b"e"r " "c"o"l "l "e"c"t "i "o"n" "t "u"b"e" "( "s"u"p"p"l "i "e"d" "i "n" "t "h"e" " "k"i "t ") "." "  
 
"8"." "A"d"d" "2"0" u"l " "o"f " "D"E"P "C"- "t "r "e"a"t "e"d" "w"a"t "e"r " "t "o" "t"h"e" "c"e"n"t "e"r " "o"f " "t "h"e" "S "p"i"n" "C"a"r "t "r "i "d"g"e" "a"n"d" ""i "n"c"u"b"a"t "e" "a"t " 
"r "o"o"m " "t "e"m "p"e"r "a"t "u"r "e" "f "o"r " "1" "m"i "n"u"t "e". " "  
 
"9"." " "C"e"n"t "r "i "f "u"g"e" "a"t " "m "a"x"i "m "u"m " "s"p"e"e"d" "f "o"r" "1" "m "i "n"u"t "e" "t"o" "c"o"l "l "e"c"t " "t"h"e" "p"u"r "i "f"i "e"d" "c"D"N"A". " "T "h"e" e"l "u"a"t "e" 
"c"o"n"t "a"i "n"s" "y"o"u"r " "p"u"r "i "f"i "e"d" "l "a"b"e"l "e"d" "c"D"N"A". " " " 
 
T "h"e" "s"a"m "p"l "e" "c"a"n" "be s"t "o"r "e"d" "a"t "  -"2"0"°" "C" "f"o"r " "u"p" "t "o" "o"n"e" "w"e"e"k" "p"r "i "o"r" "t "o" "h"y"b"r "i "d"i"z"a"t "i "o"n". " " 
A"v"o"i "d" " "f "r"e"e"z"e"/ "t "h"a"w"i "n"g". " 
 
10.  Next, it will be necessary to dry down the sample in a speed vac for !30 minutes in 
order to resuspend the sample in 12-24" ul" "o"f " "Pronto!TM Long Oligo/cDNA Hybridization 
Solution. 
 
 Note:  the labeled cDNA resuspended in hybridization solution may be stored 
 for up to one week at 4°C and protected from light. 
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III.  Prehybridization and Hybridization 
The following protocols are from the Pronto!TM Microarray Hybridization Kit with 
small modification.  
 
A. Preparation of Wash Solutions  
 
Wash Solution 1  
deionized water (Purelab from kitchen)  1,118.75ml  
Universal Wash Reagent A     125ml  
Universal Wash Reagent B     6.25ml  
 
Wash Solution 2  
deionized water (Purelab from kitchen)  3,562.5ml  
Universal Wash Reagent A     187.5ml  
 
Wash Solution 3  
Wash Solution 2     750ml   
deionized water (Purelab from kitchen)  3,000ml 
 
 
 
 
B. Presoak and Prehybridization 
 
1.  Heat required volumes of both Pronto!TM Universal Pre-Soak Solution and Pronto!TM 
Universal Pre-Hybridization Solution to 42°C for at least 30 minutes. 
 
2.  Add 250 ul Sodium Borohydride Solution to 24.75 ml of 42°C Universal Pre-Soak 
Solution.  Pipet several times to mix thoroughly. DO NOT add Sodium Borohydride to 
the Pre-Soak solution more than 15 minutes before use. 
 
 !!!!Do this in the hood, the Sodium Borohydride stock is very toxic!!!! 
 
"3"." "I "m "m"e"r "s"e" "a"r "r "a"y"s" "i "n" "s"o"l "u"t "i "o"n" "f "r"o"m " "S "t"e"p" "2" "a"n"d" "i "n"c"u"b"a"t "e" "a"t " "4"2° "C" "f "o"r " "2"0" "m "i "n"u"t "e"s". "  
 
Note:  D!O! !N!O!T ! !l!e!t ! !a!r!r!a!y!s! !d!r!y! !o!u!t ! !b!e!t !w!e!e!n! !w!a!s!h! !s!t !e!p!s!, ! !b!e!c!a!u!s!e! !t !h!i !s! !w!i !l !l ! !c!a!u!s!e! 
!h!i !g!h! !b!a!c!k!g!r!o!u!n!d!s!. 
" 
4"." "T "r"a"n"s"f "e"r " "a"r "r"a"y"s" "t "o" "W"a"s"h" "S "o"l "u"t "i "o"n" "2" "a"n"d" "i "n"c"u"b"a"t "e" "a"t " "a"m "b"i "e"n"t " "t"e"m "p"e"r "a"t "u"r "e" "f"o"r " "3"0" 
"s"e"c"o"n"d"s". " " 
 
5"." "T "r"a"n"s"f "e"r " "t "o" "a" "f "r"e"s"h" "c"o"n"t "a"i "n"e"r " "o"f " "W"a"s"h" "S "o"l "u"t "i "o"n" "2" "f "o"r " "3"0" "s"e"c"o"n"d"s". " " 
 
6"." "T "r"a"n"s"f "e"r " "a"r "r"a"y"s" "t "o" "4"2°"C" "U"n"i "v"e"r "s"a"l " "P"r "e"- "H"y"b"r "i "d"i"z"a"t "i "o"n" "S "o"l "u"t "i "o"n" "( "f "r"o"m " "S "t"e"p" "1") " "a"n"d" 
"i "n"c"u"b"a"t "e" "f "o"r" "1"5" "m "i "n"u"t "e"s". "  
 
"7"." "T "r"a"n"s"f "e"r " "a"r "r"a"y"s" "t "o" "a" "f"r "e"s"h" "c"o"n"t "a"i "n"e"r " "o"f " "W"a"s"h" "S "o"l "u"t "i "o"n" "2" "a"n"d" "i "n"c"u"b"a"t "e" "a"t " "a"m "b"i "e"n"t " 
"t "e"m "p"e"r "a"t "u "r "e" "f "o"r " "1" "m"i "n"u"t "e". "  
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"8"." "T "r"a"n"s"f "e"r " "a"r "r"a"y"s" "t "o" "W"a"s"h" "S "o"l "u"t "i "o"n" "3" "a"n"d" "i "n"c"u"b"a"t "e" "a"t " "a"m "b"i "e"n"t " "t"e"m "p"e"r "a"t "u"r "e" "f"o"r " "3"0" 
"s"e"c"o"n"d"s". "  
 
"9"." "T "r"a"n"s"f "e"r " "a"r "r"a"y"s" "t "o" "a" "f"r "e"s"h" "c"o"n"t "a"i "n"e"r " "o"f " "W"a"s"h" "S "o"l "u"t "i "o"n" "3" "a"n"d" "i "n"c"u"b"a"t "e" "a"t " "a"m "b"i "e"n"t " 
"t "e"m "p"e"r "a"t "u "r "e" "f "o"r " "3"0" "s"e"c"o"n"d"s". " " 
 
1"0"." "D"i "p" "a"r "r "a"y"s" "i "n" "n"u"c"l "e"a"s"e"- "f "r "e"e" "w"a"t "e"r " "a"t " "a"m "b"i "e"n"t " "t "e"m "p"e"r "a"t "u"r"e" "( "2"2- "2"5"°"C") "," "a"n"d" "d"r "y" "b"y" " " 
"c"e"n"t "r "i "f"u"g"i "n"g" "a"t " "1", "6"0"0" g" f "o"r" "2" "m "i "n"u"t "e"s". " " 
 
 Note:  This must be done immediately after taking the arrays out of the water. 
  Prepare this step ahead of time by moving to the centrifuge at the 
beginning of Step 9! 
 
1"1"." "S "t "o"r"e" "a"r "r"a"y"s" "i "n" "a" "d"u"s"t "- "f"r "e"e" "e"n"v"i "r "o"n"m "e"n"t " "( "o"r" "i "n" "s"l "i "d"e" "h"o"l "d"e"r ") " "u"n"t "i "l " "r "e"a"d"y" "f "o"r" "u"s"e". " " 
 
 
C. Hybridization  
 
1. Wash the required number of pieces of cover glass (M-series lifter slips) with 
nuclease-free water, followed by ethanol. Dry cover glass by blowing high-purity 
compressed nitrogen gas or allow to air-dry in a dust-free environment. 
 
2.  Resuspend each of the two samples to be competitively hybridized in 40 ul of 
hybridization solution (for cDNA/long oligos). Combine the two samples into a PCR 
tube and mix well. 
 
 Note:  "80 ul of total combined sample will fit under a 25x60 mm 
 M-series lifter slip. 
 
3. "I "n"c"u"b"a"t "e" "t"h"e" "l "a"b"e"l "e"d" "c"D"N"A" "s"o"l "u"t "i "o"n" "a"t " "9"5"°"C" "f "o"r" "5" "m "i "n"u"t "e"s", " "p"r"o"t "e"c"t "i "n"g" "s"a"m "p"l "e"s" "f "r "o"m " 
"l "i "g"h"t "."  
 
"4"." "C"e"n"t "r "i "f "u"g"e" "t "h"e" "c"D"N"A" "a"t " "1"3", "5"0"0""g "f "o"r " "2" "m "i "n"u"t"e"s" "t "o" "c"o"l "l "e"c"t " "c"o"n"d"e"n"s"a"t "i "o"n". "D"o" "n"o"t" "p"l "a"c"e" 
"t "h"e" "s"o"l "u"t "i "o"n" "o"n" "i "c"e" "b"e"c"a"u"s"e" "t "h"i "s" "w"i "l "l " "c"a"u"s"e" "p"r "e"c"i "p"i "t "a"t "i "o"n" "o"f " "s"o"m "e" "o"f" "t "h"e" "c"o"m "p"o"n"e"n"t "s". " 
 
5. Place array in a Corning Hybridization Chamber (make sure to fill the two 
moisturizing wells with 10 ul dH20 each).  Pipet the labeled cDNA gently up and down 
and then transfer onto the surface of the printed side of the slide. Carefully place the 
cover glass on the array. Avoid trapping air bubbles between the array and the cover 
glass. Small air bubbles that do form usually dissipate during hybridization. Assemble 
the chamber.  
 
6. Incubate the chamber-array assembly at 42°C for 14–20 hours using a water bath or a 
hybridization oven. 
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D!. ! !P !o!s!t !-!H !y!b!r!i !d !i !z!a!t !i !o!n ! !W!a!s!h !e!s!  
 
" Note:  D!o! !n!o!t ! !a!l!l !o!w! !t !h!e! !a!r!r!a!y!s! !t !o! !d!r!y! !o!u!t ! !b!e!t !w!e!e!n! !w!a!s!h!e!s!, ! !a!s! !t !h!i !s! !i !r!r!e!v!e!r!s!i !b!l !y! !i !n!c!r!e!a!s!e!s! 
!b!a!c!k!g!r!o!u!n!d! !l !e!v!e!l !s!. ! M !u!l !t !i!p!l !e! !c!o!n!t !a!i !n!e!r!s! !a!r!e! !n!e!e!d!e!d! !t !o! !p!e!r!f !o!r!m! !t !h!e! !w!a!s!h!e!s! !i !n! !t !h!e! !m!o!s!t ! 
!e!f !f !i !c!i !e!n!t ! !m!a!n!n!e!r!. ! H!a!v!e! !a!l !l ! !c!o!n!t !a!i !n!e!r!s! !a!n!d! !t!h!e! !v!o!l !u!m!e!s! !o!f ! !w!a!s!h!i !n!g! !s!o!l !u!t !i !o!n!s! !r!e!a!d!y! 
!b!e!f !o!r!e! !s!t !a!r!t !i !n!g! !t !h!e! !p!r!o!c!e!d!u!r!e!. ! ! 
 
1"." "H"e"a"t " "r "e"q"u"i "r"e"d" "v"o"l "u"m "e" "o"f " "W"a"s"h" "S "o"l "u"t"i "o"n" "1" "t "o" "4"2° "C" "f "o"r" "a"t " "l "e"a"s"t " "3"0" "m "i "n"u"t"e"s" "( "n"o"t "e" "t "h"a"t " 
"S "t "e"p"s" "3" "a"n"d" "4" "b"o"t "h" "r "e"q"u"i "r"e" "p"r "e"w"a"r "m "e"d" "s"o"l "u"t "i "o"n"s") ". "  
 
"2"." "D"i "s"a"s"s"e"m "b"l "e" "t "h"e" "h"y"b"r"i "d"i "z"a"t "i "o"n" "c"h"a"m "b"e"r "s" "w"i "t "h" "t "h"e" "p"r"i "n"t "e"d" "a"r "r"a"y" "s"i "d"e" "f "a"c"i "n"g" "u"p". "  
 
3"." "I "m "m"e"r "s"e" "a"r "r "a"y"s" "i "n" "W"a"s"h" "S "o"l "u"t "i "o"n" "1" "a"t " "4"2"°"C" "f"o"r " "1- "2" "m "i "n"u"t "e"s" "u"n"t "i "l " "t "h"e" "c"o"v"e"r " "g"l "a"s"s" "f "a"l "l "s" 
"f "r"o"m " "t "h"e" "s"l "i "d"e". "  
 
"4"." "T "r"a"n"s"f "e"r " "a"r "r"a"y"s" "t "o" "a" "f"r "e"s"h" "c"o"n"t "a"i "n"e"r " "o"f " "W"a"s"h" "S "o"l "u"t "i "o"n" "1" "a"t " "4"2° "C" "a"n"d" "i "n"c"u"b"a"t "e" "f"o"r " "5" 
"m "i "n"u"t "e"s". "  
 
"5"." "T "r"a"n"s"f "e"r " "a"r "r"a"y"s" "t "o" "W"a"s"h" "S "o"l "u"t "i "o"n" "2" "a"t " "a"m "b"i "e"n"t " "t "e"m "p"e"r "a"t "u"r"e" "( "2"2- "2"5°"C") " "a"n"d" "i "n"c"u"b"a"t "e" 
"f "o"r" "1"0" "m "i "n"u"t "e"s". "  
 
"6"." "T "r"a"n"s"f "e"r " "a"r "r"a"y"s" "t "o" "W"a"s"h" "S "o"l "u"t "i "o"n" "3" "a"t " "a"m "b"i "e"n"t " "t "e"m "p"e"r "a"t "u"r"e" "a"n"d" "i "n"c"u"b"a"t "e" "f"o"r " "2" 
"m "i "n"u"t "e"s". " " 
 
7"." "R"e"p"e"a"t " "S "t "e"p" "6" "t "w"i "c"e". "  
 
"8"." "D"r "y" "a"r "r "a"y"s"" "b"y" "c"e"n"t "r "i "f "u"g"a"t "i "o"n" "a"t " "1","6"0"0"g "f"o"r " "2" "m "i "n"u"t "e"s". "  
 
Note:  This must be done immediately after taking the arrays out of the Wash Solution 
3. Prepare this step ahead of time by moving to the centrifuge in the before 
the end of step 7! 
 
 
"9"." "S "t "o"r"e" "a"r "r "a"y"s" "i "n" "l "i "g"h"t "-"p"r "o"o"f " "c"o"n"t "a"i "n"e"r " "u"n"t "i"l " "r"e"a"d"y" "t "o" "s"c"a"n". " "  
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2 PCR 
 
 
 
 
 
Setting up PCR Reaction 
 
1. Create a mastermix consisting of the following ingredients for each sample: 
ddH2O    15.70 µl 
10x PCR-Buffer  2.0 µl 
dNTP (10mM each)  0.50 µl 
Primer F (10 pmol/µl)  0.40 µl 
Primer R (10 pmol/µl) 0.40 µl 
Taq Pol   0.20 µl 
DNA (150 ng/µl)  0.80 µl 
 
PCR Cycling conditions 
 
1. Incubate at 94.0°C for 00:02:00 
2. Incubate at 94.0°C for 00:00:45 
3. Incubate at *°C for 00:00:45 
4. Incubate at 72°C for ** 
5. Cycle to step 2 for 34 more times 
6. Incubate at 72°C for 00:07:00 
7. Incubate at 12°C forever 
 
 
* Proper annealing temperature 
** Proper extension time (ca. 1min/1kB) 
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3 SEQUENCING 
 
 
 
 
 
Protocol for Preparation of Sequencing Reactions with ABI 3730 
 
1. Cleaning of PCR Product with ExoSAP 
 
2. Create a mastermix consisting of the following ingredients for each sample: 
ddH2O    3.5 µl 
10x PCR-Buffer (blue) 0.5 µl 
ExoSAP   1.0 µl 
3. Put 5 µl of the mastermix in each sample, mix, put samples in thermocycler 
4. Cycling conditions: 
a. Incubate at 37°C for 00:30:00 
b. Incubate at 80°C for 00:15:00 
c. Incubate at 12°C forever 
 
2. Setting up Sequencing Reaction 
 
1. For each sample use the following ingredients: 
Big Dye sequencing mix 2.0 µl 
5x Sequencing Buffer  1.0 µl 
Sequencing Primer  1.0 µl 
DNA Template  2-5 µl 
ddH2O    optional 
Total    10.0 µl 
2. Use mastermix and automatic/multi-channel pipette when possible 
3. Mix samples and put them into Thermocycler with sequencing cycling 
conditions 
 
3. Sequencing Cycling Conditions 
 
1. Incubate at 96°C for 00:01:00 
2. Incubate at 96°C for 00:00:10 
3. Incubate at 50°C for 00:00:15 
4. Incubate at 60°C for 00:04:00 
5. Cycle to step 2 for 34 more times 
6. Incubate at 12°C forever 
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4 QRT-PCR 
 
 
 
 
 
1. RNA Extraction with Trizol: see protocol microarrays 
 
 
2. DNAse I digestion: according to Invitrogen DNase I protocol 
 
 
3. First-Strand cDNA Synthesis: according to Invitrogen SuperScript™ II RT 
protocol 
 
4. qRT-PCR reaction mix 
 
20x TaqMan! Gene Expression Assays  1.0 µl 
2x TaqMan! Gene Expression Master Mix  10.0 µl 
cDNA template (1 to 100 ng)    4.0 µl 
RNase-free water     5.0 µl 
 
 
Cap the tube and invert several times 
Centrifuge tube briefly 
Transfer 20 µl of PCR reaction mix into each well of a 96-well reaction plate, cover 
with appropriate seal 
 
 
Cycling conditions 
 
 
1. Incubate at 95°C for 00:10:00 
2. Incubate at 95°C for 00:00:15 
3. Incubate at 60°C for 00:01:00 
Cycle to step 2 for 39 more times 
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